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Recyclables
are collected
Local residents gathered their
recyclable materials Aug. 1 as
part of the Make A Difference
Day at Stewart Stadium.
According to Bill Wells, director of the Murray Family
Resource Center, 30 tons of
paper was collected, 400 pairs
of eyeglasses, 250 gallons of
motor oil, 1,700 aluminum cans,
$300+ for Big Brothers Big Sisters, 100 food items and 75 backto-school items for Need Line
and two tons of plastic and glass.
The next Make A Difference
Day is set for Aug. 24.

Car buyers get
grace period
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
The Revenue Cabinet is granting a grace period for people
who recently bought vehicles
but have not yet registered them
in order to comply with a change
in the calculation of the sales
tax.
As of Aug. 1, the method
of determining the •6 percent
tax due on vehicle purchases
was changed fOr new and used
cars and trucks.
In the case of used vehicles, the tax will be based on
total consideration, after subtracting for any trade-in. The
buyer and the seller of the used
vehicle must complete and sign
a notarized statement attesting
to the value. Giving a fraudulent statement could be a felony
offense.
Until Aug. 15, county clerks
may use the new or the old
method of calculating the taxes
due on vehicle purchases made
before Aug. 1, whichever is
more beneficial to the taxpayer, Revenue Secretary Sarah
Jane Schaaf said.

Dow Jones
falls by 300
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Dow Jones industrial average
plunged 300 points on Tuesday, suffering its third-biggest
point drop ever and raising fears
the stock market's tumble is
far from over.
The Dow fell 299.43 points
— the biggest one-day pointdrop since the Oct. 27 slide of
554 points — to finish at
8,487.31 in the second busiest
day in history.
In just 12 sessions since it
closed at a record 9,337.97,
the Dow has fallen 850 points
or 9.1 percent to its lowest
level since March.
The past few weeks have
been dominated by a series of
discouraging signals on the
economy and company profits,
as well as continuing troubles
in Asia, dashing hopes that
improving conditions in the second half of 1998 would justify
the market's lofty heights.
The surprising drop has left
investment pros divided over
whether the market is mired in
one of its frequent post-rally
downturns, popularly known as
a correction, or caught in the
throes of something far more
severe.

City wins
key ruling
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust ruled Tuesday that Murray
Mayor Bill Cherry "properly exercised" his authority in contesting
signatures on a petition filed by
opponents of annexation.
The decision means the City of
Murray can determine if a petition is valid before the petition is
certified by the county clerk.
Foust also ruled that signatures
signed by spouses are not valid
and that each signature on the
petition must be the actual signature of the individual named in
the petition.
Attorneys for both the city and
the property owners are expected
to be back in court Monday as
the legal maneuvering in the case
continues.
The case, Nance v. City of
Murray, is expected to continue
past an Aug. 11 deadline to put
the measure on this fall's ballot.
The City of Murray passed an
intent to annex ordinance in October.
Under Kentucky law, opponents
have 60 days to collect signatures
from 50 percent of the real property owners and/or 50 percent of
the registered voters to place the
matter on the ballot - where 55
percent of the voters must reject
annexation.
In December, Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. accepted the petition from opponents of
the measure and notified Murray

Mayor Bill Cherry Jan. 5 that
enough voters and property owners in the affected area had signed
the petition.
The city passed an annexation
ordinance in February. Implementation of the ordinance was postponed after a group of 37 property owners in the area filed suit
in Calloway Circuit Court.
In his ruling Tuesday, Foust
said the handling of a petition "is
to be a twofold process: First, the
petition is presented to the mayor.
The court believes it is implicit
that the mayor then has a duty to
determine whether the petition has
the requisite number of resident voters or owners of real property
"Once that occurs, or does not
occur, then the county clerk is to
certify the efforts of the mayor in
the respect."
When the two parties disagree,
the recourse "would be to do exactly as the plaintiffs have done in
this case, which is to file an action
in circuit court."
In regard to spouses signing for
each other, Foust said residents
-would be required to physically
sign the petition. To suggest otherwise would be saying that one
person could let another sign his
or her voter registration card, apply
for a loan, or even vote for that
person.While Foust has also ruled that
the waivers used by the city to
invalidate some signatures are valid,

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANEILedger & Times photo
REACHING OUT: Gerald Claywell (right) introduces himself to area farmers during
Tuesday's 1998 Twilight Tobacco Tour at the Larry Tucker farm in northwest Calloway
County. Claywell is the new county extension agent.

Tobacco growers meet agent
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Approximately 30 local
tobacco farmers met a new
friend and discussed old foes
Tuesday night.
New
Calloway
County
Extension Agent Gerald Claywell was introduced to farmers during last night's Twilight
Tobacco Tour at the Larry Tucker Farm, located in northwestern Calloway County.
Claywell, a native of
Burkesville, comes to the local
extension office from a similar post in Union City, Tenn.
Farmers were also reac-

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Need Line's emergency utility
account for needy families has
rebounded - just in time to prepare for the upcoming demand
winter weather puts on needy fam- .
ilies.
Monthly donations to the Emergency Need Line Utility Fund
(ENUF) has averaged $674, boosting the account to $5,334 as of
Wednesday morning, Need Line
director Kathy Gentry said.
The account dipped into the
hundreds of dollars in the spring
of 1997, a year when monthly
donations were $552. Gentry said.
"Each month tends to vary a
little bit," she said. "I'd like to
see it get up to about $1,000 a
month. The more that's there, the
more you can do.What it's done so far this year

is help 68 more low-income Murray Electric System customers who
have trouble paying their electric
bills because of emergencies.
Need Line, which administers
ENUF, has spent $8,856 since its
inception in October 1996. Gentry said. The fund helped 104 families last year, she said.
The fund allows MES customers
to specify an amount to be added
to their monthly electric bill as
long as they choose.
Those donations are sent once
a month to Need Line, which
determines on a case-by-case basis
what customers need help during
two two-month periods - OctoberNovember and March-April before and after the harshest winter weather.
Sometimes a family runs into
trouble because of medical or some
other emergency that puts them
in a financial bind, she said.
"A lot of times it's one end of

• See Page 2

the spectrum helping the other,"
Gentry said. "It's sort of like a
little insurance policy, so to speak.
"I would like to see the fund
get big enough that we can add
a summer month," said Gentry,
noting the program was expanded
in May to deal with the "medically needy."
The fund has experienced another spring and summertime dip.
Gentry added.
One solution for that is again
adding a donation check-off to the
electric bills, which added about
$100 per month last year. she said.
The trouble is the check-off addition also means more printing
costs, Gentry said. She added that
she didn't know if Need Line was
going to pay for that addition to
be printed.
"It (a decision) is going to need
to be done pretty soon," Gentry
said.

Tonight...Partly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of thunde(storms. Low in the lower
70s. South wind around 5 mph.
Thursday...Partly sunny. A
40 percent chance of thunderstorms. High again in the upper
80s.
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help them," said Maksymowicz.
-This gives the farmers a
chance to interact with one
another. It also allows us to
get feedback from them on the
problems they're facing." he
added.
Farmers were also aided by
a fertilizer test plot and a presentation on new equipment during the tour. A meal, sponsored
by the U.S. Tobacco Compa-ny, was also provided.
According to Maksymowicz.
rain hasn't been as big a fac-

Fund aids utilities
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quainted with their enemies:
blue mold and black shank diseases, which have affected portions of this year's tobacco
crop.
University of Kentucky
Tobacco Specialist Dr. Bill
Maksymowicz and West Kentucky Dark-Fired
Tobacco
Growers Association Manager
Will Ed Clark were on hand
to talk about the year's crop
and discuss new developments
in the industry.
"We're basically here to talk
about the problems that these
farmers have had with their
crops. and what we can do to

A NEW FACE: Larry McClain and Ralph Wilson of Shawn Jones Masonry build a brick
wall facing as they work on the renovation of Woods Hall on the Murray State University campus Tuesday. The work is estimated to be finished this week.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
A HELPING HAND: Murray High senior Courtney Griffiths gets some help from classmate Wartilues Foster at
her locker Tuesday. Students at the school are prohibited from bringing their bookbags to class.

Schools make
safety changes
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Neither the Calloway County or Murray Independent
Schools have made major
changes in their safety polices,
but both school systems say
safety is on everybody's minds.
There are some changes, and
most of them relate to book bags.
The site-based decision making council at Calloway Eounty Middle SchOol has changed
the policy on book bags.
Students will he allowed to
bring book bags and backpacks
to school, but they will be
required to leave them in their
lockers.
The same policy has been
adopted by Murray High School.
"Basically, they've lugged
everything around the building
all day long," Murray Superintendent W.A. Franklin said.

"They've talked about doing that
for two or three years."
The reason Murray had discussed the changes was clutter
in the classroom.
Bookbags and backpacks had
lined the aisles, making it difficult for teachers and students
to move around.
With the shootings at Heath
High School last year, many
school districts in western Kentucky have adopted new and
tighter safety measures.
Larry Salmon, superintendent
at Calloway County. said the
CCHS site-based decision-making council has done safety
surveys and the school board
will he looking at the safety
polices.
•
"We're not expecting any
changes at this time,- Salmon

• See Page 2
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From Page 1
he has not yet ruled whether the
petition itself is valid.
Hal Nance. one of the property owners leading the fight against
annexation, said the group still
believes the petition is valid and
will continue to fight in court.
"We're not going to back down.
We know the petition is legal and
done right and proper. We think
the judge is in error,- Nance said.
tri..R.L.1;.
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City officials, obviously, felt
differently.
"The City of Murray is very
pleased with the judge's rulings."
city attorney Don Overbey said.
Overbey said he expects Foust
to set a bench trial date at Monday's hearing.
Attorneys for both sides have
been reviewing the petitions and
have completed work on the property owner lists. They will now
start reviewing the resident voter
lists.
"There will be some issues that
the judge will have to rule on."
Overbey said.

Poll: Most think Clinton lied

WASHINGTON (API — Most
Americans believe President Clinton probably lied when he denied
having an affair with Monica
Lewinsky. but impeachment hearings could bring a public backlash against Congress. a new poll
suggests.
The poll. released Tuesday by
the Pew Research Center for the
People & the Press, put the president's job approval rating at 63
percent. mirroring the results of several polls released last week.
The Pew poll showed 60 percent of the surveyed Americans
would be satisfied to end the matter if the president were to tell
the public that he had an affair
with Lewinsky but lied about it
From Page 1
to protect his family. Only a third
tor for farmers as in past years.
thought Congress should still con"It's (rain) been a little bit bet- sider impeachment hearings in the
ter than last year, but it's been a
wake of a public 'confession.
bad year for black shank," he
While lawmakers from both parexplained. "This tobacco doesn't ties have recently encouraged such
like wet feet (roots). And when
an admission, White House
you get wind on top of the rain, spokesman Barry Toiv said Tuesit makes things really difficult for day that Clinton has no plans to
the farmers."
Maksymowicz said cases of blue
mold, a common nemesis for local
farmers, have hit parts of the county.
"Area-wide, it's not been a
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
major problem," he said. "But
drafted by a group of
proposal
within
it
of
pockets
had
we've
parents and educators to gauge
the area.
"One good thing about these school performance would require
meetings is that they allow us to Kentucky schools to improve their
alert farmers about what (prob- test scores steadily to earn future
cash rewards.
lems) are moving into the area."
But the schools also would have
for
block
Another stumbling
area farmers has been the recent more leeway for scores to drop
before facing penalties as part of
threat of anti-tobacco legislation
proposal recommended Tuesthe
in Washington. Clark said the status on tobac- day. The formula still needs
co legislation has not changed a approval by the state school board.
The new formula requires all
great deal in several months.
"We're still in limbo right now," schools' test scores to reach 100
Clark noted. "It's really anybody's out of 140 by 2014, but contains
a safety zone that lets schools slip
guess as to what will happen.
"Nothing is probably going to slightly before they are subject to
state audit.
happen, but there's always a posThe vote is a big shift from
sibility that something could," he
the old accountability formula,
continued.
blamed for exaggerated and some"In many ways, this has been
erroneous labels on individtimes
a hard year for tobacco growers.
ual schools.
The weather has been extremely
The group of parents and educostly to many and the political
cators hopes the change will clear
ramifications have been so uncerup a controversial piece of the
tain. It's put a lot of stress on
state's high-stakes testing program.
them."
"This is one of the most important -decisions we've made," said
Maynard Thomas, a Russell Coun-
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ty parent who serves on the citizen council charged with creating
'a new state testing system.
"The formula will be a lot easier to understand: You know where
you stand, you know where you're
going. and you know when you
should get there," Thomas said.
With the old formula for the
now-defunct KIRIS test, a school
that made a huge jump one year
was expected to repeat or improve
that jump the next. If the school
stayed steady or slipped a few points
toward the average — a typical
occurrence after big gains — it
could be declared -in crisis."
With the new formula, schools
plot out a straight line from their
baseline to 100, the proficient level.
by 2014. The baseline will be calculated from scores on the old
state test taken last spring and the
new test that will be taken in
spring of 1999.
Schools that start out with lower
scores will have a steeper line
than those that score well. But
the yearly goals will stay the same
during 14 years of testing rather
than being recalculated every year.
Underneath the "success line"
that plots the school's expected

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

—

753-4175

1.1
Li

growth, there is a safety zone that
allows schools to drop a few points
without being penalized.
But if scores drop too much,
schools will enter the audit zone,
which would require the state to
send in teams of advisers to improve
the academic program.
Deeply troubled schools would
be assigned "highly skilled educators." experienced teaChers who
work with the school personnel to
improve student performance.
Test scores will be confined to
three categories: rewards, accept-
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Ali stopping treatment
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
(AP)— Muhammad Ali has stopped
an experimental treatment for his
Parkinson's disease, saying he felt
used by the Boca Raton clinic where
he went for help.
For more than a decade, the
former heavyweight champion has
suffered from the disease that
slowed his reflexes and made it
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difficult for him to talk. Ali had
received five days of treatments
at the clinic before deciding to
quit.
All criticized Jerry Jacobson, a
retired dentist and oral surgeon
with whom Ali began treatments
July 28, for not respecting his privacy.
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able performance and scholastic
audit.
"I think it's much fairer and
easier to understand," said Education Commissioner Wilmer Cody.
"One of the biggest complaints
was that the old formula was too
complicated."
The new formula also demands
that all schools get to the same
point at the same time, which underlines the most basic philosophy
of the Kentucky Education Reform
Act: high expectations for all students.

possible."
Murray has tightened entry to
said. "But we will be consulting the school buildings.
"We had a pretty good system
with the board."
Calloway officials have also in place, but I do think there is
been discussing safety with a round- greater awareness among teachtable group of citizens, parents ers," Franklin said. "Principals are
watching certain areas a lot more.
and law enforcement.
"We've talked about it all along," We had some things in place that
Salmon said. "We define the issue were not policed as carefully as
more broadly than just safety. they should have been.
"We've never had a safety probThere's discipline, there's appropriate behavior. Those are all impor- lem at Murray, but when you look
tant issues and issues we're look- at the things that have occurred
ing at to make sure they are around the country - it makes you
addressed and taught as soon as rethink your position."
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Fred Yang, a senior vice president
for Peter Hart Associates, said the
shift in the NBC News/Wall Street
Journal poll is probably an indication people are taking the controversy more seriously.
The Pew poll indicated 70 percent think the president definitely
or probably had sex with Ms.
Lewinsky, compared with 52 percent in February. And 66 percent
think he probably or definitely lied
about it, compared with 49 percent in February.
But a majority of those polled,
57 percent, said they would have
an unfavorable opinion of members of Congress who supported
impeachment hearings.
Poll watching will be particularly popular in the next month
or so, said Stephen Hess, a political analyst at the Brookings Institution.
"If any blockbuster information
comes out," he said, "everybody
— the press and the politicians
— will rush out to see what Main
Street thinks."

Despite recent major developtalk to the public about the Lewinsky matter before his grand jury ments, including the president's
agreement to testify and Ms. Lewintestimony Aug. 17.
The consistently strong approval sky's immunity deal, public internumbers "means that people are est in the Lewinsky saga remains
feeling good because of a robust low, the poll indicated. Only 29
economy," said political scientist percent were following the story
Larry Sabato of the University of closely, about the same number
Virginia. "It's not a judgment about as in April and June.
Pollsters say they have found
what Clinton did or did not do."
A strong performance in the polls no meaningful erosion of presiwill be increasingly important if dential approval among key groups
Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr of supporters.
His favorable ratings, a blend
sends a report of his investigation
of job approval and personal charto Congress. some analysts say.
acteristics, have fluctuated between
"This case will be decided by
the low 50s and the mid 40s.
the political process and public
Some people decided several years
opinion is crucial to that," said
ago they don't find his personal
Andrew Kohut. director of the Pew
behavior trustworthy, said ABC
Center. "Whether it continues to
poll analyst Gary Langer, causing
support the president or turns on
him to be "inoculated from the
the president will be crucial to
issue of indiscreet personal behavthat process."
ior by his history."
One poll taken just before the
The Pew phone survey of 1,189
adults was conducted last Wednes- latest developments showed 45 perday through Sunday. It has a mar- cent of the people supported
gin of error of plus or minus 3.5 impeachment hearings, compared
with 39 percent the month before.
percentage points.

Proposal would change payoff
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Talk show helping Hubbard

Oklahoma executes ex:minister's killer
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McALESTER, Okla.(AP) — Stephen Edward Wood was imprisoned for killing two transients, and while behind bars he killed
an ex-minister. He had nothing to say at his execution by lethal
injection.
Wood, 38, had waived his appeals and asked for an early execution.
Two daughters of the Rev. Robert Bruce Brigden watched their
father's killer die early Wednesday.
Wood and another inmate at the Oklahoma State Reformatory
in Granite were found guilty of stabbing Brigden, jailed for molesting young girls, in 1994 with a homemade knife. Wood was in
prison for the 1992 killings of two transients.
Brigden was in prison on a 40-year term for molesting young
girls at his Presbyterian congregation. His family has maintained
his innocence and say he would have won his appeal had he
lived.

Regional agency kills federal plan
MAMMOTH LAKES, Calif. (AP) — A proposed ban of most
cars from the valley of Yosemite National Park has been dropped
in favor of the voluntary use of shuttle buses.
Monday's 5-1 vote by the Yosemite Area Regional Transportation Strategies, representing the park and five nearby counties,
was technically an advisory decision, but it effectively blocks any
plan to evict all cars.
Officials of the surrounding counties feared that banning cars
would drive away tourists and that the need for buses and locally funded parking spaces outside Yosemite would cost millions.
Environmentalists and the National Park Service proposed eight
months ago to eliminate car travel in the valley for all but
overnight visitors.
In recent years, traffic has been so bad on some summer weekends the park's gates had to be shut, and conservationists fear that
people are loving Yosemite to death. Last year, 3.8 million people visited the park.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
After two years- in prison. Carroll
Ilubbaril is building a new life
that includes a new wife, a good
job. a $45,000 annual congressional pension and host of a political call-in radio show.
"Things are going great now,"
said the former nine-term 1st Disteict Democratic lawmaker.
He is a marketing and management consultant for a local group
of businesses including a hospital
supply company owned by a friend
and local businessman, J.T. Carneal.
But each Thursday, Hubbard,
61, gets behind the microphone at
radio station WDXR in Paducah
to take calls from listeners.
Asked why he accepted the
unpaid radio position, Hubbard
would say only he was "honored
they asked."
Hubbard began serving as a commentator five weeks ago at the

Judge dismisses libel suit
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A federal judge has dismissed a $10
million libel suit filed by Johnnie L. Cochran against a New York
Post columnist who wrote the lawyer would "say or do just about
anything to win, typically at the expense of the truth."
U.S. District Judge Kim M. Wardlaw ruled Monday that the
column by Andrea Peyser was a constitutionally protected expression of opinion.
The judge said Peyser's statement "cannot reasonably be read
as an allegation that Cochran committed a serious ethical breach.
At most, it conveys that Cochran performed well the role of a
criminal defense lawyer, successfully developing a theory to explain
the facts and tell a logical story to absolve his client."
Cochran, a member of the team of lawyers who successfully
defended O.J. Simpson during his double-murder trial, was unavailable for comment.

Mother of switched baby
calls events 'devastating'
CHARLOTTESVILLE,Va.(AP)
— The fate of two blond 3-yearold girls switched at birth must
remain with their families and not
the courts, says a mother who
raised one of the girls.
A tearful Paula Johnson told
reporters Tuesday she only wanted to make sure both girls were
happy, and would consult with
child psychologists before any
action was taken.
"This has been absolutely devastating," she said. "There are no
words to describe it." So far, all
the families have traded have been
baby photos.
Where the courts may have a
role is in a lawsuit. Ms. Johnson's attorney said her client has
not decided whether to sue the
hospital where the switch took
place.
Ms. Johnson, a 30-year-old construction company employee, discovered last month after DNA testing for a paternity suit that Callie, the baby she took home from
the University of Virginia Hospital, was not her own.
Hospital officials now believe
a couple from Buena Vista —
Kevin Chittum and Tamara Whitney Rogers — took home Ms.
Johnson's baby in June 1995, while
she took theirs.
Chittum and Ms. Rogers were
killed in a July 4 car crash —
never knowing of the switch —
and their parents have been caring for their baby.
The grandparents have said they
are not convinced a switch occurred
and want to share' arsTody of the
child. They have balked at allowing a DNA test that would show
if they are blood relatives with
Rebecca Grace Chittum — or if
the little girl is Mrs. Johnson's
daughter.

Ms. Johnson said she is willing to give up Callie if that is
what is best for this child.
"Whatever is best for these two
children, whether it be to stay
with the biological parents, whether
... they be switched, or whatever," Ms. Johnson said, her voice
cracking.
Ms. Johnson, her former
boyfriend and their attorney said
they hope to work out custody
and visitation arrangements with the
family raising Rebecca.
"There is no reason to have
the courts involved in this matter," said attorney Cynthia Johnson, who is not related to her
client. "In fact, there is absolutely no precedence that I know of
in the courts of this country that
can help us deal with this matter.
A judge would not be in a better position than the adults involved
in these childrens' lives."
Besides exchanging pictures of
Rebecca and Callie, the families
plan to meet soon without the
children present, the lawyer said.
She said the parties will seek
advice from child psychologists
before making any decisions on
the girls' future.
The attorney also said her client
is waiting on results of an investigation by the university and state
police before deciding whether to
sue the University of Virginia.
"I'm angry, hurt, confused. I
just don't know," Ms. Johnson
said. "I don't understand what
could have happened."
Ms. Johnson and Ms. Rogers
gave birth to girls at the hospital
hours apart in June 1995. Hospital officials have said the baby
switch could not have been accidental. Police are conducting a criminal investigation but won't provide details.

Lawyers: Carneal case difficult
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Finding defendants who can be held
financially responsible for the
shooting deaths of three girls at
Heath High School will be no
simple task, according to lawyers
who responded to a newspaper's
survey.
In a copyright story published
Tuesday, The Paducah Sun asked
nine local attorneys to speculate
on defendants and potential liability if there is a civil lawsuit
stemming from the Dec. 1 shootings that also injured five students
at the school.
The families of the three dead
girls hired Bowling Green attorney Michael Breen to represent
them. Relatives announced in
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March that a civil lawsuit ‘/14 as
planned, though none has been filed.
Michael Carneal, IS, a Heath
High freshman at the time of the
shootings, is charged with three
counts of murder and five counts
of attempted murder.
Commonwealth's Attorney Tim
Kaltenbach has said that he plans
to seek the maximum penalty for
Carneal, which is life without the
chance of parole for 25 years. The
criminal trial is scheduled to begin
in McCracken Circuit Court on
Oct. 5, but Carneal's attorneys say
they plan to have him plead guilty
and to ask Judge Jeff Hines for
a reduced sentenced. The deadline
for filing a wrongful-death suit is
Nov. 30, the newspaper reported.

suggestion of a friend who sells and see. "He's got some insight, Eddyville.
Hubbard said he hasn't had "o•
advertising for the station. Three but if it becomes a rah-rah show
call" about his past trit-offensive
peoHubbard,
then
to
about
Carroll
pay
$900
agreed
for
sponsors
ple probably will not listen." he lations.
a six-month advertising contract.
In an interview with The ('our
Station manager Brenda Hates said. "If he helps people underdescribed the feedback about Hub- stand the political process, it will er-Journal, he declined to say wl, •
he had done wrong. "Things ,
bard's program as "wonderful ... be helpful for all of us."
people say they enjoy listening."
Tom Barlow, who defeated Hub- going too great in the game
In this conservative region, there bard in 1992, said he hasn't lis- rehash unpleasant happenings,"
are mixed feelings about the show tened. But Barlow said,"People will said.
In fact, the closest Hubbard I
and Hubbard, who pleaded guilty hear a unique perspective: someto federal campaign finance vio- one giving his views on the sys- come to a confessional may ha
occurred last spring, speaking
lations, went to prison in January tem after he trashed it."
200 supporters at a Bardw•ell chime:
1995 and was released in January
Hubbard said he personally has He said he had "made mistakL
1997.
To supporters like the Rev. Fred no plans to seek elected office. and had "very poor health"
French of Paducah, who recently He said he can live with losing 1994 caused by "too much Ja,
performed Hubbard's wedding cer- his right to vote but would like Daniels, Makers Mark and Ah•
lut vodka."
emony, it's a chance to hear polit- to get it back if possible.
Carol
Now. Hubbard said, he has
to
marriage
longtime
His
ical insight.
But Graves County Republican Brown Hubbard ended earlier this good job and is content being ha
Chairman Phillip Myers said, year. In June, he married Lyon home. Whenever he and his w
"When you're convicted, you lose County businesswoman and long- go out, such as to dinner, he so
time friend Vivian Taylor, and they they are greeted by many o!
credibility."
Myers also is willing to wait reside on Lake Barkley in Old friends.

ACLU
threatens
legal action
TAYLORSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The American Civil Liberties Union
has threatened legal action if officials do not remove The Ten Commandments from the walls of the
Spencer County Courthouse.
"I didn't put 'em up and I don't
plan on taking them down," Spencer
County Judge-Executive Larry
Lawson said Tuesday.
The framed lists of God's rules
for living, according to the Bible,
were already in place when he
took office almost nine years ago.
Lawson said.
They are in the first-floor hallway, the circuit courtroom and just
about every office of the courthouse.
"Fiscal Court voted Monday to
table the discussion (about the
ACLU demand), I think to allow
some citizen input," said Spencer
County Attorney Robert Coots."I'm
sure I'll hear from the ACLU and
We'll just see what happens from
there."
The Commandments will remain
on the walls until the issue is settled, Lawson said. "If the county
clerk, sheriff and others want to
take them down, they'll have to
do it themselves."
Lawson said he probably would
not interfere if the fiscal court
ordered the sheriff to take the
Commandments down.
Magistrate Ray Jewell said he
would not want to be the person
responsible for removing the Commandments from the courthouse
walls.
"I would be scared to death to
reach up on the wall and take
them down," Jewell said. "A hole
would open up in the floor and
I'd fall forever."
The.ACLU said in a letter to
Lawson on July 29 that the organization had initially written to him
two months earlier.
"The U.S. Supreme Court has
held unconstitutional displays such
as Spencer County's because two
of the Commandments, the ban
on idolatry and the requirement
on observing the Sabbath, are inherently sectarian." ACLU Genera:
Counsel David A. Friedman wrote
from Louisville.
"We therefore ask that Spenc'er
County cease its unconstitutional
display and refrain from repeating
that display in the future," Friedman wrote.
"To date we have received no
response about Spencer. County's
willingness to comply voluntarily
with the law. Please advise me
whether Spencer
immediately
County will indeed agree to respect
the Constitution or whether it will
be necessary to file suit to enforce
the law," Friedman added.
"Ah, that's ridiculous," said the
Rev. Everett Lee. pastor of the
First Assembly of God Church.
"I myself feel that the Ten Commandments have their rightful place
in the courthouse," Lee said. "The
separation of church and state was
put in the Constitution for the•purpose that no church organization
would he called a national church."
Director
ACLU. Executive
Everett Hoffman said the Ten
Commandments may well be posted in many Kentucky courthouses.
"We became aware of the posting at the Spencer County Courfew months.'•
thouse in the
he said. "It is our %le% that the
posting of the 'Fen Commandments
in the manner that they 're posted
at the Spencer County Courthouse
does represent an endorsement of
specific religious traditions in violation of the f irst Amendment."

Lyme Disease

with Sherry Freeman RNC, ARNP

What is Lyme Disease?

A

An illness first named in Lyme, Connecticut in 1975. Lyme disease is an infection caused
by the bite of a deer tick carrying a bacterium that often injects deer, field mice, humans.
and household pets. These ticks can be found throughout the United States in woodlands
the last 15 years Lyme disease has become the most common
and grassy ar
ed States. A record number of cases more than 16,000 were
tick - borne
for Disease Control and Prevention in 1996. More than
reported t
(led since 1982. And those cases may be just the tip of the
99,000 c
.ved to have occurred but not been reported.
iceberg. Many m.

How is it sprea

A

*
re tiny yaaitsg ticks no longer than a
ed by a tick. TheseAt:e
Lyme disease t
tation iid hitch rides on animals,
blood. They inh
pinhead and they f
against the vegetation Ticks can only crawl — they do not
birds, or people as
them into your home if ;he pet is allowed to run outside and
fly or jump. Pets
then back into the 11 e. The months of May to Auaust are the prime time for the spread
of Lyme disease. An infected tick must be attached to the body for more than 24 hrs.
before it transmits the Lyme disease bactenum. Volt tidoxpan transmit the disease but
are less of a threat. Because they are larger theyitie more rike'v to be noticed. Also adult
ticks are more active in October and November When weather is cooler and outdoor activities are limited.

What are the symptoms of Lyme Disease?
There are three stages of Lyme Disease. 1. Three to 32 days after the bite of an infected
e sight of your bite. The rash begins as a red, flat or raised
tick a skin rash appears
veral days, often in a circular fashion. Often the center of
area and slowly expands
may blister or scab in the center. The thigh, groin and
the
often
the rash clears _ess
y have flu-like symptoms with or without fatigue and
armpit are corrignOtes.
ess in muscles, or joints, a bad headache, slight fever,
extreme drowsiness,
orts or chills. All of these symptoms may improve or even
mild neck stiffness, ja
s. 2. After several weeks to several months later, about 15%
disappear within sev
rological problems which may include encephalitis, meningitis,
of the people develo
ral weeks, after onset of illness about 8°/.o of people develop
or Bells palsy. Within
mation of the heart and problems with the rhythm of the
heart problems including swelling. The symptoms usually disappear within a few
heart may develop joint
ears after the beginning infection about 60% of people
weeks. 3. Within weeks to
& swelling. The knee is the most commonly affected joint
develop arithritis wi
Symptoms come and go but will retum in the same joint or in other joints.

A

How are you tested for Lyme Disease?

A

During the first few weeks after a bite the body responds to the developing infection by
producing antibodies to fight the bacteria. In making a diagnosis your physician may perform a screening blood test that checks for these antibodies.

What are the treatments?
For now it is treated with antibiotics. If you have a rash and other symptoms your doctor
may suggest you start antibiotics right away. There may be a vaccine down the road.

Ways to prevent Lyme Disease?
• Be aware of areas when ticks are found • When hiking stay near the center of the trail
away from vegetation•Wear long-sleeved shirts and pants tucked into socks if possible •
Light colored clothing makes it easier to find the small ticks • Use tick repellents on
exposed skin and clothing • Treat household pets for ticks and fleas. Brush off clothes
before entering the house • Shower and shampoo after your outing • Remove any
attached tick with fine tipped tweezers by gripping it as close to your skin as possible and
gently pulling it straight away from you until it releases its hold • Thoroughly wash your
hands and the bite area and apply an antiseptic such as rubbing alcohol • Save the tick in
a jar in case you need it in the future to determine if it is carrying Lyme Disease • Label
the jar with date, body location of the bite and place where you acquired the tick

•
ProvidinF personalized medical care to women for over 45 years.
& I herap,s
Saturday Hours• New Patients Welcome•Hugh & Low Risk Ohstetrics•Menopause Treatment
1.aparoscopii. Surgery
Advanced
•
Surgery
Gynecologic
•
Treatment
Infertulity
•
Treatment
Inu.ontmence
In ()Ilite Ultra Sounds•Diagnosis And Treatment Of Osteoporosis
S02-753-9100 • 105 South Sth Street • Murray, KY 42071
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U.K. works on sex scandals
affair with Margaret Callaghan Jay
Britain has sometimes fancied
while Ephron was seven months
itself behind the United States in
pregnant with Bemstein's child.
some important categories.
The Express newspaper called
These have included empire,
affair "adulterous and scanthat
which they lost; fashion, which
language,
refreshing
dalous,"
and
Diana;
never
had until
they
food, which remains terrible. But indeed, in an era when anything
the British are working hard to goes and opinion polls long ago
surpass the United States in the replaced Mosaic or any other law.
While in Washington and rompmatter of sex in high places.
with Bernstein, Margaret insisting
Prime Minister Tony Blair's cabbeing called "co-ambassaon
ed
woman
inet shake-up has elevated a
whose sexual history rivals Pres- dor" (this was before Hillary Rodident Clinton's for daring and lack ham Clinton arrived and started
acting as co-president).
of concern for others.
Predictably. the affair led to the
Margaret Callaghan, the new
of her 25-year marriage
break-up
leader of the House of Lords, has
Jay. who retaliated by
Peter
to
also been named to Blair's cabinet as minister for women. She having his own affair with the nanny
might have been better suited as the couple employed to look after
minister for men, with`whom she their three children.
Ephron cattily referred to her
has far more experience.
The 58-year-old Baroness Jay, rival as a "fairly tall person with
as she is known because of her a neck as long as an arm and a
one-time marriage to Peter Jay, nose as long as a thumb and you
the former British ambassador to should see her legs, never mind
Washington, was the subject of a her feet, which are sort of splayed."
margaret eventually was through
Hollywood film called "Heartburn,"
starring Meryl Streep and Jack with Bernstein, but she wasn't
through with married men. Once
Nicholson.
The movie based on a book by account has it that married women
Nora Ephron, who was once mar- "cower" when she walked into a
ried to the Washington Post's Water- room.
After Bernstein, she had an
gate co-celebrity reporter, Carl
Bernstein. Ephron's novel was a affair with an economics profesthinly veiled account of Bernstein's sor, Robert Neild. His wife, Eliz-

ly cost millions, and there was a
widespread public perception that
the office of governor was for sale
to the highest bidders.
Of the five governors over the
last 20 years, only incumbent Gov.
Paul Patton and Martha Layne
Collins won without use of subof
In a 2-1 decision, a panel
stantial personal fortune to put
the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of them over the top with voters.
Appeals ruled unconstitutional the
John Y. Brown Jr., Wallace
provision that forbids candidates,
Wilkinson
and Brereton Jones used
public
partial
accepted
have
who
financing of their campaigns, from their own fortunes, and Patton
accepting contributions in the final could have in 1995 if he and
Republican opponent Larry Forgy
28 days before the election.
hadn't agreed to the fund-raising
The court ruled the law does and spending limits that coincide
not prevent candidates financing with partial public financing of
their own campaigns from spend- gubernatorial campaigns.
ing their personal funds in the
By agreeing to spend no more
waning days of the campaign.
than 15.8 million and raise only
Once again, that gives wealthy $600,000 of it from private con-.
candidates for the state's two high- tributions, a campaign gets the
est offices a significant edge. If remaining $1.2 million from pubthe ruling stands on almost cer- lic funds.
tain appeal, any candidate for govIf a candidate rejects public
ernor without a personal fortune money and spends more than $1.8
to spend getting elected would be million altogether, their opponents
crazy to accept public financing who accept public money and limand the collateral limits on spend- its are compensated dollar for doling.
lar.
And that puts Kentucky back
But the prohibition against raisto the days before the campaigning money the last 28 days before
financing reform, in which wealthy
an election is integral to the succandidates spent their own money
cess of campaign-finance reform.
huge
liberally and also raised
A candidate spending his or her
amounts from state government
own money to get elected could
contractors and vendors.
Gubernatorial elections routine- wait until the final days of a cam-
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abeth, observed: "Margaret Jay is
like a comet. She comes round
once in a while, and somebody
gets hit."
Four years ago, Margaret married Prof. Michael Adler, chairman of the National Aids Trust.
He, too, was married with children when their "relationship"
began.
Elizabeth Neild recalls one
exchange with Margaret Jay. Neild
said to her: "I have children to
thank about," Margaret Jay is said
to have replied: "I have myself
to think about."
Anyone who believes the economy is all that matters and that
what leaders do in their private
moments should be of no public
concern may wish to consider
where this type of thinking leads.
Elevating people with diminished personal character to leadership says that fidelity and infi-

delity are morally equivalent. That
sends a message to the next generation that broken homes are no
worse than intact ones, which social
science and common sense tell us
is not the case. While some think
only about themselves, other lives
are shattered and large numbers
of children grow up without the
unified family and role models
they deserve.
Doesn't this private behavior,
then, ultimately impact public life'?
In this area, the British are attempting to bypass America. But President Clinton is doing what he
can to narrow the sex gap._
Worse, he apparently has lied
about it under oath, something
Americans may care about even
more than infidelity. As Clinton's
own role model, John Kennedy,
said in another context, "We can
do better."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 7 -- Cape Cod Times, Hyannis, Mass., on Viagra:
Thirty-one men seeking to restore the sex life of their youth
have paid the worst price. They've died. They died believing that
the medication they'd taken — Viagra, the hottest-selling drug in
the market — was safe for them.
Although Pfizer Inc., the drug's manufacturer, along with the
Food and Drug Administration, insist the drug is safe, the consumer group Public Citizen may have found a deadly exception.
Pfizer refused to admit men with certain heart-related conditions into its trials of the drug, but men with those conditions are
allowed to take Viagra anyway, and some have suffered heart
attacks or strokes, Public Citizen says. ...
The FDA, despite its insistence on Viagra's safety, has agreed
to consider the concerns Public Citizen has raised. Another fad
has overcome reason. So many men are so eager to reap Viagra's
rejuvenating benefits that they have thrown reason and caution to
the wind.
In some cases, so have their doctors. ... Life is precious —
don't lose it in a blind leap to regain a bit of your youth.

Ruling threatens reform
Just as the political jockeying
is beginning for the 1999 gubernatorial election, a federal court
ruling may have the effect of
throwing Kentucky's still young
public-financing system for those
campaigns into turmoil.

WALTER L. APPERSON

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
paign to unleash a massive,
statewide media blitz costing hundreds of thousands of dollars that
the candidate pays for personally.
At that lioint. it would be too
late for opponents to make up the
difference.
Thus future candidates for governor and lieutenant governor who now must run in slates without personal fortunes will
refuse public financing and spending limits to avoid just such a
calamitous campaign end.
They'll be forced to hit up
every engineering firm, every construction company, every highway
contractor, every attorney and architect with state business to amass
the millions that once again will
be necessary to have a chance of
being elected.
And all those millions come
with the kinds of strings attached
that lead to corruption and bad
government.
Frankfort businessman Robert
Gable, a Republican party official

and himself a former candidate
for the governor, launched the federal challenge to the campaignfinance reform act, in part on the
basis that it restricts the right of
free speech when it limits how
an individual can spend his or her
own money.
The federal appeals court agreed
as far as last-minute spending is
concerned, although the court
upheld other key facets of the
Kentucky law.
But the law itself isn't of much
use when it actually discourages
candidates from accepting partial'
public financing and spending limits. That's certainly the result of
the court ruling, and the only way
to salvage the reform is for the
state Registry of Election Finance,
which oversees the law, to convince the Supreme Court to overturn the lower courts' divided, decision.
Otherwise, watch the money
flow and the wallets tmpty next
year.

July 12 -- Star Tribune of Minneapolis, on the environment:
One would permit cutting a road through an Alaskan wildlife
refuge. Another would erase funding for the planned reintroduction of grizzly bears to wilderness in Idaho and Montana. A third
would halt phase-out of commercial fishing in Glacier Bay National Park, the largest protected marine ecosystem on the Pacific
coast.
These are but three of 20-some environmental riders now
attached to key appropriations bills in the U.S. Senate and House.
Many wouldn't stand a chance on their own merits. But some will
probably be adopted as the price of securing legislation that the
government can't do without.
Lawmaking by rider reduces important, complex questions to
simple horse trading. It averts public scrutiny and debate and turns
competition among social values into bargaining over a price tag.
July 11 -- The Hickory (N.C.) Daily Record, on children
and firearms:
Everyone can support the bipartisan U.S. Senate proposal to
hold adults criminally responsible if they allow children easy
access to firearms.
President Clinton has endorsed stiffer penalties for adults who
do not keep their guns out of the hands of children, and he
repeated his call to Congress for appropriate legislation last week.
Both sides of the firearms debate, often characterized (and caricatured) as Handgun Control Inc. vs. the National Rifle Association, can find common ground on the issue of keeping unsupervised minors away from guns. Indeed, adults are responsible for
their children's safety and the safety of children under their care.
The idea that adults should be treated as criminals and held
rd netab!e for the misuse of their firearms by children is long
acyceouu
o
July 11 -- Fort Worth (Texas) Star-Telegram, on reporting
child abuse:
Justice, although bold in concept, can be a fragile thing. Therefore, it must be handled with care. Laws, though generally precise, can sometimes be vague and open to interpretation. Therefore, we must continue to examine, and occasionally fine-tune, our
statutes.
Last week, in a Tarrant County courtroom, we got a valuable
lesson on law and justice that must not go unheeded. During the
trial of Hilaria Ruiz, assistant principal at Fort Worth's Sagamore
Hill Elementary School, a Child Protective Services employee lied
under oath while testifying for the state. As a result, the trial was
stopped, and all charges of failing to report suspected child abuse
were dropped against Ruiz and Principal Sherry Breed. ...
_ Child abuse should be reported, and those who have special
responsibility to our children should be required to contact the
proper authorities when they feel that a child has been violated
or may be harmed.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 28— Le Figaro newspaper. Paris,on famine
in Sudan:
Famine has the same face everywhere. It's
always the same empty look of dead living children with a big skull and a protruding stomach.
And faced with such suffering, it's always the
same powerlessness that one feels.
We have seen these unbearable images in Biafra
and then in Ethiopia and now in Sudan. Once
again, it is necessary to he reminded that drought
cannot explain such a. great catastrophe. even less
so in a country that was the breadbasket of Africa.
... In Sudan. as often elsewhere, famine is not .
simply a twist of fate. It is, of course, the product of drought and the result of an exodus due
to war. But it is also calamity controlled, organtied and programmed by the fighters. One sign
doesn't fool. In both camps, there are men old
enough to make war, soldiers or rebels. They are
well nourished. To eat, you don't need to be a
wjaman or a child. It's enough 40 be well armed.

encourage athletes to cheat and team officials to
devise masking techniques that will allow the
cheating to go undetected.
Samaranch is a politician of exceptional ability and shrewdness. Nothing he says or does is
without a reason. Everything is carefully calculated to develop and enrich the Olympic Games
brand. He is misguided. however, if he believes
that the Olympic brand will be enhanced with
fewer athletes being exposed as drug cheats —
because of a drug-testing regime that is designed
not to catch cheats — when everyone knows that
drug-taking is rampant. ...

July 27 — The Independent, London, on Kosovo:
What is happening now in Kosovo is sickening. Thousands of civilians are on the move, driven from their homes by Serbian forces who are
fighting a ruthless war against Kosovan separatists.
It is particularly alarming because it is exactly what was predicted. Two months ago. the panJuly 29 — The Sydney (Australia) Morning jandrums of the new world order, President Clinton and Secretary Albright, wrung their hands and
Herald, on drugs at Olympics:
If president of the International Olympic Com- urgently reviewed the situation, ably supported by
mittee Juan Antonio Samaranch gets his way at the practitioners of ethical foreign policy. Prime
the special conference on doping in January, the Minister Blair and Foreign Secretary Cook. There
Sydney Olympics could become the drug Olympics. was going to be a conference. Military plans were
That is the likely outcome if there is a 'dras- being drawn up. We were all( wed to believe that
tic' cut in the number of banned drugs and an further Serbian aggression would be met by the
easing of restriction on those drugs which can be threat of force from NATO. What has happened?
used by athletes. (Such changes) will merely Nothing, apart fro,n unsuccessful negotiation,.
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Strait leads CMA list

DEATHS
Rev. Lloyd Underhill

Mrs. Estelle B. Duncan

The Rev. Lloyd Underhill. 90, St. Rt. 94 East. Murray, died
Monday. Aug. 3, 1998, at 1:40 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A retired pastor, he was a member of Bethel Fellowship Church.
His wife, Mrs. Myrtle Irvin Underhill, one daughter. Christine
Wood, and one son, the Rev. Lloyd Earl Underhill, preceded him
in death. Born Sept. 23, 1907, in Trigg County. he was the son
of the late Joe Underhill and Sadie Page Underhill.
Survivors include four sons, William Charles Underhill and the
Rev. Shelby Underhill, Murray, Wilburn Underhill, Benton. La..
and Thomas Underhill, Calumet City, Ill.; four sisters, Mrs. Pearl
Ellis, Louisville, Mrs. Ora Lee Walker, Calvert City, Ms. Mamie
Underhill, Dexter, and Mrs. Cozy Snider. Cadiz; one brother,
Moscoe Underhill, Murray; 18 grandchildren; several great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. at Bethel Fellowship
Church. The Rev. Larry McClure and the Rev. Brian Lewis will
officiate. Music will be by Teresa Futrell, Lisa Lewis and Connie Ottway.
Pallbearers will be Charlie Underhill, Justin Franklin, Phillip
Rogers, Bruce Ottway, Adam Thompson and Shan Futrell. Burial
will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5
to 9 p.m. today (Wednesday) and from 8 to 11:30 a.m. Thursday.
The body will lie in state at the church from noon until the
funeral hour.

Mrs. Estelle B. Duncan, 85, Murray, died Tuesday. Aug. 4.
)998, at 11:45 p.m. at the Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Leonard Ray Barrow
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Leonard Ray Barrow, 63, Buchanan, Tenn., died Tuesday. Aug.
4, 1998, at his home.
He retired from Barrett Construction as a construction supervisor after 13 years. He was a member of Spring Creek Baptist
Church in Henry County, Tenn.. where he had been pastor until
two weeks ago. He had also pastored Mt. Sinai Baptist Church
in Houston County, Tenn.
Born Dec. 21, 1934, in Model, Tenn.. he was the son of Katie
Armintie Noel Barrow and the late George Washington Barrow.
One brother, Robert Barrow, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Juanita Dowdy Barrow, to
whom he was married on Nov. 28, 1952; one daughter, Mrs.
Wanda Robertson and husband, Darrel, Buchanan. Tenn.; two sons,
Wade Barrow and wife, Pat, Paris, Tenn., and Mark Barrow and
wife, Jennie, Buchanan, Tenn.; his mother, Mrs. Katie Armintie
Noel Barrow, Puryear, Tenn.; one sister, Ms. Evelyn Barrow, Centralia. III.; three brothers. Gene Barrow and Floyd Barrow, Puryear.
and Leon Barrow. Murray; grandchildren, Darren and Doug Robertson, Chrissy and Marie Robertson, Troy and Amanda Barrow. and
Brandon_Greg and Katie Barrow; one great-grandchild, Hannah
Robertson.
The funeral will be Thursday at 3 p.m. in L,eDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. William Gray and
the Rev. Ron Cummings will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Darren, Doug, Troy, Brandon. Greg and
Dwayne Barrow. Burial will follow in Buchanan Baptist Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday) and after 9 a.m. Thursday.

Mrs. Norine Rogers Richardson
Mrs. Norine Rogers Woods Richardson, 89, Brentwood, Tenn., formerly of Calloway County, died today, Wednesday. Aug. 5, 1998, at
3:30 a.m. at Williams County Medical Center, Brentwood.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

Polygamist faces incest
charges in Salt Lake
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Several Murray High seniors celebrated the first day
of
school with a party.
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HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News Service August 5.
1998 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act. 310 Est. 25 Barrows & Gilts $.50 Lower
Sows $1.00 Lower
US 1-3 230-260
$31.50 - 33.00
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
.$28.0O. 3100
US 3-4 260-230 lbs.
$31.00. 32.50
US 1-2 200-215 lbs
$21.50. 24.50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$l4.00- 15.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
$i4.00- 17.00
US 1.3450-525 lbs.
417.00 - 19.00

US 1-3 525 & up lbs
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars $10.50-11.00

$19.00- 22.00
511 00 - 14.00

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — A
suspected polygamist accused of
marrying his 16-year-old niece was
charged with incest as the sheriff
promised to crack down on those
who violate the state's ban on plural marriages.
David Kingston was arrested
Tuesday on two counts of incest
and one of unlawful sexual conduct with a minor and released
on $10,000 bail.
His niece told authorities she was
Kingston's 15th wife.
The girl, who turned 17 on
Monday and was identified only
by her initials, is believed by authorities to have been secretly married last October in a union arranged
by her father.
The
father, John
Daniel
Kingston, already is charged with
beating his daughter for running
away from the match.
The girl went to police after
an alleged beating May 24 by her
father.

FUTURES GOLF CLUB
18 Hole Golf Course

Par 71 + Bent Grass Greens
MEMBERSHIP & WEEKDAY GREEN FEE
SPECIALS THROUGH AUGUST!

Investments Since 1854

(901)247-3264
-

Stock Market
Report

1120

Country Club Road • Puryear

Price

88 + 1
Lucent Tech
Mattel.
38./16 + "I..
McDonalds
6213/is + 'AG
Mercantile Bank-507/14 + 3/14
119 - 1/s
Merck
1041/4 - 1/4
Microsoft
J.C. Penney....... 5513/14 - 11 3/t6
53"/s + 1/.
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough 905/. + s/i•
Sears
48 - 1/4
573/s - 7/s
Texaco
853/4 + 3/4
Time Warner
Union Planters.....511/4 - 1s/is
26'/s UST
Wal-Mart
583/1. - 3/Is
*1-i6nard Lyons is a market maker in ttlis
stock
NC no change in price
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Inuestnient Is You.
Aiwa S L Lyons et • *Or ME yr WC

TOO

MANY

BILLS?
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 -to$110/mo
$50,000 - $550/mo
NO EQUITY REQUIRED
Homeowners Only

NASH
lents. -IAP) --George Strait received five Country Music Association award nominations Tuesday. moving him ahead
of Merle Haggard as the most
noniinated pertormyrr in the organization's history.
While familiar faces like Strait's
gathered nominations, fresh faces
like Tim McGraw's made debuts
in the most prestigious categories.
Strait received five nominations
— best entertainer, male vocalist,
album ("One Step at a Time"),
music video ("Carrying Your Love
With Me") and single ("I Just
Want to Dance With You").
That gives him 47 nominations
over his I7-year career, breaking
. the record of 43 set by Haggard.
Strait has won 10 CMA awards.
including two for hest entertainer.
"This is a great honor and I'm
proud to hear about both the nom-

inations and the record." Strait
said. "I've been thrilled at each
and every nomination which I have
received in my career."
McGraw got his first-ever nominations for best male vocalist and
Entertainer of the Year. He's also
up for best album ("Everywhere")
and vocal event ("Just to Hear
You Say You Love Me," with wife
Faith Hill). Hill also got four nominations, including one for best
female vocalist.
Others in the best male vocalist category are Garth Brooks. Vince
Gill and Collin Raye.
Elvis Presley, Tammy Wynette.
George Morgan and country music
business executive E.W. "Bud"
Wendell will be inducted into the
Country Music Hall of Fame during the awards show broadcast
Sept. 23 by CBS

1998 CMA finalists
—VOCAL DUO OF THE
—ENTERTAINER OF THE
YEAR: Brooks & Dunn; Garth YEAR: Bellamy Brothers; Brooks
Bi(x)ks; Vince Gill: Tim McGraw; & Dunn; The Kinleys; The Lynns:
Thrasher Shiver.
George Strait.
—MUSIC VIDEO OF THE
—FEMALE VOCALIST OF
THE YEAR: Faith Hill. Patty YEAR: "A Broken Wing," MartiLoveless: Martina McBride; Lee na McBride; "Bye," Jo Dee Messina: "Carrying Your Love With
Ann Womack; Trisha Yearwood.
—MALE VOCALIST OF THE Me," George Strait: "Did I Shave
YEAR: Garth Brooks; Vince Gill; My Legs for This?" Deana Carter:
Tim McGraw: Collin Raye: George "This Kiss.- Faith Hill.
—SONG OF THE YEAR (for
Strait.
songwriter): "A Broken Wing- by
—SINGLE OF THE YEAR James House, Sam Hogin. Phil
(for singer):"A Broken Wing,- Mar- Barnhardt; "Holes in the Floor of
tina McBride; "Holes in the Floor Heaven- by Billy Kirsch, Steve
of Heaven,- Steve Wariner: "I Just Wariner; "How Do I Live" by
Want to Dance With You,- George Dianne Warren: "I Just Want to
Strait; "This Kiss." Faith Hill; Dance With You- by John Prine.
"You Don't Seem to Miss Me," Roger Cook; "It's Your Love" by
Patty Loveless(with George Jones). Stephony Smith.
—ALBUM OF THE YEAR:
—VOCAL EVENT OF THE
"Come on Over." Shania Twain; YEAR: Anita Cochran with Steve
"Everywhere.- Tim
McGraw; Wariner for "What If I Said": Reba
"Long Stretch of Lonesome," Patty McEntire and Brooks & Dunn for
Loveless; "One Step at a Time," "If You 5ee Him/If You See Her":
George Strait; "Sevens," Garth Faith Hill with Tim McGraw for
Brooks.
"Just to Hear You Say You Love
—HORIZON AWARD (for Me". Garth Brooks and Trisha
career progress): Trace Adkins; Yearwood for "In Another's Eyes":
Dixie Chicks; Jo Dee Messina; Patty Loveless with George Jones
Michael Peterson; Lee Ann Wom- for "You Don't Seem to Miss Me-.
—MUSICIAN OF THE YEAR:
ack.
—VOCAL GROUP OF THE Eddie Bayers (drums); Paul
YEAR: Alabama; Diamond `Rio; Franklin (steel guitar); Brent Mason
Dixie Chicks; The Mavericks; (guitar); Matt Rollings (keyboards):
Brent Rowan (guitar).
Sawyer Brown.

FREE
Computer Training
Is Available,

oi\

If you are 55+ and JTPA eligible, The Purchase
Area Senior Employment Program will provide
training and job search assistance.

Call The Purchase Area Senior
Employment Program today!

NATK)NWIDE

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. 8513.31 + 24.00
3314 - 3/16
Air Products
S73/16 + "/14
A T & T........
Bell South ................66 - F7/24
Briggs & Stratton... 3515/14
Bristol Myers Squibb— 105s/, - 17/14
Caterpillar
475/16 + 1/14
Chrysler
563/s + 3/s
Dean Foods............ 533/4 + 1/s
Exxon.,
661/a6 - 11 1/14
Ford Motor._
529/14 General Electric -86./14 + 11/s
General Motors.. 6915/14 + 7/14
.381s/14 • "ht.
Goodrich.
Goodyear
561/14 - 13/14
HopFed Banc.. 17 B 171/2 A
I B M..............,.....126'/i Ingersoll Rand.„. 4311/16 - 3/14
831/4 + 13/s
Intel
4613/14 Kroger

Salt Lake County Sheriff Aaron
Kennard said he believes there are
others who have been victimized
by polygamous relationships, but
the difference .in this case is that
the girl is willing to testify.
"This is the first time that an
individual has felt strong enough
and been willing to testify against
a family member to put this to
rest,- Kennard said. "She has been
ready to get out of this group and
is ready. willing and able to testify."
Kennard says he's willing to
prosecute anyone who violates the
state's constitutional ban on
polygamy.
"Polygamy is a tough crime to
prosecute," Kennard said.

Outings Welcome!

Prices as of 9 AM
Company
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NALi

1-800-819-7010
Or Visit Our Websited
www.nationwidelending.corL

1-80043664213
All Area Counties

Murray Preschool-Head Start
And Early Head Start
Will Hold Joint Registration:
REGISTRATION
Friday, August 7, 1998 •9 a.m.-12 noon or 2 p.m.-5 p.m.
1st Floor Special Education Building - MSU

Hickory Woods

(across from the Boy Scout Museum)
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOL/HEAD START
*Age three or four by October 1, 1998
*Qualify for income guidelines(four year olds must meet school district's free
meal guidelines; three year olds must meet Federal poverty guidelines).
•Disability children will be eligible regardless of income.
*Children who turn three during the 1998-99 school year and meet disability
guidelines may enter the program on their third birthday.
For information call: 762-3262

Retirement Center

"Decorate Your
Hat Contest"

84

Utterback Road Murray, KY 42071 (502) 769 8700

Winners: L. to R.,
Hunter
Bazzell,
Willie Hill, Ruth
Heath & Dottie Ellis.

Please Bring:
*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
*Proof-of-Income - Check stubs, tax returns, AFDC, Social Security, etc.
*Social Security cards of all family members
*Medical Card or Insurance Numbers
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEAD START
•Pregnant Women
*Infants and Toddlers Ages Birth to Three
*Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines
For Information Call: 762-5438
Please Bring:
*Child's Certified Birth Certificate
•Proof-of-Income - Check stubs, tax
returns, AFDC,Social Security, etc.
*Social Security cards of all family members
*Medical Card or Insurance Numbers

SUBURBAN PROPANE
OPEN HOUSE
405 Railroad Ave., Murray, KY
Aug. 6th & 7th • 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
• We will fill your 20 lb. grill bottles for only $5 (open house dates only please)
• Grilled hamburgers and hotdogs
• Low sale prices on all propane appliances in stock
And much more. ..

COME JOIN THE FUN AND ENJOY SOME REFRESHMENTS
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Mayer, Parks, Jones
reunion held at resort
The Mayer, Parks, Jones reunion
was held Saturday. July 18, at
Pinelake Resort near Lynn Grove.
The late Lillie Mayer was the
daughter of Jacob V. Mayer of
Murray. She had one sister and
tour brothers.
In 1912 she was married to
Elbert E. Parks who died in 1921.
They had four children. In 1924
she was married to Delmus Jones
who died in 1952. They had one
daughter. Mrs. Jones died in 1979.
Those attending the reunion were
the following:
Charles and Melva Cooper, Joe
and Myrtle Jones, Elizabeth Parks,
and Katherine Ray, all of Murray;
Frank Mangrum and Dorothy
Jo Qietskill. Lexington; Jim. Nancy

ARISTA

and Michelle Mangrum. Des Plains,

Ma

Jimmie Mangrum, Phil and Glenda Archer, Steve and Cherrie
Paschall, and Kris. Kern and Chase
Mathis, all of Mayfield;
Greg, Sarah and Rachell Parks,
West Chester, Pa.; Joe and Renee
Carrico, Russellville; Nona Jean
Tucker, Bowling Green;
Pattie Mangrum Stokes, Island
Lake, Ill.; Swan and June Parks.
Memphis, Tenn.; Gina and Christa
Torrey. Knoxville, Tenn.:
Curtis Mangrum, Lombard, Ill.,.
Dacia Paschall and Tim Burkett.
Chattanooga. Tenn.;
Clay, Karen and Kaelyn Harper and Brandon Bell, Hendersonville, Tenn.; Daryl and Beth
Paschall, Madison, Ala.

Another angel alert for a couple with one child has been
issued by the Calloway County Family Resource Center and
Murray Youth Services Center.
Items needed by this family include a kitchen table and
chairs, twin size bed frame, queen size sheets, pots, pans, washer and a dryer.
Anyone having any of these items to donate call the Calloway Center at 762-7333 or the Murray Center at 759-9512.

FUN & FASHION

The sidewalk sale was a huge
success with fantastic bargains for
everyone. We still have cute summer dresses, tees. pants. and shoes,
still at great prices. Fun colored sandals starting at $5.50 to match your
summer clothes to finish out the
season. Lots of terrific bargains in
hats, jewelry and decorator items.
With school starting soon, we
have great back to school fashions.
Fashions perfect for ballgames and
dances. It's never too early to look
tor a homecoming outfit since it is
around the first of October.
The styles for fall have something for everyone. Long skirts,
short skirts, pants, suits, dresses and
of course great mix and match
sportswear. We even have the fun
fur vests and coats in lots of different colors and styles.
Textures are wonderful this season with exquisite fabrics and col-ors that mix together in the most
unusual ways.
Of course, we have the newest
look in accessories to finish your
complete look.
Whether you love little and delicate jewelry or ornate and bold,
designers have come up with looks
to make your own uniqueness set
you apart from the ordinary.
Beads, chokers, collars, earrings
with movement, drops and bracelets
worn in multiples. Color in stones,
glass beads and pearls in all lengths.
Look especially for grey in pearls.
Lots of new sterling silver has just
arri ved.
Don't forget our wonderful
Brighton belts, bags. wallets, necklaces, bracelets, key fabs. 'cdlogne
and lotion. They top off all great fall
fashions.
Don't think you can't wear certain colors because of your hair
color and complexion. Red heads
can wear pink, and olive complexions can go for green. It is just a
matter of finding the right variation
of the color that compliments your
skin and hair. Next time you are in
our store, hold up several different
shades you thought you couldn't
wear and see which is most flattering to you.
Don't forget to try some Caloracr
to keep that weight off. Everyone is
still losing weight and feeling good
on it.
Mother's birthday is Friday
please come in for lunch to help us
celebrate her special day and
Monica's is Monday - you know
you want to watch them blow out all
the candles and eat cake. Please
come in to wish them happy birthday and have a special lunch with
us. Congratulations to Kathy Adams
who won the sterling tortoise jewel
ry at our sidewalk sale lunch Fridx.
— Stay tuned to next week's fun
fashion report
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305
Murray, KY • 753-7411

games and more.
"Fun in the Sun" activities will
begin at 1 p.m. at South Sandusky
Beach on Rend Lake. Burgers or
BBQ will be provided. Participating singles are asked to bring a
side dish or dessert. The meal will
be served at 4:30 p.m. followed
by a devotion at 5:30 p.m.
Extended Family Christian Singles is a non-profit organization
designed to help develop friendships grounded in Christian fun
and fellowship. Extended Family
offers an opportunity to meet and
get to know other singles in a
different setting.
Children are welcome at all
activities sponsored by Extended
Family Christian Singles. The event
on Aug. 8 is free to anyone who
wants to attend.
For more information or to join
a carpool from the Paducah area
to the Aug. 8th event call 1-502442-7755.

Calloway County Soccer Foundation Board will meet tonight
(Wednesday) at 8:15 p.m. at the officer of the Calloway County
School Board. Final plans will be made for the Aug. 8th Meet the
Lakers/Family Night/Alumni Games. The meeting is open to all
foundation members.

Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools will have
a yard sale fund-raiser to benefit Calloway County High School
current student and programs on Saturday, Aug. 8, from 7 a.m. to
noon at the old Wal-Mart Building. All alumni are encouraged to
donate items which will be accepted on Friday, Aug. 7, from 4:30
to 6 p.m. at the old Wal-Mart building.

Kelly Jernigan
and Eddie Rogers

Jernigan and Rogers
wedding will be Sept. 5
Mark and June Jernigan of Clinton, Tenn., announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Kelly Jernigan
of Brentwood. Tenn., to Eddie Rogers of Smyrna, Tenn., son of
Lenith and Pat Rogers of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Butler and
Theresa Jernigan and Percy and Nellie Evans.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Allen and Edith
Rogers and Solon and Pearl Shackelford, 4 of Murray.
Miss Jernigan received her Doctor of Pharmacy from Mercer
University Southern School of Pharmacy, Atlanta, Ga. She is pharmacy manager/pharmacist for Kroger of Brentwood, Tenn.
Mr. Rogers received his associate degree in Architectural Draft
& Design and his bachelor of science in Industrial Drafting and
Design from Murray State University. He is CAD Operator/System Administrator for EnSafe, Inc., Nashville, Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday, Sept. 5, 1998, at 2:30 p.m. at
Harpeth Hills Church of Christ, Brentwood, Tenn.
A reception will follow the ceremony in the fellowship hall of
the church.

Several Murray residents have
been named to the 1998 Commonwealth Institute for Parent
Leadership.
The institute, operated by the
Prichard Committee for Academic
Excellence, will be held this fall
in eight sites. The participants

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

design and implement projects in
their home communities aimed at
involving more parents in local
schools.
Attending the Gilbertsville Institute are Cynthia Cain, Patricia A.
Elwell, Teresa George and Vicki
Yoak.

1998 Pontiac
Bonneville
All Power - Leather
- CD w/E.Q.
MSRP S2$.725

s21,900

BRANDON AUTO WORLD
1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass • Murray, KY

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing in Dean
and General Tires
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

R 1:25 3:15 7:25 9:20
•
• Parent Trap
•
• PG 1:10 315 7:05 9:40
•
•
• Saving Private Ryan
•
• R 1:30 7:00 10:00
•
•
There's Something About Mary
R

1:05 3:30 7:10 9:35

Armageddon
P613 1:003:50 7:00 9:50
Negotiator
R 1:05 3:50 7:10 9:55
•
•
•

Mask of Zorro

PG131:00 3:45 7:009:45
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday OnIv
•
• Program Info. Call 753-3314 ••

Downs Cemetery Cleaning Saturday
The annual graveyard cleaning at Ed Downs Cemetery in the
Land Between the Lakes will be Saturday, Aug. 8. All interested
persons are asked to come and bring tools for cleaning at an early
time. Each one should bring a potluck meal to be served at 11
a.m. The cemetery is located by the Buffalo Range at the former
location of Model, Tenn.

Wranglers' horse show Friday

Wranglers Riding Club has rescheduled its horse show for Friday, Aug. 7, at 6 p.m. at the club grounds, located 2 1/2 miles
east of Murray off Highway 94 East on Van Cleve Road. The
show was canceled Aug. 1 because of wet grounds. Featured will
be 22 classes. The public is invited, for information call David or
Cillia Alexander at 489-6106 or Herman or Junior Carrot at 7531219.

CCHS sets Freshman Orientation

•

Calloway County High School will have freshman orientation on
Tuesday. Aug. 11, at 7 p.m. All freshmen and their parents or
guardians are urged to attend. Registration continues this week with
seniors on Monday, juniors on Tuesday, sophomores today (Wednesday) and freshmen on Thursday. Aug. 7 and 10 will, be make-up
days for those students who did not pick up their schedules. The
first full day of school will be Thursday. Aug. 13.
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West View schedules activities

West View Nursing Home has scheduled activities for the residents and patients. Crafts will be at 2 p.m. and Glendale Road
Church of Christ service will be at 6:15 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Events on Thursday will be Room Music at 8:30 a.m., Men's Club
at 10 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and First Assembly of god at 6:30
p.m. Friday events will include Room Games at 8:30 a.m., Devotion with Rev. Jim Simmons at 10 a.m. and Watermelon Feast at
2 p.m.

Ms Arena-X 8 contest planned

The first Ms. Arena-X 8 is accepting applications for women,
18 to 25 single with no children, and to be able to travel to all
arenacross races at Paris, Jackson and Dyersburg, Tenn. The winner will receive $100 cash, a Ms. Arena X Crown, and a MX
sport wear wardrobe. To enter submit an entry form with $25 entry
fee , a 25 word essay on "Why I want to be Ms. Arena-X 8" and
a non returnable picture to Arena-X 8, 312 East Wood St., Paris,
TN 38242. For an entry form call Chris Grissom of Paris at 1901-642-0511. Deadline to enter is Aug. 10.

Pet Therapy Thursday

753-15315
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Area Singles Group
Will meet on Saturday
Area Christian Singles are invited to join "Fun in the Sun" on
Saturday. Aug. 8, at Rend Lake
in Southern Illinois.
A group will be carpooling to
the event from the Paducah area.
ActiVities include boating, swimming. water skiing, fishing. lawn

wiT

762-0000
401 N. 4th St.
Owner - Ronnie Melvin

Via

Kirksey United Methodist Church
August 9 - 12
with
Rev. Bill Riley
6:00 p.m. Sun.
7:00 p.m. other nights
Special music & refreshments each night.

Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Aug. 6, at 3 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. All interested persons are invited.
For more information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

Local park is selling mulch

Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation Department is
selling mulch to the public. Interested parties must go by the Park
office at 900 Payne St. or call 762-0325, Mondays through Fridays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Individuals must provide their own
pick-up trucks. Mulch will be loaded by MCCPR on Saturdays
from 10 a.m. to noon. Also available is 2-3 cords of aged wood.
Money from the sales will go back into the park for maintenance
equipment.

ii

AA meeting at center
will be Thursday. Aug. 6, at 7 pin.
An AA meeting (accessible)
1304-U Chestnut St., Dixieland
at the Center for Accessible Living,
call the center at 753information
For
Shopping Center, Murray.
7676.

da:

Homecoming at Fenton area

Former residents of the Trigg County portion of TVA's Land
Between the Lakes will gather for the 27th annual Between the
Rivers homecoming on Sunday. Aug. 9, at the Fenton Special
Events Area east of the Eggner's Ferry Bridge on U.S. Highway
68/80. Participants should bring food, beverages and chairs. Picnic tables, water and restrooms are provided on-site. For information call Wendell Wallace at 1-502-522-6721 or LBL at 1-502924-2000.
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!hone ofthe Jackvon I'wrizase Dance Urnpwry

Fail Registration
Aug 7,8, 14
Aug. 13

11 a.m.-4 p.m.
3 p.m.-6 p.m.

Clasoies begin Aug. 17
• 54 hnique Classes Preschool to advanced
•Daouc workout for the mature student
114 S. 6th St.• Court Square
Murray • 767-06711
•••1
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Rape Crisis Center plans fall training
'and emotional support.
the 24-hour critis
Training will be conducted durHospital advocates are also needed in Calloway, Marshall, Gra%es ing September in Paducah on Monand McCracken counties to meet day and Thursday at 5:30 p.m.
For more information call Sue
victims at hospital emergency
rooms and to provide crisis inter- Miller at the center at 1-502-442vention, medical/legal information, 7273 or 1-800-928-7273.

The Rape Crisis Center, Paducah. is currently gearing up for
its fall volunteer training seminar.
Center officials explain that volunteer phone counselors are needed to do crisis intervention and
give information and referrals on

HOSPITAL REPORTS
ARISTA MORGAN MANNING

Manning
wins honors
Arista Morgan Manning competed in the Hawaiian Luau Extravaganza Pageant held Saturday, July
18, at J.R.'s Executive Inn, Paducah.
Manning received trophies for
"Best Fashion" and "Most Beautiful." She won queen in the threefour year old division.
Her other awards included a fourfoot trophy for the highest ticket
sales, two rhinestone crowns, banner, and a Pearl Beach Barbie.
Manning, 3 1/2, is the daughter of Anthony and Teresa Manning of Kirksey.
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Conner boy

Members of the Chorus of the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club presented their performance of
"My Guy" at the department's last meeting. Pictured,
from left, are Bobbie Weatherly, Lynne York, Mona Lewis,
Gale Vinson, and "Paul Radke."

Applications sought
for first-time housi
Lifeshapers, a non-profit organization dedicated to community
development in Murray and Calloway County, is seeking applicants for a new first-time homebuyers program.
Lifeshapers intends to seek funding from the Kentucky Housing
Corporation that will provide down
payment and closing cost assistance to people who have not previously owned a home.
To be eligible for the program,
applicants must have an income
that does not exceed $26,700 for
a family of four, $24,050 for a
family of three; or $21,400 for a
family of two.
Applicants must have a stable
income and be interested in purchasiog a home in'Calloway County.
"We are very excited about this
program, but want to caution applicants that it is very preliminary
at this point," said Michael Pittman,
chairman of the Lifeshapers board

Robertson
named
scholar

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Conner of
Peoria. Ill., formerly of Murray,
are the parents of a son. Joshua
Bryan Conner, born on Tuesday.
Emily Susan Robertson of MurJuly 14, 1998, at St. Francis Medhas been named an All-Amerray
ical Center, Peoria.
The baby weighed seven pounds ican Scholar by the United States
two ounces and measured 18 1/2 Achievement Academy.
Robertson who attends Calloway
inches. The mother is the former
High School will appear
County
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of directors. "Lifeshapers is asking KHC to give us the money
for the program. We want people
to understand it is still tentative,
but we need to show how many
people in our community n eed
this help."
Applications can be picked up
at the Housing Authority of Murray office at 716 Nash Drive and
should be returned by Aug. 14.

lene Alford, Murray;
Hobbs baby boy, parents,
Thomas and Christie, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Thelma Ruth Herndon,
Cadiz; Miss Heather Lynn McNeil
and baby boy, New Concord;
Mrs. Carolyn Joyce Todd and
baby boy, and Mrs. Hope Nadene
Thorna. all of Murray.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday. Aug.
3, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Rudolph baby boy, parents,
Kathy and Jason, Hazel;
Dale baby boy, parents, Elizabeth and William. Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lottie Mae Franklin and
Earlene Ray. Benton; Thomas
and
Mrs.
admissions
newborn
Four
dismissals at Murray-Calloway A. Johnston, Dexter;
James Michael Harrison Jr. and
County Hospital for Sunday. Aug.
Moyna Delle Pierce, Kirkfollows:
Mrs.
as
released
been
2. have
sey; Mrs. Alvene Tynes, SymsoNewborn admissions
McDowell baby girl, parents. nia;
Ms. Alma Fay Garcia, New
David and Amy, Murray;
Bell baby boy, parents. Michael Concord; Coleton Drake Jennings,
Almo; Mrs. Beatrice Ewing Carand Lisa, Mayfield;
Alford baby girl, mother, Char- son, Gilbertsville;

Dennis Michael Lee, Eddyville;
Mrs. Barbara Sue Page and baby
boy, Farmington;
Mrs. Cathleen Marie Meade
and baby girl, Sedalia; Darns Gene
Pritchard, Mayfield;
Harry Burton, Edgar Dwight
Houston, Ms. Peggy D. Billington, Miss Cierra Morgan Garner,
Mrs. Frances Thurmond, Mrs.
Irene Myrtle Homback, and Jameson Tranter Carstens, all of Murray.

Bridal
Registill
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Donielk Derington
bride-elect of
Troy Underwood
join our
bridal registry.

Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS

SOME TABLE
IDEAS
One of the
best decorating philosophies of alltime is that
smart
the
homemaker
buys furniture
that is both
beautiful
AND useful.
one
And,
kind of furniture that can fit that description to a
is the'1— for tables. The addition of the
right table in a room can add instant
beauty in itself, while also performing a
practical and helpful function for you.
Here are just a few ideas of different
kinds of tables you can think about to
help your decorating and your lifestyle
all at the same time:
A console table can beautifully fill an
area and a need.
A writing desk can be attractive and
practical.
An end table can serve a sofa or chair.
A drop-leaf table can solve dining and
serving problems.
A coffee table can be a focal point as
well as a convenience.
A table or chest with drawers can give
you added storage.
Any of these ideas can give you the
best of both worlds — new attractiveness and new usefulness in your home.
What ever your needs, we extend an
invitation to do your table shopping
here. We have selection and values for
you, and best of all, tables that can give
your rooms beauty AND function. Stop
in.

For more information call:
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753-1851
NM
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Bridal
9Z§gistlY

AMBULATORY EYE SURGERY CENTER

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Ashley Starks r
bride-elect of
Trey Green
join our
bridal registry.

Sandra's School of Dance
Register Now
i,, L ,,,,_ Ciumnaqic lubtrato,

11imports
P6Pier

Call For Information

489-2308

I

Chestnut St., Murray

VAN DYCK EYE CENTER

1-800-489-0237 AND

s

Pier1 imports

Refractive Surgery is Affordable
at Van Dyck Eye Center

CALLING ALL
HOME MAKERS

Chestnut St., Murray

753-1851

753-0330
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LIFEHOUSE
LiFEHousE
CARE CENTER

Making a Difference...
With Your Support
674 Total Served
January through June
1998

Crass
FURNITURE.INC.
103 S. Third Street
Murray, KY 42071
502)753-3621

join the best group of losers in town!!
Lose 3 lbs 1 wk — guaranteed in writing. Enjoy 3 meals/
day & 3 snacks/day & more importantly, enjoy A BRAND
NEW YOU, just like...

Andrea Coffer
of

- aducah, KY
P

•

MIME,

4Piz lbs &
48V2 inches later...

• 138 free pregnancy tests were given
• 72 received baby &/or maternity supplies
• 15 took parenting classes
• 121 received spiritual counsel
• 15 newborn gift bags were distributed
• 112 received other counsel &/or information
• 98 participated in our Baby Bucks
educational program
• 56 clients received abstinence counsel
• 10 received post-abortion counsel
• 339 students attended abstinence
presentations
(Some clients received more than one service)

LifeHouse Care Center
1506 Chestnut Street, Murray, KY 42071
phone 753-0700 fax 753-0707
e-mail lifehous(ipapex net

"After"

"Before"

Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday. Aug.
1, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Chapman baby girl, parents.
Richard and Brenda, Cadiz;
Page baby boy, parents. James
and Barbara, Farmington;
Meade baby girl, parents,
William and Cathy, Sedalia.
Dismissals
Horace W. Bell, Big Sandy,
Tenn.; Michael Brunn Sr., Benton; Mrs. Jeannine M. Keeler,
Cadiz;
Mrs. Lula Cooper, Mrs. Rita
Foy Green, Ms. Johna Jane Brittain and baby girl,
Ms. Anna Jean Requarth, and
Ms. Nellie J. Simmons, all of Murray.

A proven weight control program w/ a 10 year record of Success.
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Johnson makes additions to Racers
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Denver Johnson is still adding
on to the Murray State football roster as practice is set to begin next
week.
On Tuesday, Johnson, speaking
at a Paducah Lions Club luncheon,
confirmed the additions of defensive tackle Steve Williams from
Oklahoma as well as a pair of Uniy ersity of Kentucky transfers, tail-

back Wendell Childs and safety
Dorion Berry.
Williams (6-3, 275) will have
two years of eligibility remaining.
and will help improve a Racer defense that was one of the best in the
nation last season and should be
among the best again this year.
"We recruited him when I was
at Oklahoma and he played as a
freshman, mainly out of necessity,"
Johnson said from his office

I-A transfers join
Wednesday morning. "They would
have liked to have redshirted him
that first year, but he went on ahead
and played, and then he played a lot
last year.
"He's a tough guy, and he's
pretty athletic,". Johnson said of
Williams. "He will be another one

in the mix to help make our defense
better."
In a lighter note, Johnson added
that Williams is no relation to the
professional wrestler by the same
name who was also a lineman at
Oklahoma. That Steve Williams,
nicknamed "Doctor Death," can of-

The Associated Press
Mike Mussina was nearly perfect, and the Detroit Tigers admitted as much. That's not how they
described the umpiring, however.
. Frank Catalanotto's two-out double in the eighth inning ended
Mussina's perfect game and the Baltimore right-hander settled for a
two-hitter Tuesday night, leading
the Orioles to a 4-0 win over the
Tigers at Camden Yards.
Mussina, who has flirted with
a.no-hitter twice before in his sevenear career, retired the first 23
batters before Catalanotto lined a
double into the right-field corner.
"Everybody thinks that doing
something like this is disappointing. I don't know why everyone
feels that way," Mussina(10-5)said.
"No-hitters and perfect games are
unique situations. To be disap-

1
1

pointed about it is the wrong way
to look at it.
"I was excited that I was able
to pitch that well, to perform that
well and help our team win a
game. The guys played great behind
me."
The Tigers felt Mussina got some
help from home plate umpire John
Hirschbeck, whose strike zone
seemed a bit wide.
Detroit manager Buddy Bell and
players Bobby Higginson and Luis
Gonzalez were all ejected for arguing called strikes. Higginson got
tossed by second base umpire Rich
Garcia after charging onto the field
to get at Hirschbeck.
"Somebody ought to send a
tape of that into the league and
have them look at it and do something about it," Higginson said.
"It's hard enough to hit as it is,
you've got a guy giving a foot
outside off Mike Mussina, it's
impossible to hit."
"You can't say nothing to the
guy. You say anything, he wants

IN See Page 9A

MSU's
Widman
honored

Mussina flirts with perfect
game, settles for two-hitter
Detroit unhappy
with umpiring

needs to get his weight down and
stay in that kind of shape and he
could be a good tailback for us."
Berry, meanwhile, will likely
play an outside linebacker-type position for the Racers.
Johnson said the Racers are still
in the running for several more Division I-A transfers.
"We're still dealing with some,

ten be seen on the World Wrestling
Federation's "Monday Night Raw"
show.
Johnson said he plans to move
Childs from the position he played
at Kentucky.
"They had been trying him as a
defensive end at Kentucky and he
had gained a lot of weight; but he
ran something like a 10.3-second
100 meters, so he's got some
speed," the coach said. "He just

to throw everybody out. He thinks
everybody comes to watch him
play."
Obviously, Mussina didn't have
any problem with Hirschbeck.
"He gives a pretty liberal strike
zone," Mussina said. "I was throwing where he was calling it."
Elsewhere in the AL, New York
swept Oakland 10-4 and 10-5,
Chicago beat Tampa Bay 8-6,
Kansas City beat Minnesota 12-4,
Texas beat Toronto 11-9, Boston
beat Seattle 2-1 and Anaheim beat
Cleveland 5-4.
Eric Davis homered to extend
his hitting streak to a career-high
21 games as Baltimore improved

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The National Gull Coaches A.sociation has announced that Murray State junior-to-be Jessica Widman was named to its NCAA Division I All-Scholar team.
Widman was named to the AllOhio Valley Conference team after
finishing second in the OVC
Championship tournament in April.
She had four top-10 performances
during the 1997-98 season, including a third-place finish out of 62
golfers at the Tennessee Tech Invitational and a fifth-place finish out
of
87
golfers
at
the
McDonald/Lady Tiger Classic at
Jackson (Miss.) State.
Academically, Widman earned a
selection on the OVC Commissioner's Honor Roll in each of her two
seasons at Murray State and was

See Page 9A
Baltimore's Mike Mussina
carried a perfect game into
the eighth inning against
Detroit Tuesday.

• See Page 9A

NCAA makes additions to Texas Tech penalties
By CHRIS NEWTON
Associated Press Writer
. LUBBOCK, Texas (AP) —
Texas Tech starting tailback Ricky
Williams feared the worst.
. After two months of waiting
for the NCAA's decision on whether
the school's self-imposed sanctions
for rampant rules violations were
enough, Williams envisioned a year
'or more of an NCAA ban on televised Texas Tech games. Or even
worse — a ban from postseason
play.
But after the NCAA announced
Tuesday that it would only add a

fourth year of probation to Tech's
self-imposed three-year penalty and
add several minor scholarship cuts
to the list of cuts Tech already made,
Williams said the school can put
the dark chapter of uncertainty
behind it and get ready for another season of Big 12 football.
"The important thing for us is
that the guys who go out on the
field will have the chance to win
and have their win mean something," Williams said. "Who wants
to play for consolation points. It's
not really right for guys who didn't commit the mistakes to have

to pay with their entire career."
Tech coaches were also relieved
to have the NCAA's decision in
hand, but did express concern about
recruiting in the future.
Head football coach Spike Dykes
said his staff will have to be at
the top of its game in recruiting
for the next few years because of
the scholarship losses.
"It will be a little harder to recruit
with scholarship cuts, but we still
can compete," Dykes said. "We
just have to make sure that the
guys we do have can play football. With fewet scholarships, there

really won't be any room for people who can't play."
Senior split end Donnie Hart
said the team needs to focus on
creating its own destiny.
"We need to not look so much
at what is being done to us and
decide' what we're going to do,"
Hart said. "We know that if we
play hard this year with the class
we have, that will draw in others
even without all of the scholarships. We need to.focus on doing
well and playing football."
Tech took its biggest hit with
the scholarships cuts, which limit

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

U.S. ousts Austria
from contention
Americans to meet
Italy in next round
By STEPHEN WADE
AP Sports Writer
ATHENS,Greece(AP)— American coach Rudy Tomjanovich
called it a "do or die game" for
Australia.
Well, R.I.P. Australia.
The mix-and-match Americans
— the no-name composite of CBA,
European pros and a college player — kept Australia from claiming the eighth and final quarterfinal spot in the World Basketball
Championship by dumping the
Aussies on Tuesday 96-78.
Instead, the final place in Friday's quarterfinals went to Argentina, which beat Brazil 86-76 and
then had to wait several hours for
the American victory over Australia.
"For our tournament to hinge
on a game with the United States
was tough. Talk about being behind
the eight.-ball," said Australia coach
Barry Barnes.
"We kept changing defenses.
We tried pressure. we tried laying
off their shooters, but nothing
worked," he added.

The Americans demoralized the
Aus%ies in the first half with hot
shooting — just under 60 percent
from the field — and a stiff manto-man
defense that forced
turnovers and started the offense
running. The second half was more
.
of the same in the best U.S. performance of the championships so
far.
Jimmy Oliver led the U.S. attack
with 18 points and Jason Sasser
added 15 as 10 of the 12 Americans got on the scoreboard.
"We had a lot at stake," Tomjanovich said, "If we win, we get
the number one seed. If we lose.
we drop all the way to four. It
was a do-or-die for Australia, too."
Australia — silver medalists last
month in the Goodwill Games —
was led by Shane Heal with 31.
In Friday's quarterfinals, it will
be the United States (5-1) vs. Italy
(3-3), Spain (5-1) vs. Greece (42), Lithuania (4-2) vs. Russia (51), and Argentina (3-3) vs.
Yugoslavia (5-1).
Under the complicated system
File Photo
to pair teams for the quarterfinals.
Smoltz became Atlanta's fifth pitcher to reach douJohn
a U.S. loss could have pitted it
digits in wins as the Braves downed Cincinnati 4-2
against Yugoslavia or Russia — per- ble
Tuesday.
haps the two favorites.

the school's ability to lure top ath- another one in 1999-2000.
letes.
Men's track, golf and women's
The NCAA is taking away 18
basketball
were hit with -lighter
football scholarships over three
years; the school had volunteered scholarship self-imposed sanctions.
Tech also forfeited every victo give up 14 over two years. The
tory
in which an ineligible athlete
men's basketball team will lose
participated
in those six sports as
seven over three years, one more
well
as
men's
tennis and -women's
than the school suggested. _
volleyball.
Tech offered to lose 7 1/2 baseball scholarships through 2002, but
In addition to the scholarship
the NCAA increased that by three. cuts, the men's basketball team
The women's 'basketball team also forfeited its two NCAA tourwould have lost one scholarship nament victories in 1995 and said
under the school's recommenda- it would repay the NCAA the
tions. The NCAA is taking away approximately $100,000 it earned.

Alou gives Marlins
reminder of past,
leads Astros' win
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Moises Alou gave Florida fans
a glimpse of what they've missed,
not that they needed any more
reminders.
Alou lined a two-run double
— his first hit at Miami since
Game 7 of the World Series —
and the Houston Astros beat the
Marlins 9-5 Tuesday night.
Alou got a big ovation when
he stepped to the plate, then delivered against World Series MVP
Livan Hernandez. Still bitter about
the Marlins' winter breakup, Alou
said he got no special delight from
his double,
"That's what I do every night,"
he said. "I have nothing to say. I
don't want to talk about this game."
In other NL games, San Diego
stopped Philadelphia 3-1, St. Louis
beat Milwaukee 2-1, New York
got past San Francisco 7-6 in 10
innings, Montreal defeated Los
Angeles 5-4 in 10 'innings, Atlanta.
downedCincinnati 4-2, Chicago
topped Arizona 2-0 and Pittsburgh
beat Colorado 13-5.
After the start of the game was
delayed-nearly two hours by rain.

Alou helped Houston hold its 4
1/2-game lead in the NL Central.
His former team fell to 40-74, the
worst record_jn the majors.
Hernandez'(9-8) gave up eight
hits and seven runs in 6 1-3
innings, his worst outing since
April 20.
"1 felt good, and I threw some
good pitches," Hernandez said."But
they seemed to score a couple of
runs in each inning."
Braves 4, Reds 2
John Smoltz became the fifth
Atlanta starter to reach double digits in wins and Andruw Jones hit
a tiebreaking homer in the seventh inning at Turner Field.
Smoltz (10-2) gave up two runs
in seven innings. He also got a
career-high three hits—in joining
Greg Maddyx (14), Tom Glavine
(14), 'Kevin Millwood (12) and
Denny Neagle (11) with at least
10 victories.
The Braves..won their third in
a row and stopped Cincinnati's
Three-game winning string.
Cardinals 2, Brewers 1
St. Louis won at County Sta-

See Page 9A
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Five members of the Crist
family (top photo) and
Bryan Murdock (right), all
of Murray, were among local medal winners at the
Bluegrass State Games
held in Lexington July 2426. The Crists (front, from
left) Heath, Beth, Shelly;
(back, from left) Sarahlynn,
Randy and Jason, medaled
in track and field while Murdock medaled in swimming.

• Alou...
Mets closer John Franco, who
signed a .$6.15 _million, two-year
contract extenSion before the game,
gave up two runs in the ninth that
tied it at 6.
New York loaded the bases with
no outs in the 10th. but Mike
Piazza and Brian McRae grounded into force plays at the plate.
Mesa then walked Harris on a 32 pitch, ending San Francisco's
four-game winning string. •
Cubs 2, Diamondbacks 0
Mickey Morandini broke a score:
less tie with an RBI single in the
eighth inning as Chicago beat Arizona at Wrigley Field.
Kevin Tapani (13-7) pitched
four-hit ball for eight innings and
Rod Beck finished for his 33rd save.
Omar Daal (5-6) lost in his
first start since shutting out the Cubs
on four hits last Thursday.
Expos 5, Dodgers 4
10 innings
Chris Widger's RBI single with
two outs in the bottom of the 10th
inning lifted Montreal over Los
Angeles at Olympic Stadium.
The Expos scored four times
in the eighth to tie it. Wilton Guerrero, traded from the Dodgers to
Montreal last Friday, drove in one
of the runs and scored another.
With two outs in the 10th. F.P.

From Page 8A
dium for the first time since the
1982 World Series behind Matt
Morris' four-hitter.
Mark McGwire, who has not
hit a home run in 24 at-bats, doubled and scored in the fourth
inning. Fernando Tatis, acquired last
week from Texas, added an RBI
single for a 2-0 lead.
Milwaukee loaded the bases in
the ninth before 'Morris (3-1) got
rookie Bobby Hughes on a gameending grounder.
Padres 3, Phillies 1
Greg Vaughn, mired in a 4-for42 slump, hit his 39th home run
• and San Diego sent visiting
Philadelphia to its sixth straight
loss.
Vaughn struck out in his first
two at-bats before connecting off
Matt Beech in the fifth inning.
In the eighth, one of the palm
trees between the home run fence
and the permanent wall caught
fire, apparently from a light near
its base. The fire was quickly
extinguished.
Meta 7, Giants 6, 10 innings
New York stopped its streak of
seven straight losses in extra
innings, winning when Lenny Harris drew a bases-loaded walk from
Jose Mesa with two outs in the
bottom of the 10th.

Santangelo was hit by a pitch from
Darren Hall, stole second and scored

• Johnson...
From Page 8A

CCHS alumni soccer games Aug.8
The 1998 Calloway County soccer Meet the Lakers/Family Night/alumni soccer

games will be Saturday, Aug. 8, starting at 5 p.m.
The introduction of this year's Lady Laker soccer team and female alumni will be
at 5, with the girls alumni game starting at 5:30. Food will be served between the
girls' and boys' games. The boys' players will be introduced at 645 p.m., with the
boys' game starting at 7.
Anyone with questions regarding the alunni game or any alumni interested in
playing should call Mark Sallin at 759-2005 for the boys or Mary Catherine
Wooldrige at 753-2678 for the girls.

MHS fall sports kickoff set for Aug. 10
Murray High School's fall sports kickoff will be Aug. 10 at 6 p.m. at Ty Holland
Stadium. Tickets are $5. In case of rain, the event will be moved to the Murray
Middle School gym.

but there's nobody else in the boat
at this point," he said.
Meanwhile, the Racers have lost
the services of a pair of offensive
linemen in junior college transfers
Mark Robinson and Julius Coates
to academics.
"We knew going in that it would
be a little bit of a stretch for them
to get eligible to play here this year,
but we thought there was a chance
that one of them could make it; unfortunately neither one of them
did." Johnson said.

Johnson is preparing for OVC
Media Day Friday in Nashville.
MSU's media day is Aug. 12.
"I'm ready to get the kids in
here and get started," he said, noting that his team's first real practice
will be Aug. 13.

"We took a chance on signing

Western Kentucky Hurricane tryouts set
The Western Kentucky Hurricane traveling baseball team will conduct tryouts
for the 1999 season Aug. 15 and 16 at the Mayfield-Graves County ballpark. Interested players must not turn 12 years old before Aug. 1. 1999 for more information, call 554-3158 or 247-0588.

on Widger's drive off the leftfield wall.
Pirates 13, Rockies 5
Kevin Young had four hits and
drove in tour runs as Pittsburgh
roughed up Darryl Kile.
The host Pirates set season highs
for runs and hits (21) and snapped

•VIP Suites•‘'ideo Viewers
•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massage

a four-game losing streak.
Kile, signed by Colorado to a
$24 million, three-year contract
last winter, dropped to 7-14 as
his ERA rose to 5.97. He was tagged
for seven runs and nine hits in I
2-3 innings, the shortest of his 25
starts this season.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
stMs Farm InsLacunae companies
Homo °Mese Bloomington, Illinois
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American League
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Boston
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Chicago
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12 1/2
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1/2
10 1/2
11
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14 1/2
19
30
35 1/2
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4 1/2
11
15 1/2
17
18
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Tuesday's Games
Chicago Cubs 2 Anzona 0
Montreal 5. Los Angeles 4, 10 innings
Atlanta 4, Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh 13. Colorado 5
St Louts 2, Milwaukee 1
N V Mels 7. San Francisco 6. 10 innings
Houston 9, Florida 5
San Diego 3 PhdadelpNa 1

Tuesday's Games

them, but they were good enough
players that we were willing to take
that chance. Julius Coates is a Big
10 (Conference) type player." he
added."We will get both Julius and
Mark in January."
Johnson said the second session
of summer school ends this week
and that he should know next week
about the eligibility of several other
players.
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N Y. Yankees 10, Oakland 4, 1st game
N Y Yankees 10, Oakland 5, 2nd game
Baltimore 4. Detroit 0
Chicago White Sox 8, Tampa Bay 6
Kansas City 12. Minnesota 4
Texas 11 Toronto 9
Boston 2. Seattle 1
Anaheim 5 Cleveland 4

Wednesday's Games

Wednesday's Ganws
Detroit (Thompson 9.81 at Baltimore (Guzman 6-12). 205 pm
Cleveland (Colon 11-6) at Anaheim 0.1ssates 5-8). 305 pm
-Chicago White Sox (Snyder 3-0) at Tampa
Bay (Santana 3-2). 605 p.m.
Kansas City (Belcher 10-91 at Minnesota
IF Rodriguez 1-0), 7.05 p.m.
Toronto (Escobar 1-1) at Texas (Loatza 02). 735 pm.
NY. Yankees (Irabu 10-4) at Oakland (Candootti 6-13). 935 pm
Only games scheduled

Houston (Hampton 9-5) at Florida (Sanchez
4-6). 12 05 pm
Anzona (Bones 8-11) at Chicago Cubs
(Wood 11-5), 120 pm
Colorado (Wright 5-101 at Pittsburgh (Cordova 9-91. 6-05 pm.
Los Angeles (Diertort 6-91 at Montreal
(Pavan° 3-5), 605 p.m
San Francisco(Odic 0-1) at N.Y. Mists(Jones
7-61. 640 pm
Cincinnati (Tomko 10-7) at Atlanta (Neagle 11-9) 640 pm
St Louts (Merck., 7-8) at Milwaukee (Juden
1-10), 7 05 p.m.
Philadelphia (Schilling 10-101 at San Diego

(Brown 13-3). 9:35 p.m.

Refractive Surgery
as Low as

$595.Per Eye.

VAN DYCK EYE CENTER

Call: 1-800-489-0237

AND AMBULATORY EYE SURGERY CENTER
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was knocked out by consecutive
singles.
After the slam off Billy Taylor
(3-9), the go-ahead run scored
when Chuck Knoblauch came home
from second on a groundout as
first baseman Jason Giambi, accidentally kicked in the head by Derek
Jeter, lay motionless on the ground
with the ball in his mitt. Giambi
has a mild concussion.
Paul O'Neill and Tino Martinez
homered, and Graeme Lloyd (20) pitched two perfect innings.
Ramiro Mendoza (7-2) allowed
four runs and seven hits in 6 13 innings in the opener.
Jay Witasick (0-I) allowed seven
runs and seven walks in 4 2-3
innings in his first major league

In-home. hotel or office by appointment.
Call Today 759-9555
HIM 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
30-1 Maple St. • Downtown • Murray

to 19-5 since the All-Star break.
The Orioles got a run off Bryce
Florie (5-6) in the second when
Rafael Palmeiro singled, took third
on a single by Harold Baines and
scored on a double-play grounder.
Yankees 10, Athletics 4
Your insurance company needs to have a good track
Yankees 10, Athletics 5
record. At Meridian, we've been around the block,
Darryl Strawberry, reaching 20
insuring motorists for more than 70 years.
homers for the first time since
1991, hit a tying pinch grand slam
Meridian's Pacemaker* auto insurance policy puts
as New York scored nine runs in
that expertise to work for you. With Pacemaker*, you
the ninth inning to complete the
can customize a policy that protects you from today's
sweep at Oakland.
hazards — accidents, uninsured motorists, liability
"I haven't seen anything like
losses. Pacemaker puts you in the driver's seat.
this before," Derek Jeter said. "It'll
So before you get behind the wheel,call your Meridian
be hard to top this one, scoring
agent, Take us for a test drive.
nine in the last inning."
start.
Strawberry, who tied a major
White Sox 8, Devil Rays 6
league record with two pinch slams
At St. Petersburg, Fla., Albert
in a season, also homered in the
opener. New York improved to 80- Belle and Robert Machado home28 as its season reached the two- red and Chicago's bullpen limited
118 S. 5th St. Murray
thirds mark, leaving the Yankees Tampa Bay to three hits in the
753-4451
last six innings.
on pace to finish 120-42.
Belle has 34 homers, 16 since
Kenny Rogers, pitching against
Doing the right things
his former team for the first time, the All-Star break.
right...for you.
but
runs
ninth
home
Mike Kelly hit two
took a 5-1 lead into the
for Tampa Bay.
Carlos Castillo (5-4) pitched
three innings for the White Sox,
and Bill Simas got four outs for
,a world a( prot.ctio
Greg McNutt
Dun McNutt, AM
.....
his 11th save. Tony Saunders (3- I A
From Page 8A
„.5
10) was the loser.
% Yr
I
named to the dean's list in all four
C
)
WW
of her semesters. She was this
year's academic award winner. on
the MSU women's golf teeth -Mon.-Tues. Boots-N-Bikinis All Country!
which won its second straight conWed. Wet T-Shirt Contest
ference title this year -- and was a
Cash Prizes
University Academic Scholarship
recipient for the 1996-97 school
year. She has an overall grade point
average of 3.73(on a 4.0 scale) and
is majoring in economics.
"I'm very excited for Jessica,"
said MSU head coach Velvet Milk7,000 sq. ft.man. "This is a great honor which
truly emphasizes the student-ath35 Entertainers
lete, which Jessica works hard to
Full Bar Set-Ups
be. She not only works hard on the
World Class
golf course, but also in the classSound and Light
room. I feel she has a bright future
whether she chooses to continue on
System
the golf course or whatever career
• Pool
Food
•
choice she makes."
Widman was the only All• Darts
Scholar golfer of the 99 honored to
18 and up
be from an Ohio Valley Conference
TN
(901)247-3965
Puryear,
South
641
Hwy.
university or a university in the
state of Kentucky. She had a perOPEN: Mon.-Sat. 5:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m.
round average of 81.1 during the
1997-98 season.

AUTO INSURANCE
THAT'S ROAD-TESTED

McNutt
Insurance

EAGLE NEST MARINA
PARIS LANDING
901-642-6192

PONTOON BOATS FOR SALE:
In) 1 Fishing Scats Front
24 Ft Landau BT LX. W/90 HP. Johnson T&T
& Back, Couches Front, WICaptams Console & L Seating. Dressing km.
Built In Fuel Tank. Boarding Ladder, Mooring Cover, Depth Finder. Fish
$17,500
Finder. Tandem Trailer. Loaded
24 Ft Landau Sundeck Model W/90 H.P Mercury T&T, L Seating Rear. BuiltIn Fuel Tank. Dressing km . Tilt Steenng, Depth Finder. Mooring Cover, Walk
On Overhead Sundeck. Front Couches. Fold Out Bed,Stereo, Boarding Ladder
$16,000
Etc
24 Ft Landau RH. was Mercury T&T. Front Couches W/Fold Out Bed,
Mooring Cover, Dressing Rm.. Depth Finder, Stereo, W/Tandem
$15,000
Trailer

USED:
1995 24 Ft Landau Bandit W/48 H P Johnson T&T, Stereo. Etc

$5.000

1995 24 Ft Landau Bandit W/48 H P. Johnson, Stereo

$4.650

Hams Pontixin W. /Rebuilt 68 HP Johnson T&T. Trailer. Et...

5.3.800

NEW JOHNSON OUTBOARDS IN STOCK

AIZA

1

.;

0

Murray High School's
Fall Sports Kickoff
August 10, 1998
6:00 PM
Ty Holland Stadium
Tickets - $5.00

01-1A-14
World- Class
Men's Club

B.Y.O.B.
til 12 a.m.

=CC

'2s

Students, Parents and Friends
of all Murray City Schools
are invited
to attend the

Meridiarf
Insurance

• Widman...

•r

Barbecue, beans, chips, drinks and dessert
Join the Murray Tiger
Athletic Booster Club!
Meet the coaches and players!
Hear the MHS Band!

Fun and food for everyone!
In case of rain, e‘ent will be held in MMS gym)

c,4
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Local soldiers work in Ecuador
MilSANTA RITA, Ecuador
itary police soldiers are familiar
with trials and all that goes with
them including courtrooms, lawyers
and good and bad guys.
But the trials faced by Kentucky Army National Guard military police officers recently
deployed for annual training in
Ecuador were of a totally different nature.
Their trials included mud, sixinch cockroaches, tarantulas, mosquitoes, deadly snakes, trees that
grow spikes, tens of inches of
rain, and for most, a language barrier.
Blue Grass State citizen-soldiers
recently deployed to equatorial
northwestern Ecuador near the
Colombian border as part of a
military training and humanitarian
exercise called "New Horizons
Ecuador 1998."
The exercise will result in U.S. Military police officers Sgt. James (Chip) Devasher (far right)
discusses
officer,
police
military
Kentucky Army National Guard Spc. David Keefer, a
military troops building several and Pfc. Elizabeth Littlejohn (near right), both citizen-solEcuadorian Army during a
security concerns in Spanish with Cpl. Caesar Eqiseto of the
medical clinics and com- diers with the Kentucky Army National Guard, ride Mark II
schools,
Ecuador. Keefer is a resident
military-training and humanitarian exercise in northwestern
munity restrooms for the people bridge erection boat pushing a floating bridge while on
of Murray.
in this area of the tropics.
security patrol for other U.S. troops working on the TululSoldiers from the 438th Mili- bi River in Ecuador.
tary Police Company based in Mur"We have about 20 military made movement — whether on foot
ray and the 223rd Military Police
police officers here in each rota- or in a vehicle — difficult at best.
in
headquartered
Company
INF
"It took us almost six hours to
Louisville, were an important part tion," said Staff Sgt. Ian Lamb,
firI
•
of the overall military- training 223rd Military Police Company get here by bus," said Spc. Bethany
squad leader, who resides in J. Morris of the 438th Military
mission.
The military police were sent Louisville. "There are nine rota- Police Company in Murray.
The trip from the port town of
to ecuador to provide security for tions and each rotation stays two
the hundreds of U.S. troops work- weeks. Each day we send mili- Esmeraldas, where the military
tary police officers to the five police initially entered Ecuador to
ing there.
They, along with Ecuadorian sites and additional soldiers to their base camp, was only a disRubber-Vinyl All
Army troops, provided security at other sites to assist and work with tance of 60 miles. Add cobblestone roads, two ferry-boat crossvarious remote work sites and at the Ecuadorean soldiers."
Purpose Hose
the massive tent-city base camp
Just as if they were deployed ings and a four-mile drive along
5/8" x 60'
by patrolling the areas and post- to a war zone in a foreign coun- a Pacific Ocean beach because of
look
guards.
ing
try, Lamb said the military-train- a washed out road.
Box, Pedestal,
Si699
To make matters worse, the
'There isn't really a crime prob- ing and humanitarian exercise force
73216
Oscellating, High
lem here," said Spc. David Keefer the Kentucky military police to military police were forced to wait
of the 438th Military Police Com- become familiarized with working four hours prior to making their
Velocity
pany. A resident of Murray, he with another law enforcement group beach excursion since they had to
Special Purchase
graduated from, Murray State Uni- and diplomatically observe each wait for the tide to go out to sea.
Even with all the difficulties
versity in 1994.
other's jurisdictions.
2 1/2 gal. Poly Tank
Keefer and the other military
"All the sites and the base camp of getting there, the military police
Sprayer
police officers also ensured that have 24-hour protection," Lamb officers think the trip was worth
none of the many children intent- said. "At the base camp, we are the trouble.
S1999
ly following the construction of the law enforcement authority and
"I like it here," said Sgt. James
006588
their new school were not injured outside the gate and on the actuDevasher of the Kentucky
"Chip"
al worksites, we assist the
on the construction sites.
Guard's 223rd MilNational
Army
Despite the English-Spanish lan- Ecuadoreans as necessary."
"I'd like it
Company.
Police
itary
Though the military police offiguage barrier, Blue Grass State
stop rainwould
it
if
more
even
200 East Main St.
police also trained cers from Kentucky were sent to
military
SUPPLY COMPANY
ing."'
secuto
possible
handle
Ecuadorean military police offi- Ecuador
Murray, KY
Inc.
Devasher, who lives in Lexcers, a professional exchange many rity problems, Mother Nature has
502-753-3361
has used his Spanish-lanington,
"Your Hometown Hardw:3re Store"
of the Kentuckians had not expe- provided most of the challenges
to talk to the local
skills
guage
faced
citizen-soldiers.
by
rienced prior to their deployment
children.
.
The same weather phenomenon
'
...;••••••■cv000
to Ecuador.
"The people here are fantaswhich has wreaked havoc all over
the world, El Nino, has hit Ecuador tic," he said. "I like talking to
the children. They're really friendespecially hard.
Months of almost continual trop- ly and curious about my blond hair."
After spending a couple of days
ical downpours have destroyed
roads, washed out bridges and in the town of Corondelet where
citizen-soldiers were building a
school. Keefer agreed the local
MONEY4N-MINUTES"
people and citizen-soldiers were
Cash Advance
getting along well.
on your
"The people bere are great," he
Personal Check
"They're good, hospitable
said.
Today!
In
Call Or Come
country people."
And even with these hardships,
the soldiers believe the mission is
important.
"We're all learning from this,"
513-A S. 12th St.
said: "And if we help
Devasher
Murray, KY 42071
One of the more advanced procedures
especially the chilpeople,
these
(502) 759-8900
dren, then all this is worth it."

KEEP MURRAY CLEAN
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Holmium Laser
Kidney Stone Surgery
Means Quick Recovery

The
MoneyPlace

available at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital is the Holmium laser, the
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newest and best method for breaking

East Main • 753-5606

up and removing kidney stones.

Open Saturdays Until Noon
miscostaurr
SKALA! SO MUCH IS SIDING

The Holmium laser does not require

•

•
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44,

General - Monarch
Laramie • Firestone
BF Goodrich
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an incision, costs much less than other
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Holland Tire Co.
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options, and is performed as an
outpatient procedure

at

Murray-

Calloway County Hospital.

Midwest

INTERNE

Call for more information.

COj

EXI
TM

•Toll Free Technical Support Available
Seven Days A Week

H.S. Jackson, M.D.

•33.6 Modems For A Super-Fast
Internet Connection

Urology Associates - Adult & Pediatric Urology

•Local Access Number

753-9240 or 1-800-599-9240

•Free Personal Web Page Storage

"The Holmium is the ultimate state-of-the art technology for kidney stone removal.
In fact, it is the best stone removal method I have seen in almost 30 years of practicing medicine."

H.S. Jackson, M.D.
Urology Associates
300 So. 8th. St., Suite 107E
Murray, Kentucky 42071

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
1-10531TAL
iliamanalaaanama.

• All the Software Needed To Get Started

Your Premium Local
Internet Service Provider
Call Us At 800-651-1599 Or Visit Our Site At www.midwest.net
Racer insider Publications
214 North 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-7940

Keller's Computer Place
13600 Hwy. 121 South
New Concord, KY 42076
502-436-5933
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Famous whale to move
to Iceland next month
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SALEM, Ore. (AP) — With by the "Free Willy- movies hei eicl
help from the Air Force, "Free raise /money to bring the ailing
Willy" star Keiko soon will be whale from a cramped Mexico
flown from Oregon to a sea pen City amusement park to a spathat will house the I0,000-pound cious tank at the Oregon aquarium with the intent to someday set
killer whale in Icelandic waters.
The 2I-foot whale will be loaded him free.
The sea pen will be sort of a
onto a C-17 Air Force transport
plane to make the eight-hour flight halfway house. Handlers say Keiko
to his native land, Bob Ratliffe, will only be freed if he proves
executive director of the Free Willy he can fend for himself in the
harsh North Atlantic.
Keiko Foundation, said Tuesday.
The C-17 transport can be refuThe move will take place withBoy Scouts from local camps learning about the history of in a few days after Labor Day, eled in midflight, which would
allow for a nonstop flight from
scouting through a hands-on class at the National Scout- Ratliffe said.
Newport to Iceland and 'Insure
looking
at
"We're
sometime
ing Museum as part of the Scout Nights.
around the middle of that week," that Keiko has the shortest ossible trip to his new home," said
he said.
.
Iceland agreed in June to allow foundation spokeswoman Diane
the foundation to relocate the 20- Hammond.
The foundation will pay the Air
year-old whale from the Oregon
Coast Aquarium in Newport to a Force "a couple hundred thousand
The National Scouting Muse- ing history and the importance of netted enclosure anchored near the dollars" to transport Keiko.
"The whale is healthy. The Air
Westmann Islands, a volcanic archium recently completed six weeks preserving the past.
appears willing to help us.
Force
six
pelago
miles
the
off
Iceland's
of Scout Nights.
The scouts got hands-on expein Iceland are enthupeople
south
The
coast.
opportuan
neckerwere
Jamboree
Scout Nights
rience with old
Keiko's saga began two years siastic," said Ratliffe. "At this
nity for scouts visiting local boy chiefs, uniforms, patches and books.
point, we see no hitches."
scout camps to visit the National The class was designed to be excit- ago, when schoolchildren inspired
experithe
and
for
Museum
rewarding
Scout
as
Boy
ing, as well
ence the education exhibits.
scouts.
Scouts from Pennsylvania, GeorDuring their visit, the scouts
Illinois,
Indiana,
Louisiana,
gia,
the exhibits, tested their skills
toured
Tennessee and Kentucky came to
YMCA GOOD77MESIS AFTER SCHOOL CHILD
"Amazing Adventure" and
the
in
visit the museum.
CARE AT THE THREE CALLOWAY COUNTY
watched a movie on scouting today
One activity they participated
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.
in was the "History of Scouting" in the Scout Theater.
years
from
up
is
"Participation
TEEN IS A FUN PLACE FOR YOUTH TO
CLUB
YMCA
taught by Murray State Universitheir
enjoyed
scouts
the
and
before
GO AFTER SCHOOL
an
was
It
Rouse.
Justin
ty student
7 5 9 - 96 2 2
interactive class utilizing artifacts visit," said Jennifer Spencer, pub75 3 - 4 295
to make the scouts aware of scout- lic programs manager.

Museum completes
series of Scout Nights

IWHEN 4E/WITMER ENDS...

Scout troop rescued
MINNETONKA, Minn.(AP) —
Fifteen Boy Scouts from this Minneapolis suburb got more adventure than they expected on their
summer camping expedition.
Bound for Washington state's
Cascade Mountains, the private
helicopter they hired dropped them
off 4,000 feet higher than planned,
leaving them stranded amid glaciers and snowfields. Rock slides
and a sheer mountain face blocked
their way.
It took a harrowing day for a
few to climb to safety and bring
back help.
"We were expecting high adventure," said Scoutmaster Brad Strot.
"But not to the point where we
had to bushwhack our way down

the mountain and put our kids in
that much danger."
The pilot said the original landing spot on a private mining claim
in the North Cascades National Park
was unsafe, so he dropped them
off higher up the .mountains.
"There were glaciers above us,
snow fields all around, clean running water that didn't need to be
filtered and wildflowers," Strot said.
But the trail that should have
led them down to their planned
campsite was blocked by rockslides,
waterfalls and a sheer rock face.

1GOODTIMES BEGIN!
THE ROYAL PALACE

Mon • Aug 10

Kroger

At 5 p.m. last Wednesday, the
Scouts were airlifted out, three at
a time, from the mountain. They
arrived home via train Monday.

Hardee's

Wal-Mart
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Member FDIC

EDUCATION

Wendy's

D&T Warehouse Foods

Support Local Arts I

East Calloway
Elementary School

"WELCOME TO
SCHOOL*
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MOMMY ME (1 to 2 yrs.)
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EXIMinow TEAMS

Entering "Kindergarten"
Students
Sunday,August 9
2-4 p.m.
Enrollment forms will be completed

All Other Students
Primary through 5th
Monday,August 10
at 6:00 p.m.

Regardless of your child's class at Cain's

"Every Child's A CHAMPION"

Fall Classes
Now Available!

Cains Academy of Gymnastics CI Sport
USAG Club, Safety Certified Instructors

ArA„... 59-4787
Ask about our specials when you call.

PAYS

Save A Lot

FLY!

44'1;72..

W.V.*
0.11".1
4k•

This Is Community Banking.

FREE KIDS TICKETS

k

)I believe I can

Peoples First

Of Ccaoway County

121 • Coldwater Rd.• \lurra
Shmi times: 5:311 & 7:45 p.m.
%Mat.,ii8.1111 it Ow door • ‘‘iiilabli• I hour prior to vach
While supplies last
at participating

Nothing is more important than
your child's SELF ESTEEM.

dships,
,sion is

Did you know that the average high school graduate
earns about $6,000 more a year
than the typical dropout?
That's almost like getting a $6,000
check the moment you graduate.
And over the course of a lifetime,
it's more than $200,000!
If you're thinking about dropping out, think again.

11

National Guard ‘rinor

at." he
pitable

Lrso
Zir0

1 FIVE 60(4
1 REASONSTO
STAY IN

This is a very important event for parents. All students are required by Kentucky law to have enrollment and health forms completed before they can
attend public schools. Faculty and staff members will
be present to help parents. Someone from transportation will be here to assign bus routes.

We Look Forward To
"Welcoming Days"
At East!
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NASA sticks to theory despite doubts
Hundreds of scientists" have
poked, probed. crushed, dissolved
and broken parts of the Mars rock
known as Allen Hills 84001. So
far, no one has found absolute,
incontrovertible evidence that the
potato-sized chunk ever contained
life.
Then again, nobody has proven
that the team led by Gibson and
David McKay was wrong.
"Everyone was hopeful that it
would just take a short period of
time to prove," said Richard N.
Zare of Stanford University, a key
member of the McKay-Gibson
team. "We've seen two years go
by. I don't know of anyone Who
has changed their opinioh."
Ralph Harvey of Case Western
Reserve University, an expert on
meteorites, was excited and skeptical when the McKay group made
its announcement. Now he is just

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
announcement stunned the world:
Scientists had found evidence of
life on Mars.
Inside a meteorits from Mars.
NASA researchers s%id, they had
discovered the fossilized remains
of tiny, bacteria-like animals that
may have once thrived on the Red
Planet.
The idea seized global attention and gave sudden popular legitimacy to the possibility of extraterrestrial life. President Clinton
called for a space summit. Famed
scientist Carl Sagan called it "a
possible turning point in human
history."
"We'll know for sure in two
years or so," said NASA researcher
Everett Gibson.
Now that two years have passed,
excitement and applause have faded
to doubt and skepticism.

"Give Me $1500
Worth Of
Sunscreen,Please
(SAVE
$1500

skeptical and believes most other
scientists are, too.
"People in the field either aren't
able to confirm the work or don't
seem favorable to it." said Harvey.
John Bradley, a professor at
Georgia Institute of Technology,
is even blunter: "Early skepticism
has evolved into international consensus ... that this rock does not
contain Martian fossils. I do not
know of a single other individual
who believes it at this point."
McKay, Gibson, Zare and others on the Mars rock team, however, still believe that the presence of ancient microscopic life best
explains what they found inside.
No one disputes the basic facts
about the 4.2 pound rock: that it
formed on Mars some 4.5 billion
years ago, was catapulted into
space about 16 million years ago
after a comet or asteroid smashed
into Mars.
The rock floated around for
millions of years before it came
scorching through the Earth's
atmosphere about 13,000 years ago
and smashed into Antarctica. It
was found by meteorite hunters
in 1984. Chemistry tests later
proved the rock came from Mars.
What's inside has caused the
controversy.
McKay's team, using powerful
microscopes, found polycylic aromatic hydrocarbons, the first organic molecules ever seen inside a
Martian rock. The researchers also

ca

)
(SAVE
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.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands
•Brake Service
.Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush

•

Get great deals on new Tigersharks, like the Daytona 1000 and
the Monte Carlo' 1000, during the Tigershark Feeding Frenzy
Or save $1000 on a Monte Carlo 770. That's with zero down
and low APR's* And that's not all Your
dealer has more great deals, too Come TIOIIISNA/111'
GET HOOKED:
in and find the one that works for you

Murray Home 8 Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut St.

753-2571

Myery.,,
•ofter gods at portc,paeric
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Professional Lubrication for
your car, truck, motor home.
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SHEETMETAL
HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
INSTALLATION AND SERVICE
Industrial • Commercial • Residential
Mobile Home • Marine Air
• Commercial Refrigeration
• Sheet Metal Mechanics with 10-26 years of Experience!
• Six Radio Dispatched Service Trucks
• Emergency Service
• Factory-Trained Service Technicians
• Over 90 years Combined Management Experience
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It's Hard 7b Stop A Thune

Authorized Dealer For Over 48 Years
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found a cry.stal structure called
carbonate, shaped like extremely
tiny worms.
The team concluded the most
likely explanation was that' about
3 billion years ago. Martian
microbes had crawled into the
rock, thrived and then died. The
wormlike structures might be their
fossilized remains.
Rival researchers have attacked
the theory on several fronts:
—The organic compounds can
be formed in a number of ways
•••
that do not involve biology.
—The wormlike structures are
crystals that formed with adjacent Pictured are scouts showing off their bus.
material when the rock cooled.
—Some minerals were formed
in the rock at very high temperatures — well above the 248
degrees Fahrenheit considered the
maximum for life formation.
—The rock contains very few
The National Scouting Muse- of the scouts' fundraising money
minerals formed in the presence
um
recently had a visit from Troop goes for maintenance.
of water. Since water is thought
The bus provides the troop with
Birmingham. Ala., who
21
from
to be essential to life, it's unlikeacceptable transportation.
uniform,
brought a story with their transly the dry rock ever contained
It has taken them many places
portation.
life.
The scouts came in their 1979 including Philmont Scout Ranch
—Organics found in the rock
and the National Scouting Museare of Earth origin. The molecules GMC 6000 school bus. According um.
to
the
rich
a
bus
the
has
leaders,
got into ALH8400 I while it sat
To schedule a visit for your
history, as well as a distinctive
in Antarctic ice.
troop
or family, call the National
McKay, Gibson, Zare and other look.
Scouting Museum at 762-3383.
a
In
to
1995,
crew
rebuild
began
members of the original team have
the bus, and it is the responsibil- The National Scouting Museum is
countered each argument. doing
ity of the scouts in the troop to open Tuesday through Saturday
lab experiments to reinforce their
take
care of it. This care includes from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and on
findings. Gibson has debated sciwashing the bus. A good chunk Sunday from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
entists in open meetings.
The debate may never be settled, says NASA's Ed Weiler, "until
we go there (to Mars) and get
some samples."
No matter how or when the
DALLAS(AP) Balmy weath- only a muggy 94 degrees after
question is answered, notes Zare, er? That's how it felt in Dallas, they've sweltered for 29 consecscience has been the winner.
when folks were happy it was utive days in triple-digit heat.
Scattered showers and thunderstorms rolled through northern
For all your heating & cooling needs....
Texas on Tuesday, a day after it
got its first measurable rain in
weeks. No one seemed to mind
the gray skies.
"I'm so refreshed," said 14year-old Emily Jo Ahrberg, one
of four cheerleaders visiting from
Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
Cushing, Okla., before their sumAlso specializing in refrigeration - including window
mer break ends. "This is real shop& mobile home units.
ping weather!"
Owned & Operated By
Jay Eagle pronounced the cool94vatim,_
Glenn Coasey
ish weather delightful. "It feels
0307 State Rt.
HYLICY/03400
like springtime," he said.
As the mercury went down, the
heat index went up: With the humidity, it felt hotter than 100 degrees.
And the Texas death toll climbed
to 106 Tuesday, pushing the nationwide total since May to at least
"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Window
175, including 33 heat deaths in
Drive-Up
Handy
Fast Service * Convenient Location *
Louisiana and 21 in Oklahoma.
Oklahoma was one of the states
„gm.
.7rISKE
hit hardest by the days of relentless, scorching heat that withered
crops on the vine in dozens of
counties.
The rain cooled things considerably in Altus, Okla., where Monday's high reading of 99 degrees
"Place ain't fancy but sho is good food!"
marked the first time since July
p.m.
it wasn't as hot as 100. Tues5
a.m.-3:30
11
Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat.
high was a pleasant 78
day's
753-0045
Murray, Ky.
Chestnut St
degrees.
"It's definitely a change from
the last few weeks, I'll tell you,"
said Dwight Dennis with the Altus
office of emergency management.
The heat held on in some areas.
College Station in central Texas
marked its 30th straight day of highs
over 100.
Coach Denver Johnson leads his
Residents of Del Rio suffered
Murray State University Racers into
through triple-digit heat for a 32nd
Provo, Utah to face Division I
straight day. Laredo has recorded
100-plus highs for 80 days so far
powerhouse Brigham Young
this year, including 14 days of
University on Saturday,
110-degree heat.
• September 26th.
The record for most consecudays of triple-digit temperative
Join Racer football fans on this
tures was 42 during the scorching
fun-filled three-day, two-night
summer of 1980, and no'it seems
caravan to the Wild West!
the record will stand for now.
Even the slight respite was agreeable' to Sherrie Blair, a visitor who
said she was, glad to trade Denver''S rain for the muggy condi(from Nashville)
tions in Dallas.
"I brought it with me," she said
of the cooler conditions.

Scout troop shows off
school bus at museum

Texans relish rain

Heating

Cooling}

7539911

Tts BARESTJ's Large
Hamburger

gage

GO WEST!

Trip package includes:
Roundtrip Air
Hotel Accommodations
Utah Ground Transportation
MSU-BVU Game Ticket •
Friday PM Hospitality & Meal
Special Trip Souvenir

WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS
OTHER SPECIALIZED SERVICES:
• Architectural Sheetmetal
• Custom Welding Fabrication
• Custom Sheetmetal Work
• Galvanized, Brass, Copper, Aluminum and Stainless Steel
• Commercial Gutters
• Humidifiers and Air Cleaners
• Designer Grilles and Registers

SERVING THE PEOPLE

OF

WESTERN KENTUCKY FOR OVER 61 YEAH

(502) 753-8181

YES!
WE INSURE
CITY HOMES„„

RACERS

Call 762-6800
SPACELIMITEDT076FANSII
CALL TODAY TO SECURE YOUR SEAM

$499,00

RIttSON
fillart Alan& r

BASED ON DOUBLE OCCUPANCY

Bob Com Imon

753-4703
3111 South 4th Street
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Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of
its many animals now available for adoption. They
Include Lab and Huskey mix,
10 weeks old. Hours of the
shelter, open to the public,
are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, and
closed on Wednesday and
Sunday. For more information call 759-4141.

Limit 4 Additional $2.89

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew 6 pk. 20 oz. 2 For 85.00

FOODS
August 1998

Annual city
yard sale
set Sept. 19

1 Lb.
Stick

1° 11 NM

[-SUBSCRIBE

p.-.1 1
I 1

Stokley

Tasty Q's French Fries, Tator Puffs,

Assorted Flavors

-Alashbrowns

Green Beans or Corn

Gatorade

$100
15 oz.
Can

Sunny Delight

Sunshine Kracklin

Paramount Hamburger

Kelly's W/Beans

Angel Soft Bathroom

Citrus Punch

Ration

Dill Slices

Chili

Tissue

Gal. $169
Jug

1N/X

18 Lb.$249
Bag

15 oz.2
Can

off

00

4 Roll
Pkg.

For I

88

11-4',IPARMIN7
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Chuck Roast

Center Cut

100% Pure

Pork Chops $2.19 Lb.

Ground Chuck $1•10Lb.

s
Pork Chops 2.29

Shoulder Roast $1

Lb.

Thick Cut

Chuck

Pork Chops $2.29 Lb

Steak

Roundy's Boneless

Ham
Bacon

Ia.
service :
24 How
'
CAR
:
WON'T RUN? :..

$1.59
$1.49

.39

U.S.D.A. Choice

Breakfast

Sliced Slab
irt '

Blue
net

WM=
111. 5 6 7 8

In the wake of another extremely successful summer festival, Freedom Fest Headquarters is gearing
up for its annual Fall City-wide
Yard Sale.
Thijall sale will be Sept. 19
.m. to 3 p.m.
from
According to festival director,
Judy Gargus, the sale is open to
anyone who would like to participate.
"Usually only people in the city
or county participate in this yard
sale, but the yard sale has become
so well-known around the area
that people from as far away as
Southern Illinois have come to Murray to have a yard sale in the
park on yard sale day," Gargus
said. "We welcome everyone who
would like to participate, and especially those who would like to
come to the sale."
The week before the sale, a
map is produced that marks each
sale on a city map, along with an
insert that lists the address of each
sale and descriptions of items to
be sold.
The maps are then sold at Freedom Fest Headquarters in the
Commerce Centre for $1 on the
day before and the day of the
sale.
People from out-of-town usually represent the largest percentage
of map sales. The fall sale marks
one of two city-wide yard sales
sponsored by Freedom Fest as
fundraisers for the annual festival.
This year's fall yard sale map
will also contain an additional
insert, according to Gargus.
"We will be including sheets
of coupons from local restaurants
and hotels in the maps again this
fall," Gargus said. -This is the
fifth time we have done this, and
we feel that this adds value to
our map as wIl as promotes local
restaurants and motels to the hundreds of yard sale shoppers who
descend in Murray on that Saturday. Restaurants and hotels may
contact us to be included in our
map."
To receive an application to
participate in the yard sale or for
more information, drop by the
tourism commission office at 805
North 12th Street or call 7592199.

2111

$500

Swiss

Lb

Lb.

$1.69 Lb
Steak $1.79 Lb

Old Fashion Rag

Bologna

Lb

$1.88 Lb.
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Southern

Whole Peeled
"Ready To Eat"

Fresh Crisp
Large Stalk

Peaches

Baby Carrots

Celery

6111c

Lb.

Wash. State
Red Delicious

Apples

580L

C 1 Lb.
Bag

Yellow

Onions

$I 18

GB

Bag

White "Russet"

B Size

Fresh

Green Beans Red Potatoes

GBC

Lb.

33°

Lb

Potatoes
10

$168 Bag
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Movie conjures thoughts of program
VS Jilt to •Ci a good nioN. le? I
took my family to the Cheri Friday to see the "Parent Trap."
It was one of the best movies
that I've seen in years. Now that's
quite a boast, especially considering the original movie starred
my pre-adolescent heart throb Haley Mills.
I'm sure most of you know the
plot. It's about twin girls separated at birth. One goes with the father:
one with the mother.
Years later, the two twins accidentally meet at summer camp and
cook up a plot to switch places.
The switching is done because
both of the girls desperately want
to meet the other parent.
Have the tissues ready. The
Haley Mills version some 30 years
ago is a classic and still entertains kids today, hut forgive me,
Haley. this remake takes the plot
to another level.
As the Executive Director of
the Murray Family YMCA and
supervisor of our Big Brother Big
Michelle
coordinator.
Sister
Hansen, I began thinking about
the BBBS program while I watched
the movie.
The movie demonstrates how
important.,a parent is to a child.
In one scene, the mom twin is
talking to her father about the

vne,4

23, Dean
importance of a "dad."
She says, "They even have a
holiday for you (dads)."
The dad twin shows how valuable -a mom is through poignant
interaction between the two. Action,
do speak louder than words.
The other event that made me
think about the BBBS program
was "Make A Difference Day" on
Saturday.
As concerned citizens came by
Stewart Stadium to drop off recyclables, they were asked if they
cared to make a donation to the
BBBS program.
We received over $300 that day
in just four hours). Thank you to
the donors and the volunteers who
helped collect.
During my shift on Saturday, I
was proud to collect for this cause
and tell donors about the BBBS
impact on Murray.
Perhaps Michelle says it best,
"I think it's a program that can
make an entire difference in our
community. It changes the per-

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!
Open
Mon.-Fri. 7-5,

czacidie.#

Great Tires!

Great Selection!

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
so Days Same As Cash
(With eivcrood

organ

WAREHOUSE TIRE

lorle.4

EAleaseatt

spective and self confidence of
the youth of Calloway County."
BBBS can't replace a parent.
However, the BBBS program can
help match a child with an adult
role model. These pairings have
proven to make a difference in
the lives of children.
Youth involved with BBBS are
less likely to get involved with
drugs and alcohol, less likely to
be violent, and less likely to skip
school. And that's just what the
child gets out of it!
We have two great needs; volunteers to be "bigs" and the funds
to meet our annual budget. We
have had 30 kids inquire about
getting. paired. with a "big."
That sounds great, but nationally, it takes more "bigs" than "litties" to make compatible matches.
Locally. we have not had to
turn down a volunteer yet. While
we still need volunteers of both
genders, we do have an even
greater need for adult male volunteers.

Let A Grange
Insurance Agent
Help You Protect
The Things
Closest To You.

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray .753-1111
Owner: awned Boyd

DRUG
HOLLAND
Still great service, still great price,
still on the square

INBILFLANCE
Your partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.

'

302 N 12th St
Murray
753-5842
Tony Boyd

Revamped $20 bill
coming in September

The other need, funding, make,
our BBBS possible. Our program
cost include screenings, training.
extenstve interviews, marketing:
and, of course salary for our staff
of one.
Even so, our cost per match is
estimated to be $850 while the
national average is over $1,000.
The Buddy Campaign,our annual membership BBBS fundraiser.
is designed to help us raise the
funds to meet this year's annual
budget.
Our campaign kickoff was July
23 and will end Aug. 10. We've
already raised nearly $1,000 of
the $8,000 still needed.
Whether you can help out directly or not, we would appreciate
your prayers for this program. No,
these children won't have a Hollywood ending like in the movies,
but we can make their lives in
the real world much better.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The newly designed $20 bill will start
showing up at banks, stores and automated teller machines next
month, Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin, said Tuesday.
The new bill, like the revamped $100 and $50 notes before it,
is aimed at making it tougher for computer-savvy counterfeiters to
produce highly deceptive fakes. But some counterfeiters may try to
take advantage of the public's initial lack of familiarity to pass what
later would be unconvincing knock-offs.
So, the Treasury Department is launching a public education campaign to make sure people can tell between bonafide and bogus
bills.
"It's critically important that people know what to look for and
that people look," Rubin said.
The new notes, with a larger and off-center portrait of Andrew
Jackson, the nation's seventh president, on the front, will be issued
Sept. 24. The north side of the White House will appear on the
reverse, and the denomination will appear in large dark numerals on
a light background. to help people with poor vision.
The new notes will replace the old notes, which also depict Jackson on the front, and the South side of the White House on the
back, as they wear out. That should take about two years. However, Rubin stressed that the old notes always will remain legal tender.

Claiborne appointed chair at MSU
Dr. Danny Claiborne has been
appointed to serve as chair of the
department of industrial and engineering technology in the College
of Industry and Technology at Murray State University.
A 13-year faculty member. Claiborne began his new position July
1, following the resignation of Dr.
Paul McNeary who had served as
chair for the past 10 years. McNeary will continue to teach in the
department and work on several
special projects.
A graduate of Murray State University, Claiborne received his bachelor's degree in 1978 and master's degree in 1980.
He was awarded a doctorate from
the University of Missouri in 1992,
after completing studies in the
areas of industrial technology,
industrial engineering, education
research and statistics and adult
and higher education.
At Murray State, Claiborne's
teaching specialty of computer
aided design and drafting has led
him to work extensively with
regional industry in training and
industrial employability skills.
During the past three years, he
has received over $65,000 in grants
from the Kentucky Department of
Education which was utilized in

DR. DANNY CLAIBORNE
partnerships with local schools.
He was honored by being named
the Max G. Carmen Outstanding
Teacher of 1996, an annual award
presented by the Student Government Association.
Claiborne has established strong
community ties serving as parent
represenative on the Calloway
County Middle School Site Based
Decision Making Council, co-president of the CCMS Parent Teacher
Organization, president of Mur-

ray/Calloway County Youth Baseball Association and board member and program chair of the Murray Family YMCA.
He also serves as worship/song
leader at the University Church
of Christ.
He is married to the former
Gina Gargus and they are the parents of a son, Wes, who will be
a seventh grader at CCMS this
fall.
The department of industrial
and engineering technology (IET),
currently houses programs in civil
engineering technology, electrical
,mgineering, technology, environmental engineering technology,
interior design, manufacturing engineering technology, drafting and
design, industrial technology, technology teacher education and vocational teacher education.
systems
Telecommunication
management will also soon become
a program offering in this department.
Claiborne said that with its high
quality faculty and strong technical foundation, the department of
IET will continue its growth while
meeting regional needs in applied
technology and engineering applications.
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CALL FOR INFORMATION

NOTICE TO CREDITORS

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.98-CI-00206

The following estate
fiduciary
appointments have, been
made in the Calloway
County District Court.
All claims against
these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within
six
months of date of
qualification.

PLAINTIFF,

VS.
HEATHER MCNEIL, UNKNOWN SPOUSE
OF HEATHER MCNEIL,IF ANY,
CALLOWAY COUNTY KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a Judgement and Order ofSale ofthe Calloway Circuit
Court entered July 28, 1998, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,
the 21st day ofAugust, 1998, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lots Nos. 574 & 575 in Unit No. Two(2)of the Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision as shown by plat ofthe same which is of record in Plat
Book No. 2, at Page No. 2, in the office ofthe Clerk ofthe Calloway
County Court.
Heather McNeil obtained title to this property by deed from
Rosetta E. Doughty dated June 5, 1996,and of record in Book 232,
Page 47, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
The aforementioned propetty shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price, bearing interest at 12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 1998 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 31st day of July, 1998.
MAX W. PARKER
SPECIAL MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.98-CI-00136
PEOPLES SECURITY FINANCE CO.

PLAINTIFF,

VS.
LARRY ORR, and wife,
BONITA ORR,

DEFENDANTS.
NOTICE OF SALE

By virtue of a Judgement and Order of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court entered July 22, 1998, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the city of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, the 21st
d‘ay of August, 1998 at 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,. and more
particularly described as follows to wit:

IMAM
A .075 acre parcel of land located north of Murray, Kentucky, 1429
in Calloway County, Kentucky.
And more particularly described as being Lot #34 of the
Strawberry Fields Subdivision as shown in Plat Book 22, Page 74,
Slide 2087, in the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
TRACT 11
A .075 acre parcel of land located north of Murray, Kentucky, 1429
in Calloway County, Kentucky.
And more particularly described as being Lot #35 of the
Strawberry Fields Subdivision as shown in Plat Book 22, Page 74,
Slide 2087, in the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
Larry Orr, et ux., obtained title to the above-described property by
deed from Dennis Lortie, Trustee, dated July 15, 1997, and of
record in Book 260, Page 557, in the office of the Calloway County
Court Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with good
surety for the purchase price, being interest at 12% per annum from
the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30)
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall
be sold subject to the 1998 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 31 day of July, 1998.
MAX PARKER
SPECIAL MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CHO!IJI'ls COUR l'

Fenton
Clarence
Chambers Sr.. 308 S.
13th St., Murray, KY
42071,
deceased;
Fenton
Clarence
Chambers Jr., 33
Drive,
Wildwood
Murray, KY 42071,
executor, appointed
7/22/98; Ricky A..
Lamkin, 304 N. 4th
Murray, KY
St.,
42071, attorney--98-P00182—all clAims most
be filed by Jan. 31,
1999.
Naomi F. Hughes, 221
Pounds Drive, New
Concord, KY 42076,
Ella
deceased;
Pounds, 221 Pounds
Drive, New Concord,
KY 42076, executrix,
appointed 7/22/98; Sid
Easley, 204 S. 6th St.,
Murray, KY 42071,
attorney--98-P-00186-all claims must be
filed by Jan. 31, 1999.
Dan Shipley, 3950 St.
Rt. 121 S., Murray, KY
42071, deceased; Mary
Shipley, 3950 St. Rt.
121 S., Murray, KY
executrix,
42071,
appointed
7/29/98;
Gerald L. Bell, 211 S.
12th St., Murray, KY
42071, attorney--98-P00187--all claims must
be filed by Jan 31,
1999.

nto

Legal
Roth*

Legal
Notice

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Bobby Dunn, executor
of the estate of Alene
A. Dunn, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in Calloway
District Court by
Barbara Ann Beane,
executrix of the estate
of Leon Robertson,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in Calloway
District Court by
Dorothy E. Corbin,
executrix of the estate
of William A. Corbin,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in Calloway
District Court by
Anna Lou Ruble,
executrix of the estate
of Vera Dodds Heater,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
David
Harrington,
executor of the estate
of
Terry
Lee
Mattingly, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in Calloway
District Court by
Charlene
Lyons,
executrix of the estate
of James E. Lyons,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL_N'OTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
Oliver B. Cook, 190 District Court by John
Irvin Cobb Road, H. Shackelford Jr.,
Murray, KY 42071, executor of the estate
James qfJohn H.Shackelford
deceased;
Soderstrom,
1204 Jr., deceased.
22nd Ave., SW,Austin,
Exceptions to this
MN, 55912, executor, settlement must be
7/29/98; filed in the
appointed
Calloway
Robert 0. Miller, 201 County District Court
S. 5th St., Murray, KY on or before Aug. 19,
42071, attorney--98-P- 1998.
00189--all claims must
Ann Wilson
be filed by Jan. 31,
Circuit Court Clerk
1999.

LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accciunts has
been filed in Calloway
District Court by Jerry
Lee
Montgomery,
administrator, Rachel
Montgomery,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be.
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed in Calloway
District Court by
Gerald R. Stanley,
guardian of the estate
of Emily Ann Stanley,
minor.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Lovins,
Jayme
executrix of the estate
of Rainey G. Lovins,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District. Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NQTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in Calloway
District Court by
Rachel Becker, administratrix of the estate
of Leslie Clayton
Becker, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

CLASSIFIED
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470 Motorcycles
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Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
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For Sale Or Lease
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Pets & Supplies
Livestock & ,Supplies.
Yard Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lois For Rent
Farms For Sale
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COMMISSIONER'S SALE

PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY,
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2x2 ad
$14.00
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320
330
340
360
365
370
380
390
400
420
430
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Yard Sale Prices
25 wd. max.
1 insertion

Thurs. 3 p.m.

VISA j

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads tor any error
Murray Ledger 8. Times will be respon
sible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
1x2 ad
$7.50

_ Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
_ _Wed. 3 p.m.

Saturday

= Just Say "Charge It"

Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Saie
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling
Business Rentals
Want To Rent

Deadline
Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
_Fri. 3 p.m.

Publish Day

Ads Atka( itIdA *aAsa 6 Day Pined )

amigus

3asenemMu r-

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

1711117711717111

In The Classifieds

Legal
Notice
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Sarah
Crick and
Joseph Wilkerson, coexecutors of the estate
of
Larue
Trease
Wilkerson, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by Al
Lencki, executor ofthe
estate of Violet T.
Leneki, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County District Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998.
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
An informal settlement of accounts has
been filed in Calloway
District Court. by
Nance,
Sheila
executrix of the estate
of Charles W. Nance
II, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway County District Court
on or before Aug. 19,
1998,
Ann Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
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SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

ALPINE.
blockratirosclab.

clarion'
, A.CA CP
FIL C3

Ca

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177.
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Lifehouse. 753-0700.
HOME grown corn, tomatoes. squash. Taking orders 759-9312
HOUSE of Clothes, 51.00
per item. Mon-Sun. Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles. 489-2243.
PARADISE Kennels will
no longer be boarding animals after 7-31-98. Susan
Adams will continue
grooming. Thank you for
your patronage.
PEACHES &Nectarines
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield 502-623-8312
TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets!
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

MI
'
•
Ai
r

"STOP"
Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Sales
Rental and

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

McKnight 6 Sons
Sawmill
Now Buying Standing
Timber & Logs
Call 753-5305
or 753-9351
jilitEkm 104)
L.VIALI

1617
llwy 121
By pass
753-3965
Came

ilickor

Enjoy Our

Expanded Mena

Charbroiled

Smoked
amity a

BB()

Ribs

Mom Sat.
114:36

I lb 013(,)
Plts Buns
P14. Cale Sly
Per Sala

Chickett
Burgers

l'1111(1 Itaiscd
Allis!)
$10.99
Daily Lunch Special, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

I.

4B

AUGUST

WEDNESDAY,

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

5,

1998

SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career",Do you want to earn $501(. per yea• '
Do you want a benefit package Second-to-none" I am going

Murray a,d
hire 5 people this week to service families in theThe
peoew
surrounding areas with eernetery arrangernenIC
and ue
sell-motivated
sincere
must
tor
be
honest
looking
am
the same way they
willing to treat every person they talk to above
board and
would want to be treated 1 work strictly
expect the same work from the people that work for me 11 you
have these qualifications I would very much enioy talking to
you and explain the benefits our company has to offer

150

Macao
Foredo
NEW duplex $250/mo •
utilities No lease 1
baths, 2br, furnished,
kitchertilv, w/d Also, 93
Plymouth Colt $5000

utrey Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580

Call for directions rf needed No resume please
I hire people not paper E 0 E

CONTROLLER
Pictures and More. Inc. - A Dan Eagan Company - is seeking an individual with an accounting degree, manufacturing, and supervision experience required. Public accounting background and/or CPA preferred. Responsibilities
include production of financial statements, payroll. taxes.
and inventory control. Computer literacy essential.
Compensation based on credentials. Forward resume to:

Pictures and More, Inc.
A Dan Eagan Compan
P.O. Box 242
Clinton, KY 42031
Pictures and More. Inc is an equal opportunity employer.

The Murray Board of Education Head Start
is accepting applications for the following
postition at the Murray Center:

Part-Time Teacher
A degree in Early Childhood, Child
Development, or Early Elementary
Education. Experience working with preschool children preferred.
Interested persons may request an
application from the Murray Head Start
office (502) 753-6031, and submit to:
Murray Head Start
208 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky 42071
Applications will be accepted until 4:00pm
on August 12, 1098.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Wel and Found

•
FOUND St Bernard pup
School
Outland
near
House Rd Call & describe 489-6100

EARN WHILE YOU
LEARN AN EXCITING
NEW CAREER
Excellent pay'Great BenOast Money for College'
Get it all and more, while
you work for an organization that really matters
Call today'

753-8210
or
1-800 GO GUARD

LOST- Female Sheltie.
brown/white. Looks like
small "Lassie." Badly
missed! Call with any into
753-7220 or 762-3748.
REWARD'
4 Month St Bernard puppy, lost in Cherry Corner
area. No collar, answers to
A.J. Call 759-1824 or 7531813

DETECTIVE- PRIVATE
investigator Trainees
Good Wages
520-327-494-0

DISHWASHER needed to
work thru the week Call
502-474-2245.
DOLLIES
World Class Men's Club
now hiring entertainers.
Earn $1.000 plus per
week. Managers, waitresses & door persons
••POSTAL JOBS
also needed Work for the
Start $14 08/hr plus beneCall
around.
best
fits. For exam and applica(901)247-3965.
tion info. call:
seam219-794-0010 Ext. Ky109, EXPERIENCED
stress needed. Apply in
Sam-10pm.
person, Boone Cleaners,
BINDERY WORKERS
605 Main St.
Full time for expanding
commercial printer. Good GOLF course maintemechanical aptitude, pre- nance $6/1-ir Contact Denvious experience - clean nis for an appointment
driving record desired. 901-247-3264
Phnting Service & Supply.
102 N. 4th.
CPA
Growing CPA firm will interview bright, energetic
and ambitious CPA. Tax
preparation experience is
necessary. Steven G. Sacora, CPA, PFS/CFP, 319
Sacora Lane, Sedalia, KY
42079

Route Sales Mana er
Are You Looking For A Career with Opportunity?
lachwan& is seeking Highly Motivated individuals who
thrive on challenges and are committed to hard work to
join our team as we grow into our 46th Year of Success.
Earn between $26,000 to $60,000 yearly!! We
utilize the most progressive and Successful selling methods!

Success!!

Our people are goal orientated, have high work ethic, and
understand the value of the soft sell and quality customer
service.

Banker
COLDWELL
Woods and Associates is
expanding. Agents needed, training available. 7531651.
COMMUNITY Alternatives
KY. A progressive company that provides sevices to
people with mental retardation/ developmental disabilities, has staffed residence provider positions
available. High school diploma/ GED required, valid driver's license, reliable
transportation and must be
willing to work flexible
hours. Call (502) 527-2255
or send resume to: MS
Peter, Community Alternatives KY, P.O.Box 39,
Symsonia, KY 42082.
EOE/M/F/DN.
COOKS, waitresses, dishwashers Anna's Farmhouse Restaurant, Aurora
354-9875

In addition to a challenging career, we offer a complete
benefit package including:
* Quality Products
* No Investment
* Profit Sharing
* Continued Training
* Paid Vacation
* Unlimited Earning Potential
* Group Health, Life & Disability
Call 1-800-3-EMPLOY immediately or a confidential interview if you're ready for a serious career opportunity or fax
resume to 507/537-8545. Please refer to ad #09140.
Must be at least 21.
Equal Opportunity Employer

HENRY County Medical
Center has a full time
Medical Transcriptionist
position open with 1-2
years experience in transcriping history/ physical
reports, operative notes
and discharge summaries.
Must possess medical terminology skills, knowledge
of computers and ability to
type 60wpm. Apply in Human Resources, MondayFnday. 8am-4pm.
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, _753-0580

MURRAY Country Club
now taking applications for
a few part time and on call
food workers in our snack
bar & food service area
Help out with club functions starting Aug 14 &
15 Above average pay &
tips Also looking for a person with grille & lunch expenance for daytime hours
from Tues thru Fn Apply
in person between 1 &
4pm
NOTICE OF
APPRENTICESHIP
OPPORTUNITY
The Joint Apprenticeship
and Training Committee
for the Electncal Industry
is accepting applications
for apprenticeship on the
first Fnday of each month
between the hours of
1000am and 6-00pm and
on the Saturday following
the First Friday between
the hours of 8:00am and
11:00am at the I.B.E.W.
Local 816 J.A.T.C. Office,
4515 Clarks River Road,
Paducah, Kentucky. All
applicants will be received
without regard to race, color, religion, national ongin,
or sex_ Each applicant
must meet all basic re•quirements to be eligible
for an interview. Apprentices will be selected in order of their ranking resulting from rating by interviewers.
NURSING ASSISTANTS
ALL SHIFTS- FULL TIME,
PART TIME, PRN.
3-11 SHIFT- FULL TIME
POSITIONS. CONTACT
Kristi Stephenson at West
View Nursing Home, 7621591.

ROUTE SALES
If you are a strong highly
motivated, extremely competitive individual with a
successful sales background. Red Baron & Tony's Pizza Service may
have an opportunity for
you. Very competitive, salary for the right candidate.
Call 800-336-7569 or fax
507-537-8545.
resume
Refer to ad fl09142. E0E.

We Believe In The
Future.

Ottenng Drivers:
• Stock Purchase
Options
• Excellent 401K
Benefits
• Superior Mileage
Pay
Drivers must be 21 yrs
old, DOT certifiable & a
good driving record.
Lets Work Together On
Your Future

Call Us Today 800-933-6442

WELDERS
WALKER BOAT YARD
Excellent benefits (pen•
sion, Me insurance on employee & family. accident
& sickness insurance, paid
vacation & holidays, employee assistance program, excellent health &
dental insurance, pharmacy card, 401K with company match), excellent working environment with some
of the best coworkers in
the area Apply in person
to the Personnel Department at 4040 Clarks River
Road (turn on road across
from Grecian Family Restaurant), 8am-4pm Weekdays. EOE WF.

PRODUCTION Director,
WQTV, Murray State Universtiy. A low power station operated by university
seeks individual to produce and direct all production at both WQTV an
MSU Cable. Qualifications; Bachelor's degree
in Television. Communication or related field. Must
be computer literate, and
have hands-on operational
experience including technical knowledge of television production equipment. Good interpersonal
skills. Organized and able
to work well under pressure in a fast paced environment. Evidence of high
level of creativity. Responsibilities. Oversee development of production sevices: to work with creative
aspects of on-air look and
sound of both WQTV and
MSU Cable; to assign and
supervise support production personnel. Application Deadline; August 14,
1998. To Apply; Send application letter, resume,
sample video and names,
addresses, and phone
numbers of three references to: Mr. Stan Marinoff,
WQTV. Murray State Uni
versity, P.O.Box 9, Murray,
KY 42071-0009, Murray
State University is an
equal education and emopportunity,
ployment
M/F/D. AA employer

070
Domestic &
ChWillffe
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.

DISLOCATED WORKERS
Are you unemployed through no fault of your own?
Do you lack marketable skills?
Do you need training?
If you answer yes to all of these questions....

Contact Your Dislocated Worker Specialist At
The Nearest Department For
Employment Services
502-889-6509
502-824-7562
502-247-3857
502-575-7000

The Dislocated Worker Program is funded by the Cab-ne• for Workforce Development, Office of Training and ReEmployment,
through the Job Training Partnership Act(JTPA) Auxiliary aides o-ild services are available upon request Equal Opportunity and
Employment Program M/F/D

on
Alcoa & Wolverine
Vinyl Siding &
Replacement
Windows

ARMOR SIDING
& WINDOW
COMPANY
901-644-1555
800-957-3404
THREE spoke 14" Ultra
wheels with fires Fit most
late model GM 437-4462
TRANE Central Air Condi8 yrs old
tioning Unit
$100 753-9912
TY Beanie Babies for sale
Ears. Quackers, Gracey &
more. Call 492-8566 after
5pm.

IN home license daycare,
close to town, now has
openings, with daily activities. 767-0791.

pervision, will code, test
and debug programs, write
and maintain system documentation, assist in the installation and support of
vendor supplied software,
and perform all duties associated with the support
of University administrative
mainframe applications.
Salary; up to $28,000.00
Deadline;
Application
August 13, 1998. To Apply: Send cover letter, resume and the names, addresses and phone numbers of three professional
references to Ann Gupton,
Manager, Administrative
Computing, Information
Systems, Murray State
University, P.O.Box 9.
Murray, KY 42071. Murray
State University is an
equal education and emopportunity,
ployment
M/F/DD, AA employer.
SEEKING
construction
jobs for superintendents
from Murray, KY and Anna, IL. Salaries negotiable.
applicants
Interested
please contact Southeast
Building Concepts, Jacksonville, Arkansas 1-800672-8895 or Fax 1-501985-3161.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE now
hiring daytime hot bar, salad bar, & bakery bar attendants Please apply in
person
TYPESETTING &
GRAPHIC DESIGN
Experienced person on
McIntosh with knowledge
of Quark, Pagemaker. and
Photoshots Need immediately (full time) Printing
Service & Supply 102 N
4th, Murray.

Classified

DISCOUNT
PRICES

IF you need a reliable babysitter, Ph753-4866

PROGRAMMER Analyst,
Murray State University,
SEASONAL maintenance Information Systems Deworker, Murray- Calloway partment, seeking multiple
County Parks. Must be qualified programmer anaable to work evenings and lysts to work in an IBM
weekends. Must have KY OS/390
environment.
driver's license. Come by Qualifications: Two or
900 Payne St for app.
more years professional
programming
SECRETARIAL position computer
working 35 hours a week. experience in an IBM
Knowledge of Word and/ mainframe environment
COBOL, CICS,
or WordPerfect a must. using
Please send resume with VSAM and MVS JCL. Exreferences to P.O.Box perience in CMS and/or
1040- P. Murray, KY TS0 and support of administrative financial and/
42071
or student support sysSEMI Dump Driver, class tems in a University mainNHaz Mat, top pay and frame environment a defibenefits. Home weekends. nite plus. Bachelor's deYear round work. Call to- gree preferred, consideration given to candidate
day 492-8586.
with extensive experience
as an application programmer analyst. Responsibilities: Under general su-

WANTED!

Hopkinsville
Madisonville
Mayfield
Paducah

DrrversoOTR

MATURE adult needed to
babysit in my home. 492
8553.
140
Want to Buy

1hi

1 WINDOW air conditioner, 5000 btu, used very little, $200 759-9943
MAYTAG gas dryer, 3 yrs.
old, excellent condition.
$250. 753-9388.
WHITE side by side refrigerator with ice maker. Like
new. 753-0118.
160

tiaras Furnishings
ANTIQUES & collectibles.
1 piece or all. Call 7539433.

2- LANE Traditional wing
back rocker recliners, like
new, $250 ea or $400
Toys.
Joes
G.I.
CASH for
both 753-7443.
Old or New. 753-7185.
for sale. Light
COUCH
CASH paid for good, used
condition. Need
great
blue,
rifles, shotguns, and pis767-0836.
Call
sell.
to
tols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Mur- QUEEN size bed, dresser
w/mirror, chest, night
ray.
stand hunter green and
COLLECTIBLES & Antimaple. $500. 753-7687 afques. We buy 1 or whole ter 6 p.m.
estates. Call 753-3633.
preWANT to buy: old table- SELL, buy, consign
used furnicloths, napkins (printed or owned, good
plain), also crochet work ture & accessories.
and old chenille bed- 753-2733.
spreads. 753-3332
WANTED: Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work. 436-2867

SOFA, 75, blue tapestry,
like new. 759-4220.
166
Antiques

150

1994 .1(
nding
489-221

HOFFMAN'S NURSERY
WEEKLY SALE ITEMS
Sidewalk Sale Days
Register for $100
Shopping Spree
NURSERY STOCK
$9.99 3gal size
Burford' Holly.
Gompacta Holly
Old Gold Juniper
Little pnncess Spiraea
Upnght Nandina
Crape Myrtle
Fashion Azalea
Girard's Rose Azalea
Girard's Renee Azalea
Girard's Cnmson Azalea
Junipers 1/2 pnce
Cnmson King Maples.
25% off
Flowering Altheas- 1/2
price
Green Monkey Grass
$200
SOILS/ MULCHES
25% Oft
Pine Nuggets Pine Mulch.
Cypress Mulch. Hardwood
Mulch. Peat Moss.
GREENHOUSE
Flowering Annuals 1 gal.
$3.49
Tropical Hibscus 3 gal.
$4.99
Mini Roses 3/$10 00
Flowering Hanging
Baskets $4.99
Geraniums 4" 3/$4.99
Herbs 4" 3/$4.99
Clematis 2 sizes 1/2 price
PERENNIALS
1 gal. $3.99
Salvia 'Purple Rain'
Hardy Statice
Creeping Phlox 'Bluespink'
2 gal $5.99
Forget Me Nots
Basket of Gold
Bell Flower
Plume Poppy

801 TR
FORD
good
901-24

1- 714
HIGH
age coo
1988(
owner,
conditti
cold al
Size CI
wheel
28xxx
tires,
$1500
bought
new,
$1500
for go(
5726
2 MAL
monal

12X60
h/a,
dishwi
$5800
8p.m.
12X70
Good
cash ti
12X70
$4000
Courts
5pm Ii

Bergenia
Yarrow
GARDEN CENTER
'Mexican Pottery 25% off
•Summer Candles 1/2
price
'Summer Napkins 25% off
'Plastic Dnnkware 25% off
Water Garden Plants
Giant Papyrus, $15.00
Water Hyacinths. $3.00
All Lilies, $20.00
Vangated Reed, $5.00
Zebra Rush, $6.00
Taro, $7.00
Umbrella Palm, $5.00.
Nursery Outlet
Volume Discounts

14 x
AC/Ga
after 4
1994
16x80,
Partly
decks
ty, $23
after 5r

1996, 1
767-90

1950's
EXCEPTIONAL
French walnut harvest
curved legged, 3 piece
42" BUSHHOG, pull be- sectional parlor sofa. Rehind AN, 8 horse power, duced 753-0602.
B.S. excellent condition,
$525. Old 1969 Chevrolet
truck, good for parts, 3EMT]
El1-3
3wheelers. 492-8317.
'.0
Gardens
Water
5 DRAWER Pine shaker
style chest. Excellent condition. Gold Star microLandscape Pools
wave oven, hardly used.
summer heat enjoyable with water
the
Make
767-0547 Murray.
trickling into a fascinating, refreshing, water
8FT. slide-in camper. Regarden or landscape pool.
frig. & new air. Excellent
Now is the time for installation
condition. $500. Little
Tykes dollhouse toddler
Xentucky Green
bed, $50. 759-5724, leave
Barbara or Dan WeatherSpoon
l
a
message.
502-472-1445
..Q,
AMERICAN made work
00
:LP
boots, motorcycle helmets,
camping supplies. Camo
clothing for all ages.
Computer Repair, Upgrade,
Jerry's Sporting Goods,
Mayfield. 502-247-4704.
Training & Installation

1997 I
2br, 2
shingle
stove, i
753-37

An

1993
front
central
ned. N
Locate
M/11 Pi
up and
$650
mo foi
fixed. 1

a

Horne:

5

800-4e

a

ELECTRIC range, electric
cooktop w/matching hood.
Double oven, combo microwave & conventional.
Almond colored GE refrigerator, corner china cabinet. 435-4272.
GLASS top table, beveled
edge 42x72", $275. Love
seat, $60. Twin boxed
spnngs & mattress, $100.
CB radio, $50. Assorted
lumber 2x4, 12ft long,
some cypress, $100. 7594520.
LEER topper, red, for midsize truck. Excellent condition. Call 474-8340after
5pm.
MOVING: Equipment must
go. Kubota lawn tractor,
Snapper riding mower,
trailer, air compressor, radial arm saw, Maytag
washer/ dryer, hide-a-bed.
436-2669

-14
twai

179•7410-a

A ti
Ca
will

Justin Crosser
Support Specialist
(502) 759-8662 1709 College Farm Rd.
(502) 853-3967

Murray, KY 42071

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup g0 10

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. Of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens) •
Open 9-5 Mon -Fr,.. Sat 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

money-back
MOWERS
guarantee 753-8292
NEARLY new diamond cut
Challenger tool box with
full length lid. 62" long
$175. Call 474-8340, after
5pm.
NEW 6 5 hp Craftsman
Eager 1 mulcher/mower
Never used Call 7531772
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal Cut to length
Covers 36 inches many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722
THE GREEN DOOR
Sale! Sale' Sale,
antiques,
Collectibles,
books $1 00 & up 60's
Columbia bike, tables.
depression
dressers,
glass. Avon, Hummel, etc,
etc, etc Lots morel Open
Thur. Fri & Sat, 10am1-502-436-2929
6pm
From Murray. 94E to 732
about 5 miles, turn right for
2.7 miles

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1 Price 2 Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 "A.M. Best A- or A+ rated".
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

•
•
•
•

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199
-11411111111110

C
F
S
F

Elt

Nk

1

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

320

SERV
EMS

'vs
•
:K

tiAD CREDIT, BANK&
RUPTCY • REPO'S
CHARGE OFFS Been
turned down over & over9
Don't give up! We specialize in credit problems One
phone call can be the turn801 TRACTOR 492-8723 ing point to putting you in
that new home of your
FORD 5000, 74 model, dreams Don t wait! Call
good condition, $7500 now! Wilson Home Center,
901-247-5619
Inc , Murray, KY 1-800540-7956, Ext 101

1994 JOHN Deere LX 188
ncling lawn mower $3400
489-2296

dim

lea
alea

s/2

ES

Mulch.
twood

gal
ai

)9

? price
5

iespink'

rER
5% off
1/2

25% off
25% off

tants
..00

3.00

P.00

00
at

BLOW OUT SALE!
New models arriving Must
1- 71/2 x40, 2- 71/2x20
make room Lot models
HIGH secunty steel stordrastically reduced Save
age containers 753-7169
UTHOUSANDSSS Wil1988 OLDS Cutlass, 2nd son's Home Center, Murowner, 118xxx, excellent ray, KY, 1-800-540-7956
condition, automatic and or 502-767-0000
cold air, $1500 1982 Full FOR sale 16x80, 1994 Atsize Chevy Blazer, 6cyl, 2 lanta. 3br, 2 full baths, gas
wheel drive, automatic, heat, central air. Setting on
28xxx actual miles, new a beautiful lot in country,
tires, exh, and radiator, but 5 minutes from any$1500. Troy Bilt tiller, where. Maybe moved_ Pabought new last year, like tio deck in back, front
new, 7 horse power, porch w/swing, landscap$1500. Will trade any or all ed Call 759-9215_
for good used nn/h. 4365726..
LARGE selection of 1998
lot models for sale. Come
Mein
MAUSOLEUMS
2
Mobile
morial Gardens 753-7169 by & see!! Dinkins
Homes, Inc., Lake Hwy.,
Paris, TN.
1-800-642-4891.
OLDER trailer in good
shape, 2br, bath, living
central
owner,
12X60, one
room & kitchen, $3500
h/a, garbage disposal, 474-2708.
furnished
dishwasher,
doublewide, 121
$5800. 753-6537 after SELLING
south 21/2 miles from Mur8p.m.
ray, KY. $65,000. 75312X70 2 BR 1 1/2 bath. 7322.
Good condition. $4200
TWO custom built doublecash firm. 884-5330.
wides to choose from
12X70, 3BR, 11/2 bath, SSONE DOLLARSS over
$4000 olio. Locate Riviera cost at Wilson's Home
Courts. 767-0607, 10am- Center. The lot with PLYWOOD floors. Murray, KY
5pm leave message.
1-800-540-7956 or
14 x 60 mobile home. 502-767-0000.
!AC/Gas heat. $3,850. Call
TWO nice older mobile
after 4 p.m. 502-489-2127.
homes. Setting on nice
BUCCANEER, acre lot about 7 miles from
1994
16x80, 3br, 2 full baths. town in good location.
Partly furnish, front & rear Priced to sell. 753-8899.
decks. 1YR left on warran- WE offer finished sheety, $23,500 obo. 436-5692 trock, Pella windows, &
after 5pm.
much, much more. Cus1996, 16x60, 2BR, 2 bath. tom order your new home
or buy from our huge se767-9046.
lection. Dinkins Mobile
1997 DUTCHESS 14X72
Homes, Inc., Lake Hwy,
&
siding
vinyl
2br, 2 bath,
Paris, TN.
shingled roof, gas heat &
1-800-642-4891.
stove, central air. $20,000.
753-3716, 251-0031.
ATTENTION HOME
BUYERS!
1993 Gateway 60x14, 2BR trailer. No pets. Reffront kitchen model with erences needed. Call 753central a/c and underpin- 9866
ned. New home trade-in. 2BR, 2 bath. Rent to own
Located in Fox Meadows in Grogan's Trailer park.
MA-I Park on Lot # B-5. Set
Central h/a. Coleman RE.
up and ready to move into, 753-9898.
$650 down and $167 per
mo. for 10 years- 10% apr 28R 753-6012
fixed. Contact Starks Bros
Homes in Benton, KY. 0
800-455-3001.

CURRENTLY taking appli- NEXT to university, 603 N
cations for rental assis- 16th St• 3 to 4 Bedroom,
1/2 ACRE. $100/mo 753- tance on 1 2 & 3br units $1 000/mo Call 527-8612
for qualified applications
NORTH of Murray - 2 BR,
6012.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apart- 2 BA, no pets, $450 a
MOBILE home lot for rent ments, 902 Northwood Dr
month plus deposit. 753in small park. Concrete Equal Housing Opportuni4837 or after 5 p.m. 753drive & sidewalk, trash ty IDE)* 1-800-247-2510
4717
pickup, lawn mowed. Lo360
EXTRA
furnished
large
cated on Hwy 641, Hazel,
Water & electric paid
$110 per mo 492-8488
Lease & deposit No pets
1606 Miller. 753-0932 or
753-5898
EASTSIDE
KENTUCKY Lake. Lakeland Wesley Village, lbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income
Various size suites
STORAGE
62 & older, or handicap &
Walnut Plaza
119 Main • 753-6266
Housing
disabled. Equal
104 N 5th
502-354Opportunity.
C-STORAGE
753-8302 or
8888.
10x15 storage units, 4th St
753-9621
LARGE 2br duplex, 11/2 & Sycamore E. Next to
4 CAR shop for rent 753- bath, 1148 sq tt, plus ga- Cunningham Auto Repair
4509
rage All appliances includ- 753-3571,
COMMERCIAL building, ing washer & dryer Central gas h/a $550/mo plus
3600 sq ft, suitable for pizdeposit & lease No pets
za parlor, restaurant, spa436-2113
ghetti house. Excellent fo
MANOR
offices or showroom on MURRAY
busy highway. Off street APARTMENTS: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
parking. 502-767-9787.
apartments with great
DOWNTOWN office space
price, central h/a, laundry
CREEKVIEW
available. Rent from $95 to
facilities. Office hours Self-storage warehouses
$150/mo, including utilitMon.-Fri. on Center Drive behind
8am-5pm,
ies. Call Greg McNutt.
Equal Shoney s
(502)753-8668,
$20-$40/mo
753-4451.
Housing Opportunity.
759-4081
OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Cen- NEW lbr apt, all applianw/d,
including
ces
Neon Beach
ter. 753-4509, 753-6612.
$325/mo. Deposit reMini-Storage
SMALL business or office
quired. 436-5725.
space. Paid utilities 753All Size Units
NICE 2br duplex $450,
6106.
Available
1819 Ridgewood. 2BR garage apt, $300, 530 Broad.
753-3853
753-7457.

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796

1, 2 & 3BR units available
immediately. Apply at Mur902
Apartments,
Cal
Equal
Dr.
Northwood
Housing Opportunity. 7594984. TDD# 1-800-2472510.
1BR apt available, all appliances, larger than most.
Call Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR apt. partly furnished,
water & garbage paid.
$275/mo. 753-7662
1BR Diuguid Dr. Call Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1BR, completely remodeled, new stove & refrigerator. Call 753-8588.
1BR, fully furnished, utilities paid. $250. 762-0134.
2BD in Northwood. $325
a month. 753-3964.

2BR near campus. No
pets. Call 753-1203.

grade,
ion
or

Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Ph one 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.hornos.com
E-mail: carolwoodgmen.com

Rd

071

g?

lane
s) •

Septic System
Installation
Custom Backhoe
Work

2BR, duplex, central We,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up. Coleman RE 753-9898.

Phone:

(502) 437-4545
ring

CLASSIC WOOD FLOORS

i?

•Repairs
•Refinish
•Insured
•Installation 'Border Inlays

Me on
Those
plans
65'/2,
Aaran-

July & August Special

, your

Sanding & Finishing

orvic•
rated'
rules

• you
have
rs and

AIWA Certified

10%.
.111 incL refinish & new wood ftoors

Murray. KY

502-759-528O

Kenn(lark

• Driveways
• Pool Decks
• Sidewalk s
'Patios

• Imprinted
• Colored
'Traditional
'Stained

Beauty That Lasts, A Price You Con Afford
Icy

CONCRETE
CREATIVE
Murray, KY

Nick Craig
Owner

7e

2BR, 11/2 bath, appliances. 1911-B, Wiswell Rd.
753-5344.
2BR, 2 bath with garage,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $525/mo, lyr
lease, 1 month deposit. No
pets, 753-2905 or
753-7536.
2BR, 202 S. 11th. 7538101.
2BR, brick, patio, w/d
hook-up, shade. No pets.
$355/mo. 753-6931.
2BR, central gas h/a, apfurnished.
pliances
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

REE

re •

2BR upstairs apt. 4 miles
on 121 S. No pets,
$285/mo + deposit. 4892296.
2BR, 1 bath duplex. No
pets, w/d hookup, appliances, deposit, lyr lease,
$300/mo. 436-2816.

28

Froo
Estimates

Many Styles and Colors Available!

3BR apartment. No pets.
$400/mo. Water furnished.
753-4299.
3BR apt, located at 703 S.
4th St. 1.300/mo, $300 deposit, lyr lease. Call 7530839 or 436-2935
3BR, appliances furnished,
w/d hookup No pets
Lease and deposit 1305
Vine St 753-0932 or 7535898
3BR. stove/refngerator furnished Central h/a Deleave required
osit
1303 Chestnut St
759-4696
AVAILABLE now, 2br,
furnished,
downtown,
$255 2BR duplex in Almo,
c/h/a, stove, refrig w/d,
$375 New lbr apt in university Heights Stove, refrig, w/d, dishwasher,
$325 M-F. 8-5. 753-4937.
EMBASSY apts now leasing Nice 2br $300. central
gas heat, c/a, close to
campus No pets Coleman HE 753-9898

MEM

Garage Sale
215 Stoneside Dr.
Left onto Coles
Campground Rd.,
follow signs.
Sat., Aug. 8
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Name brand men's,
ladies & boy's clothing

BP

Office Space

2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
w/d hook-up. No pets.
$420/mo. Security deposit.
492-8393.
2BR furnished, water paid.
NICE mobile home for One year lease and derent. No pets. References. posit. No pets. 1604 Miller.
753-0932 or 753-5898.
Call 492-8348 evenings.

sprA_
---igamer 04/a4i---

Houses For Rant

1/2 ACRE lot for mobile
—
home -492-6159

1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.

L

460

For Roe

NOW available- lbr apartment, furnished and paid
utilities. Lease and deposit
required. Near downtown.
No pets. 436-2755.
ONE bedroom, low utilities, reference and deposit
required. No pets. 7533949 or 748-5924.
REDECORATED spacious
2br duplex, c/h/a, appliances. 1600 Ridgewood,
$375/mo Call 753-8096.
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 baths
Townhouse. Appliances
furnished w/washer & dryer, $500/mo, 1 yr lease 1
mo deposit. No pets.
753-2905, 753-7536.

room
SLEEPING
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.

NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

641 Storage
All Sizes
Vailable

753-5585

road. 7533 BR, 1 bath, central heat
and air, brick with hardwood floors, range, refngerator, washer/dryer hookup. $600 month. 7599746.
3BR, 1 bath. $350/mo plus
deposit. 753-9826.
3BR, 2 bath with carport,
central h/a, in the country.
$575/mo plus deposit. Includes yard work. 7538582.
3BR, 2 bath. 753-4444
3BR, central gas h/a, ceiling fans, appliances furnished, w/d hookup, nice
backyard. $430 plus deposit, no pets. References
required. 753-1059.
3BR, w/d hookup, appliances furnished, central h/a.
Near university. No pets.
Lease & deposit required.
$400/mo. 753-4181 or
489-2181
4 BEDROOMS, 3 bath,
1705 Miller. Available Aug
1 759-2276 or 762-7374
ext. 194_
6BR, 3 bath house for
rent N 16th &
Available August 15th Call
Mur-Cal Realty 753-4444
FURNISHED 3br house, 1
block from university No
pets Call 753-4974
FURNISHED brick 4br.
11/2 bath, central air &
heat, 11 mi, Murray State,
$800 per mo Avail Sept
thru May. Ph 602-8378327.
NICE 2br, central air,
stove. refrigerator, w/d
Lease, no animals, storage shed, near college
$500 deposit $500/mo
753-7920

Toys, bicycle, furniture, books, trading
cards

Yard Sale
4176 St. Hwy.
94W.
Thur. - Fri.
7 a.m.-?
Lots of odds & ins,
table & chairs,
couch - 2 families
moving

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

DOG obedience classes or
pnvate. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
DOG pen, 10x6x6, 2yrs
old, $100. 753-0956.

10+ ACRES, Hardwood
LABRADOR Retrievers, trees, 9/10 of a mile from
AKC, male/ female. All KY Lake. Good homesite,
Champion private entrance off of
Chocolate.
blood line. Hunting stock. main road, $28,000. Serious inquires only please.
502-753-9786.
Call 474-8704.

1BR house across from 30FT horse trailer wicamper, completely finished,
MSU $350 762-0134
$6,000 obo. 762-0009.
2 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
1007 Main St., washer & PINK EYE Mineral. Fly
dryer hook up, no applian- control mineral. Anaplaz
ces, $325 month. Referen- mineral. All available at
ces required. Call 527- Farmers Farmacy. 7593664 Benton, KY. Availa- 2248.
ble last part of August.
400
2BR house with carport,
Yard Sate
w/d hookup. 120 Suggs
area)
Rd (Lynn Grove
$350 per month plus de3 Party
posit. No pets. Call 7532900 or 489-2870.
2BR, central air,
w/d, stov

Yard Sale
left on
Poor Farm at
caution light.
Located 2 miles on
right.
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-Noon
641 N. turn

24X50 MOBILE home,
completely remodeled with
vinyl siding, new roof, new
paint. Partially furnished,
includes 24x8 & 4x8 deck.
10x16 outbuilding on 1/2
acre. East of town. 7537814.
ACREAGE
4+ Acres, off of Highland
Rd. Mature Trees, pnvate
road, good building site,
9/10 mile from Ky Lake,
$10,000. Call 474-8704 after 5pm.

Something for
everyone

GREAT investment property. New duplex in residential area, 909 N. 20th
St. Family room, kitchen
w/all appliances, washer,
dryer, 2 baths, 2 bedrooms,(Large master bedroom with walk in closet &
private bath). Gas heat,
central air, flooring in Berber carpet & tile. Ready
first of August. Call 7533966.

Yard Sale

HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218.

1400 Vine St.
Murray, Ky.
Back Porch
Aug. 7th & 8th
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Both Days

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all pnce ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
and
ous
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

Yard Sale
Thurs. & Fri.
105 Walnut St.
Dexter, Ky.
641 N. to Dexter,
turn right on 1346.
follow signs.
Come Early!

Basketball goal, trampoline, plus size women's,
baby clothes, antiques.
waterbed and lots more

WANTED Land to lease
for 98- 99 hunting season
Call 759-4803 with details

YARD SALE
8799 St. At. 94W, 2 miles west of
Lynn Grove at the 1 mile marker.
Aug. 6,7 & 8•7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Auto manuals, tools, table saw, lap top
computer, sm. kitchen appliances &
household items, fishing equip., dining
table, antique ironer, cast iron, toys, glassware, lots more.

Big Yard Sale
1000 Payne St.
Sat., Aug. 8 & Sun., Aug. 9
Wacker,
saw, Brush
chain
Guns, tools
electrical/plumbing supplies, lumber, camping gear,
electronic game caller, climbing spikes. MRE's,
freeze-dried food. TV VCR, exercise equipment, bar
stbols, bunk beds, microwave, kneeboard, books,
shelves, movies, household items, lots of one of a
kind and unusual items
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Homes For Sala

Names For Sate

PROPERTY for sale 20
acres on - Johnny Robertson Road Duplex on 94
west 2 apts with 3 bedrooms each Three bedroom brick house Subdivision lots Call 753-5541

ii

490
Used Cars

NEW all red Dock, 3 BR 1987 NISSAN Stanza, all.
house. hot -tub. large edit, poWer orgions, auto, sunnatural gas. central, dou- roof, light front end damble garage. large lot is age, runs great, $1500
landscaped Metcalf Lane obo Contact David 7-4pm,
in North Villa Sub Call 753-9391. after 4pm 759437-4783 or 753-8237
5025

1 ACRE lot wooded 7679435

59 ACRE high production
arm, 6 miles NE of Murray, $118,000 753-0877
after 6pm
59 ACRE high production
farm, 6 miles NE of Murray, $118,000. 753-0877
after 6pm

121/2 ACRES of wooded
land. Very private and secluded in Calloway county.
354-6062
460

Homes For Sate

NEW HOME
1900+ sq. ft. 3 BR - 2 BA,
front porch, back deck, 7
mi. North of Murray off
641. Ph. 502-658-3437 or
come by.
OPEN HOUSE
Friday August 7th, 4-7p m.
3BR, 1BA, brick home.
Nice subdivision
3125
Old -Salem Rd. Price reduced! $76,900
753-1159.
SOUTHWEST Villa, 3 bedroom brick, 1849 sq ft living area, approximately
700sq ft unfinished upstairs. Living room with cathedral ceiling, dining
room, eat in kitchen with
bay window, 3 baths, utility, double car garage,
fenced in backyard with
outbuilding,
12x20
$142,000 753-5761 for
appointment.

3 BR, 2 BA, Good for rent
al, near MSU, 1604 Farm
er Ave 753-4722

WHY pay ren0 100% financing, 3br, 1 bath. Call
Edwina to see if you may
qualify. Grey's Properties.
759-2001, 767-9435.

3BR, 11/2 bath, fenced
landscaped,
backyard,
3yrs old. Possibly trade for
house & acreage. 7531986
6725.
$3700. 513 Broad St. 7533BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
6709.
garage, appliances. Cole1987 FORD Bronco II
man RE, 753-9898.
3BR, 2 bath, custom de- XLT, $2800 or obo 492sign kitchen, dining/ sun- 6222
room, oak
hardwood 1989 FORD Bronco Eddie
floors, 2 car garage. 1 Mile Bauer, 140xxx miles, exwest of Murray, 269 King cellent condtion, new tires
and wheels. Will consider
Dr. 753-1306.
4BR new brick home: 3 full reasonable otters, $4900.
baths, formal dining, huge 753-8809 days, 759-9040
kitchen, lots of closets, 2 nights.
car garage. Buy now and 1994 CHEVROLET Blazpick your carpet color. Call er, 4dr, 4x4, Em. Green,
753-3903.
neutral interior, LT, loaded,
A Must See! One owner, 3 excellent condition. 354bedroom brick, 2 miles 6062.
east of Murray, immediate
possession. Price reduced
to sell! Call for an appointment to see. Upper 80's. 1986 BUICK Regal, 2
753-0444.
door, V8, automatic, a/c,
p/s, p/b, 49xxx miles,
BEST buy in Canterbury. $3650. 753-7443.
Don't miss this 3br, 2 bath
1986 Chevy Cavalier.
with formal living room,
Good work car. $500 obo.
family room with fireplace,
753-1625 after 4p.m.
central gas heat & air. Reduced to $97,000. Call to- 1987 CHEVY Cavalier RS
day! Kopperud Realty. wagon, $875 753-0602
753-1222.
BY Owner: 2br bnck w/attached garage. Hardwood
floors, central h./a, city gas
water, 1.5 acres,
&
$42,500. 1 Mile past
Graves Co. line on 121 N
489-2440 leave message
if no answer.
CHARMING country home
on 1.4 acres. 3 BR, 1 batr
1 1/2 story brick house
Central heat and air, large
deck, screened porch, full
basement, 2 fireplaces
beautiful custom cabinet/
hardwood floors
and
Close to town, must see'
Priced to sell at $74K.
753-4660.
COUNTRY house & 10+
acres on Crossland Rd
near Southwest school.
New vinyl siding, new
doors & tilt windows, 2-3
bedrooms, 2 car garag,
small barn & pond. Fenced
for horses. 753-6376.
FOR Sale: 6853 Hillway,
641 So. Low maintenance.
3br. brick, central heat &
air, 2yrs old. Many more
updated features. Move-in
condition_ Call Wilson Realty 753-5086.
GREAT VALUE! 1603
Dodson. 3br, 2 baths. dr,
huge lot, central h/a, new
carpet, hardwood floors.
$73,500 Call 762-4483 or
345-2748 after 5
JUST REDUCED! Possibilities galore in this 3 or 4
bedroom vinyl ranch. 4th
Bedroom could be an office or den, some hardwood floors, all appliances
including the washer and
dryer Walk to university,
shopping, schools and
hospital. Call Kopperud
Realty.
753-1222. MLS#3001198
NEW 3br, 2 bath brick, ceramic tile floonng, formal
dining room w/hardwood
flooring. 2500 sq ft under
roof with 1400 sq ft bonus
room upstairs in Highland
Oak Subdivision. 7590892 or 767-0294.
NEW 3br, 2 bath house.
! 2 acre lot. natural gas.
North School Dist Stella
area 489-2671 after 5
NEW all brick, 3br natural
gas, new appliances, central, double garage. large
lot. Metcalf Lane in North
Villa Sub. Call 753-8237 or
437-4783.

1988 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic, 67xxx miles,
light blue all power, reliable excellent shape 7595858
1988 Plymoth Grand Fury
Good shape New radiator
$1300 753-7840
1988 TAURUS, good condition, a/c, rebuilt transmission, alternator, 140xxx,
$1950 obo 767-0120
1989 COUGAR LS, all
power, V6. good condition
Local 753-7865
1991 PONTIAC Firebird,
white, V6, gray cloth. ttops, 91xxx. $5000
753-7777
1992 CHEVY Cavalier,
a/c, p/s, p/b, abs, 84xxx
miles. $4,000. 759-3523.
1992 NISSAN 240 SX LE,
56xxx, loaded 753-5884
1998 FORD Crown Victona, less than 500 miles,
from an estate. May be
seen at 1107 S. 16th St.
Murray, KY. Or call 502753-4482 I can beat the
rebates.
MOVING- Must Sell! 1998
Dodge Avenger, silver, automatic. Sporty look, but
also nice for family car.
Call 759-9215.

1989 DODGE Caravan
156xxx miles, automatic,
a/c, tilt, cruise. Blue/ wood
panel. Excellent condition,
asking $3000 obo. Call
474-8102
Used Trucks
1968 Chevy Pickup $800
759-8811
1974 INTERNATIONAL
dump truck 753-7169
1980 FORD F-250, 4x4,
$3500. 762-0009.
1982 CHEVY Custom Deluxe, p/w, p/1, tilt, cruise,
and a/c. tool box. Good
tires, $2995. 435-4602 or
559-8510.
1982 SUBURBAN, 350
loaded, with towing pkg,
$2600 492-8805 after
5pm

GE1OSOLD
Now is a Great Time to Build
Uvula are looking lor finality t% %%aril to be your
building coin rat-tor. it 1i blueprint.: & •pecilicaue can give you a contract price hetiwe we
t
art. liyon an' Undecided u e %%ork on a en,t pl ii
bask.
pit %%it 11 .4 Iii lit' neft city ho ii iii lig code..
t
We ako ik.t'I.ill/.t ill colearmlion 01 lake
homes, large or

'Bruce Green
"OH If itt- 10/;‘,

(502) 753-8343

OPEN HOUSE

3125 Old Salem Rd.
121 South, 4 miles, turn left.
Friday, August 7• 4-7 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
By Appointment 753-1159

FOR SALE
Deer Run Apartments
44 Units — $795.000
Jill Drive
Princeton, Kentucky
Pleasant Pointe
Apartments
102 Units — $3,250,000
Barrett Blvd.
Henderson, Kentucky

•
MARK•V
REAL ESTATE SERVICES

Call Bill Harman
606-233-3745
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BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
CUSTOM 111.11.04114 CABO& TS
CUSTOM WOODWORICIAK.

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
43117 SJN8uP'•

MURRAY (Befund 18,J nny Bmic,

,s3 sue

A,AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Blue Grass Backhoe
Septic Systems - New or Repair
Stumps & Trees Removed
General Cleanup & Hauling
Water Drainage Problems
Licensed - Insured

(502) 436-5790
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVY

24 Hi Service
Hedge Trunming
Full line of
Equipment
Free Esumates

1988 Ranger XLT. 2.3 en
gine. 5 speed $1.435
753-7271
1994 CHEVY 1 ton 3500
diesel Dually, long bed.
p/u, extended cab, automatic, full power. towing
pkg Maroon, less than
35xxx miles $20,500, one
owner 759-1565.

pole barns, sheds, carports Also repair 7 rebuild
Excellent
workmanship.
Affordable rates
753-7860

Dakota
1996 DODGE
Sport, tilV cruise, intenm
wipers, 33xxx, $9500 901247-5619.

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trimming .
Cleanup Servl•
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Se

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

_,741
•
•

Owned Operated By
Tim Lamb

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
- lielpilly
oi
1='
1
for 1st time buyers, bad :
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
US. Highway
45 South

Mayfield
Kentucky

247-9300
1.800-874-0256

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site
re,

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobilesonline.com.

A&A Lamb Bros complete
lawn work We do land•
scaping, Junk hauling, &
cleanup work. Free estimates. Mark Lamb. 43E5791

Drive 20 Miles...Save'2000 on you next auto purchase
First dealer on the left past the Ford store.

1997 Ford

Taurus GL

I Owner, Loaded, Silver, Nici

90,995

1996 Dodge Stratus
$7995

1 Owner, All The X-tras, Green

1995 Ford Probe SE
$7995

Loaded, White, Whee s, Must See

1988 Buick LeSab e
Reel Clean, V6, Loaded

1996 Ford

lue, Good Car V995

Windst r GL

I owner, Loaded, 7 Passenger

$10995

1991 Dodge Dakota
$5995

Local Irade, V6, Auto , Air, 62K

1986 Ford F150 4x4
$3995

Anto., Air, Buttons, Local Trade

15 Road Ready
'2995

Good Cars With Cold Air

1993 Ford Explorer 4x4
Eddie Brauer, Leather, CD

'12995

-All I ypes of I man, iliN

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminium gutters, variety
of colors. Licenses, insured. Estmate available.
759-4690.

TUCKER'S
Lawn Care Service
Mowing, trimming grass
catching & general lawn
care. 502-759-9609. leave
message.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates Guaranteed Quality Work Licensed & Insured Over 20
years experience. Rooting,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592

MICHAEL'S
TRANSMISSION S
Specializing in complete
overhauls on late model
domestic transmissions
1530152

GUTTERS
Quality Seamless Aluminum gutter Variety of col
ors, gutter maintenance,
gutter supply Vinyl shutters, variety of colors Vinyl
siding supplies Licensed
Call West Ky Seamless
Gutters for all your gutter
needs 753-0278.

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pickup & delivery
753-5668
PAINTING
Interior - Exterior
Free estimates 437-3879

WANTED
Mobile Homes to move.
HM & Sons has 17 years
experience. Ins for public
(502) 437-3939.

PET Services offered. Call
Janice 492-8723
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255

WOOD VCR REPAIR
& SATELLITE SALES
Free estimates Authorized
dealer for 18-inch Digital
Satellite & Dish Network.
Mon Fri. 1-5.30 753-0530.

AMERICA'S FUTURE

Al Al A Tree Service,
tree
removal,
Stump
raking,
spraying, leaf
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, 'gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling,
Additions,
Repairs, Roofing, Decks,
etc. One Call Does It ALL.
No Job Too Small.
492-6267.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, iunk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings, remodeling, repairs,
AGC certified. 435-4272
ALL Types of Work
Landscaping, mulching,
hedge tnmming, sidewalk
edging,
Tree Trimming and
Removal,
Brush clearer, bush hogging, gutters, lawn, sweeping, hauling, lots more
Fast, courteous service
Message 753-2092
ANTIQUE refinishing fur
niture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.

Phone (502) 247-6237 • Fax (502) 247-4241
Mayfield, Kentucky

ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional, ResiCommercial or
dential
Idustrial. 502-435-4645

METAL ROOFING
SUPPLIES
All colors in stock
808 Coldwater Rd
(5 points)
STOCKWELL METAL
ROOFING 753-6585

GARDEN tilling, bushhog
ging. small lobs, driveways
graded with box blade
492-6159.
Gerald Carroll
_

A-1 Tree Professionals.
tree
removal,
Stump
spraying. Serving Murray.
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.

REPLACEMENT
WINDOWS
Want to lower utility bills?
Stockwells has energy
saving windows to fit any
budget and quality that
surpasses ALLI Stockwell
Metal Roofing Free estimates 753-6585

M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels Free estimates
All work guaranteed,
489 6125
No job too small!

ELECTRICIAN
1975 Mark Twain 18ft ,
R&R ELECTRIC.
302 inboard $2800 513
New construction. rewirBroad St 753-6709
ing, mobile home hook23' T
1989 GLASTRON
ups. electrical maintestep thru bow, 454 cu-in
nance & repair Call anyengine, new trailer, exceltime. Murray, 762-0001.
lent condition. Valued at
Celle 519-1592.
$15,500. Sell $10,500 obo.
753-1818.
FENCING
2 Montego Tiger Sharks
Midway Fence Company
with trailer. 25 hours on
Chain link, & custom wood
each. $8,000 firm. 759pnvacy fences, at reason1781
able prices. Dickie Farley
759-1519.

3-D DOZING
I3ackhoe. septic. & gravel
hauling Driveways, foundations 502-437-4969

REPLACE your roof with
Metal Beauty- Quality and "HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday,
Style all in one ReplaceAug. 6, 1998:
ment windows in all styles
Work and health need to remain a
STOCKWELL
METAL
high priority A diet or exercise plan
ROOFING. LET US
is exactly what the doctor ordered
INSTALL ONE TODAY!
for you. Creativity is high, and your
753-6585.
dream time plays a major role in this

LAWN mowing Reasonable & satisfactory
759-4659
LEE SMITH CONST.
New construction, addi
tions siding roofing Contract or time and material
pricing Call 492-8783 or
247-7639 for a price estimate today.

DAVID S Cleaning Serv
ices "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
MUST Sell- Moving 1997 boats. brick driveways.
F-150 Ford Lariat Great parking lots, all exterior
truck Call 759-9215 leave cleaning, acid cleaning
message if not home
available David Borders
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
& Motors
Cellular 502-853-1108

Mowing, mulching, landscaping, 'trimming, etc
759-0670 leave message

j?(gGi agylj

Brothers Moving
GOlitrdctots. cross country
or local Licensed & Insured Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
LAMB

CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pril
Horace Sholar

1ST Class Yard Care

watnb Brothers
ice

HARDWOOD FLOOR
Installation & finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860

CUSTOM BUILT

Wooden decks fencing.

BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting. Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders 502-436-2007 or
502-436-5264
BOB S PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
492-8584
BUSHHOGGING Lawns
rototilled tractor with 5f1
rototiller Also, haul gravel
for driveways and spread
Jonesy 437-4030
CARPET cleaned by Cert
techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks • Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
CERTAINTEED vinyl replacement windows full 5
year unlimited warranty
lifetime replacement parts
Wolverine vinyl siding
492-8723
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages. decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience 7535592

UNITED STATES NAVY
SERVING AMERICA TWICE
www. navyjobs.com

1-800-USA-NAVY

continuing process. Others seek you
out frequently, for brainstorming
sessions Partners work with you
financially, though a key partner
could turn out to be a big spender. If
you are single, romance has a very
idealistic tone. Be realistic about the
situation and this person. Ifattached,
you see your partner in a much different light. Romance blooms.
AQUARIUS plays devil's advocate.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** When your sleep is disturbed
.and you have wild dreams, it might
be wise to start keeping a journal.
You cannot underestimate your creativity. Good news comes from your
intuitive actions. Handle those in
charge by using your sixth sense.
Tonight: Where the crowd is.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Establish groundwork now.
Make calls, and explore different
ideas. Get an early start before others crowd your work space. You're
approaching a long sought-after goal,
and faster than you know. Friends
surround you. Handle a boss appropriately. Tonight: A must show.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Getting close to someone
could mean clipping your wings. Is
that what you want? You might be
more into the symbolism of a close
relationship than the reality. Buy a
card to express your love. A boss
finally defers to you. Financial gain
is more than possible.Tonight: Make
weekend plans.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
***** Express your feelings. Be
less concerned with others'reactions.
You can't control them anyway, nor
would you want to. Open up to a
different perception. You don't have
to get locked into a rigid pattern or
restrictive thinking.Tonight: A partner has something special for you!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Get as much done as possible. Your imagination leads you
down interesting paths. You want to
share your dream life only with a
trusted partner. Making money is
easy. Be careful not to put a friend on
a pedestal. Focus on the reality of
the situation. Tonight: Start the
weekend now!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Ingenuity marks your de-

cisions. No question about it, you see
events and people a lot differently.
Follow the push toward socializing,
meetings and commitment to a
cause. A special friend supports you
in these changes. Tonight: Finish
whatever work is incomplete.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Share yourexcitementabout
work with those whom honestly care.
Sort through the difference between
money and accomplishments You
see the difference between a user
and a friend. Let your imagination
go with a child. Tonight: With favorite people.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Wade through news that
keeps coming in. You have a decision
to make. Let ingenuity helporou find
the answer for you, which might not
be obvious. Your seductiveness has
impact. Recognize that an admirer
might care a lot more than you.
Tonight: An easy night at home.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Monetary soundness is your
personal responsibility, not someone else's. Sort through someone's
financial plans,then make decisions
on your own. You can be sure this
person talks a good game. Family
backs you. Your intuition is more on
target than you realize. Tonight:
Take off on an adventure.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Reach out for others, and
seek information. Friends are only
too happy to share their thoughts
and feelings. You might not want to
hear all that you do. Maintain a
sense of humor. Keep communications open. Take a lucky hunch and
run with it. Tonight:Spend money to
make money.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Co-workers and active participants in your daily life are clearly
there for you. You might not want to
share some ideas yet; you're still
mulling them over. Follow your intuition financially, as long as it
doesn't involve a heavy expenditure.
Tonight: Enjoy being inspired.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Use the daytime to further a
cause close to your heart. Romance
tickles those with a youthful outlook. It takes as much feeling to hate
as to love; they are flip sides of the
same coin. Count on your Charisma.
Don't delude yourself about reality.
Tonight: Mystery works!
BORN TODAY
Director-actor Paul Bartel (1938),
actress Soleil Moon Frye (1976), actress Catherine Hicks (1951)
***

Skoal
Vodka
I 75 L

9.62

Sutter Home
W/Zin
750

,„'3.99

Pepe Gold
1„1 S20.55
Old Charter
8 V.

18.99
Seagrams 7

7, 17.64
Vendange
WrZin.
1 SL

Bags Of Ice

'5 99

Bacardi
U or Pt

69°
Kegs In
Stock

1.55

pack

Best Deli Subs and
Sandwiches
In West Tennessee
$5•99

Beefeater
Gin

Over 30
Domestic &
Import Cigars

Black Velvet
I,

'11.79

Conchayloro
"Trio" Wines

'7.93

Cutty Sark
Gift Box
750 mi

'19.95

Beefeater
W/Shaker

15.98
Wild Turkey
101

28.99

11',L

Gossermer
Bay
Wines

899199
Carolans Irish
Cream W Glass Set

Halibut
Fillets

Marti Mahl
Fillets

,56 -112.99

12.57 Lb

'6.99,b

Early Times

2673

' 75

22.63

[..,Dallys Mixes

Marlboro Cigarettes

Salmon
Fillets

$35.98

Skyy Vodka

'4.99

L

Largest Variety Of
Domestic And
Import Beer In
West Tennessee
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1998 Toyota 4Runner
White with beige cloth, SR5 Package, alloy wheels.

1998 Toyota Corolla
Beige with beige cloth, 8,000 miles, automatic, full
power. cassette.

1997 Cadillac SeVille STS
Crimson red with neutral leather, fully optioned.

1 75 L

'16.63

„

Dewars
Scotch

COMM

SUBSCRIBE

- CARS & TRUCKS -

Hot August Specials

DEA
on the

'16.44

Ballatore
Spumante
ice m

'4.99

E&J Brandy
1„ L

'17.64

1997 Dodge Dakota
Sport Package, short wheel base. V-8 engine, Infinity
sound, 16,000 miles.

1997 Chevrolet 1 Ton
Dual rear wheels, red with grey cloth, Cheyenne
Package, 20,000 miles.

1997 Chevrolet S10 ,
Extended cab, white With charcoal cloth, V-6 engine,
automatic, LS Package.

1996 Dodge 3/4 Ton
Four wheel drive, 360 V-8, automatic, burgandy with
grey cloth, SLT Package.

1996 Honda Accord EX
Four door, burgandy with grey leather

1996_ Toyota T100
Regular cab, long wheel base. 15,000 miles, red with
grey cloth, alloy wheels

1996 Mazda 626LX
Four door, white with tan cloth, full power, cassette,
33,000 miles.

1995 Ford Escort LX
Wagon, silver with grey cloth, automatic, air, 41,000
miles.

1994 Mitsubishi Diamante
Pearl white with beige cloth, fully optioned, 1 owner,
new car trade.

1994 Chevrolet Lumina
Burgandy with burgandy cloth, power equipment, nice.

1992 Ford E150
Conversion van, blue with blue cloth, 52,000 miles, all
the options.
(-Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company..')

West Wood Wines & Liquors

Pt-PPt-ie

901-642-7714

West Wood Warehouse Party Block

cC=1

901-642-7366

DIEVROLET

West Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69 • Paris, TN
Open 8 a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • Mastercard • American Express • Discover

NEE

2420 E. Wood St., Paris • 642-3900
*)TOYOTA
1-800-325-3229
.„,6,•' Oldsmobile
(--7
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

Y./
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Consequently, most authorities disDEAR DR. GOTT: Please comment
on the use of zinc lozenges to treat the courage the use of zinc in treating the
common cold. At present. despite the
common cold.
of modern medicine, the
DEAR READER: Of all the afflic- miracles
is left with the classic
cold-sufferer
the
beings,
human
affect
tions that
Take two aspirin
medical
response:
most
common cold is probatily the
and most benign. (or two Tylenol, for a child) and call
ubiquitous
Nonetheless, the stuffy nose, malaise, me in the morning.
To give you related information, I
itchy eyes, cough, and low-grade fever
are truly unpleasant. No wonder, then, am sending you a copy of my Health
that people have been actively Report "Fads I: Vitamins & Minerals."
engaged in finding a substance that Other readers who would like a copy
could ameliorate these troublesome should send $2, plus a long, selfsymptoms. One such substance is zinc. addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
The question is: Does zinc palliate York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
is:
the common cold? The answer
the title.
Unfortunately. no.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A friend of mine
Early studies of this mineral — as has been using insulin, in conjunction
—
A
vitamin
and
C
with vitamin
with weight training, to achieve better
showed that zinc does enhance immu- muscle development. Is this practice
nity How is unknown. Some investiga- harmful?
tors believe that zinc inhibits viral
DEAR READER: Exceedingly.
"docking" to the lining of the respirainjections in nondiabetics
Insulin
are
viruses
the
essence,
in
tract;
tory
dangerously low blood cause
often
cells
the
to
adhering
prevented from
lining the respiratory tree. Other the- sugar levels that can be fatal.
ories include anti-inflammatory
The use of insulin as an anabolic aid
effects and immune enhancement. is currently a fad among fitness buffs
None of these theories have been vali- as well as serious athletes. These peodated. In fact, several reports — ple know that insulin promotes musincluding one in the June 24, 1998 cle growth, increases protein syntheissue of the Journal of the American sis in the body, and retards muscle
Medical Association — clearly prove breakdown. However, excess insulin
that zinc plays no role whatsoever in — over and above what the body produces and needs — is Issociated with
treating established cold symptoms.
Nevertheless, zinc does play an a long list of risks, including weakimportant role in children's health. ness, confusion, fear, rapid pulse, conparticularly in developing countries vulsions and coma.
where zinc deficiencies are common. Your friend is asking for serious
On the other hand, too much zinc can health consequences if he continues
be toxic to the immune system of a his inappropriate use of insulin.
replete person.

DEAR ABBY: My friend. wilt,
pregnant with her second child, has
asked me to give her a baby shower.
I don't have a problem entertaining
for her, but this is her second pregnancy in two years — and everyone
I've invited refused to attend.
Friends I've talked to think a
baby shower is only for the first
baby or for babies spaced apart by
five to 10 years. Perhaps I would
get a better guest response if I
didn't invite the same womyn who
were invited to the first baby shower.
Abby, what is the limit for baby
showers? How many years between
babies, and what is the responsibility of the baby shower hostess'?
BABY SHOWER HOSTESS
IN MAINE

1 gave him one red rose Irom my
yard, a trial size of his favorite
candy, a note scented with his
favorite perfume telling him a special meal was waiting for him at
home in the candlelight. This, too,
costs less than $10, but he still
brags about it to his friends.
My husband tells me I am wearing his favorite outfit when I am in
a sweater and old jeans. I bring him
his coffee every morning. We say "I
love you" every morning and every
night. We kiss goodbye every day,
and no night falls without a goodnight kiss. These are our gifts to
each other. They cost nothing, but
they provide an eternity of loving
memories.
My heart goes out to the couple;
my recommendation is for them to
sit down and talk about all the wonderful reasons they are ,still together. Forget the old hurts on holidays and start over. It's the little,
everyday touches that count — and
they cost nothing.
CAROL LEDGU,PHOENIX

DEAR HOSTESS: According
to "The Amy Vanderbilt Complete Book of Etiquette," a baby
shower is not usually given for
a second or third child, because
the mother already has the
essential items from her first
DEAR CAROL: I agree. The
child and may not want to put
friends who attended the first most meaningful gifts are the
shower in the position of hav- ones that come from the
heart, offered with love. Furing to give a second gift.
Instead of a shower, consider thermore, they always seem to
a small gathering of close "fit" because they are personalfriends at a luncheon or tea. If a ly tailored to the needs of the
guest wants to bring a token recipient.
gift, an article of baby clothing
or an IOU to provide a few
To order "How to Write Letters for All
frozen meals to the parents
Occasions," send a business-sized, selfafter the baby's arrival, it would addressed
envelope, plus check or money
be a nice gesture.
order for $3.95 (E4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
*5*

Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054-0447. )Postage is
included.)

Ten years ago
Pictured are Calloway County
Public Library employees Mary
Curtis Taylor, Velva Maupin, Gerry
Reed. DeAnn Harmon and Joan
Schroader studying the operator's
manual for the library's new facsimile machine.
Births reported include a boy
to Lucinda and Russell Wilson, a
boy to Tonya and Loyd Burch. a
girl to Jacinta and David Hassell,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Alan
Roach and a boy to Bonnie and
David Eldridge, July 31.
Sandra Michael was named "Girl
of the Year" by the Xi Alpha Phi
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority.
Twenty years ago
Thousands of shoppers flocked
to Murray yesterday and today to
take advantage of store front bargains in Murray's city-wide sidewalk sale.
A feature story and pictures
about Dr. Li. Hortin is published.
The story and pictures were by
Guest Writer Betty Burkenshaw.
Russ Cochran of Paducah won
the Murray Country Club Invitational Golf Tournament.
Thirty years ago
Dr. Charles A. Homra has been
named as chairman of the Department of Psychology at Murray
State University by the MSU Board
of Regents.
Fire damaged the home of Mr.
and Mrs. R.L. Cooper on Aug. 4.
Carl Hansford Doron of the
Browns Grove community caught
a six-pound white catfish while fish-

near Eggner's Ferry Bridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Usrey and
children, Billy and Janet, have
returned home after a week's vacation in Houston and Dallas, Texas,
and other points enroute.
Forty years ago
Construction began today on
tha new educational building of
Memorial Baptist Church at Main
and 10th Streets.
The Rev. Paul Sullivan is evangelist at revival services now in
progress at Sugar Creek Baptist
Church, according to the pastor,
the Rev. Bill Sullivan.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Ted Darnall, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Carlyle Hoffman. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Owen Bradley.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Garvin
Cleaver, and a girl ta Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Winters.

Actions Speak Louder Than Words
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DEAR ABBY: In response to the
gentleman who was married for 54
years and never received a gift from
his wife, it is sad that he thinks he
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American Heart
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Tomorrow: Resolving a difficult guess.

"The family suggests
that memorial
contributions be made
to the American
Heart Association:"
When people want to
honor a loved one
and fight heart disease.
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 5

35 — 109
36 Follows dos
37 Blemishes
39 "— Tables"
42 Final
43 Israeli airline
(2 wds )
44 — tide
46 Proofreader's
mark
48 Serious and
intense
51 Towel
inscription
52 Revises text
54 Menagerie
— -65 Angry
56 Unrestrained
indulgence
57 CBS logo

DOWN
1 Article
2 And not
3 Having made
a will
4 Son of Adam
5 Boundaries
6 — de France

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Fifty years ago
Four streets in Murray have
been deeded to the Commonwealth
of Kentucky through action of the
Murray City Council, according to•
Murray Mayor George Hart. The
streets include Fourth from Chestnut to Sycamore, Main from east
city limits to 12th Street, 12th
from Chestnut to Sycamore, and
Chestnut from Fourth to 12th.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Coleman McKeel, July 25.
The Rev. Gaylon Hargrove is'
speaker at a revival meeting now
in progress at Spring Creak Baptist Church.

TODAY IN HISTORY
Today is Wednesday. Aug. 5,
the 217th day of 1998. There are
148 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 5. 1962, actress Marilyn Monroe. 36, was found dead
in her Los Angeles home; her
death was ruled a "probable suicide" from an overdose of sleep- ing
On this date:
In 1861, the federal government levied an income tax for the
first time.
In 1864, during the Civil War,
Union Adm. David G. Farragut is
said to have given his famous
order, "Damn the torpedoes. full
speed ahead!" as he led his fleet
against Confederate ships in Mobile
Bay, Ala.
In 1884, the cornerstone for the
Statue of Liberty was laid on Bedloe's Island in New York Harbor.
In 1914, the first electric traffic lights were installed, in Cleveland, Ohio,
In 1924, the comic strip "Little Orphan Annie." by Harold Gray,
made its debut.
In 1957, "American Bandstand,"
hosted . by Dick Clark, made its
network debut on ABC.
One year ago: President Clinton signed the budget-balancing
and tax-cutting bills into law, calling the legislation "a true milestone for our nation." A two-man
Russian crew blasted off for the
Mir. The smooth launch was
upstaged by another breakdown
aboard the aging space station,
this time involving oxygen generators.
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7 Neon symbol
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9 Writing
without
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(sl 1
20 Relating to
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21 -Cry Baby"
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22 Cream of the
crop
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command
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26 Beer
ingredient
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36 'A — of Two
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38 Wolfhound
40 In itself
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Flying pests common in topping tobacco
about
Topping- tobacco is an unfor- toms usually disappear in
hours.
two
is
reason
One
gettable experience.
More intense local reactions are
the memory of being stung by
an
bees or wasps feeding on the "hon- more painful and can affect
diamein
inches
two
about
area
devouraphids
eydew" excreted by
ter at the site of the insect sting
ing leaves,
"These insects are all over aphid infested tobacco thi s time of the
season and will sting readily, espePrices Good
cially when you grab them while
August 5 thru
topping plants," said Lee Townsend,
the
with
gist
entomolo
extension
August 11
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"Tobacco producers can reduce
pest numbers temporarily by applying an insecticide such as
1407 Main
Orthene/Acephate or Gold Leaf
Phone 753-4682
Tobacco Spray. However, since
these insects move in and out of
fields continually, replacements
always show up on tobacco plants,"
he added.
Townsend reminded producers of
the 24-hour restricted entry interval (RE!) for these products. The
RE1 is the period between the
insecticidal application and when
a producer can enter the field without having to wear the protective
equipment .specified on the product label.
Bumblebee stings are another
potential problem, especially in
US.Choice
and around tobacco barns or other
Boneless
items,
unmoved
or
clutter
areas with
Shoulder
according to Townsend.
and
clutter
"Accumulated
tobacco
as
such
items,
unmoved
sticks, provide protective sites for
L L,
bumblebees to build nests in barns,"
he said. "Keep this in mind when
moving sticks around. To reduce
the chance of bumblebee stings,
wear leather gloves and don't reach
or place your hand where you
can't see."
Bumblebees give a slight warning before stinging because they
begin to buzz and warm up before
they take off. This produces a
"buzzing" sound as they beat their
Red Gold
wings.
To reduce the pain from a bee
or wasp sting, apply an ice pack
.5 c
or topical pain reliever, Townsend
said. Rest and elevating the injured
arm or leg might be necessary for
more severe, localized reactions.
Always wash the wound to reduce
the possibility of a secondary infection.
A small number of insect stings
usually causes a reaction in the
area right around the sting site.
Symptoms can include redness.
itching, swelling, pain and appearance of a welt within two to three
minutes of the sting. These symp-

as well as cause pain in other
parts of the body. These reactions
usually are most intense after about
48 hours but may last as long as
a week.
A sting victim should be taken

to the doctor or hospital immediately if symptoms include a constricted feeling in the chest, breathing difficulty or development of
intestinal distress, according to
Townsend.

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Grade A Frozen

Owen's Best Extra Lean

79!

field
1 lb

Bologna

Roast
$ 59

Extra Lean

Stew
Meat
$ 'II 59
Lb

Lb

$ 1 39

Extra Lean

Legs or Thighs

Pork Steak

89!

Pet Ritz
Frozen

Cobbler
OZ

Pork Roast
19

Lb.
1 39

Kingsford
10 Lb

Charcoal

9

$299

2/79'

lb

U.S. Choice Boneless

Boston Butt

Miss Goldy Frying Chicken

Bacon
2!

99! 9

Lb.

1

Owen's Best Sliced Slab

)
Bee
Gro3-4und
Ground Chuck Turkey Breast
Lb. Pkg.
1 59

Lb

Chuck Roast
1 39
Prune

Sunsweet

Lb.

Juice
32 oz
$ 1 39

$219

Angel Soft

Kentucky Farms

Bath Tissue

2°k Milk
Gal $

'1

L\FR(.1sF.

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

9aad — 91444t lexeld 7exele4

Owen's Best Family ack

•

1%.1*C1:111,

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

vac.c.a

Tomato
Sauce

,incrican

J Iii1 I N
THE
FI R N/1

4 Roll Pkg.

99

79

Stern show
to debut
NEW YORK (AP) — He may
be on television, but shock jock
Howard Stern has named his new
Saturday night series "The Howard
Stern Radio Show."
The show will premiere Aug.
22 at 11:30 p.m. ET. Through syndication: it will initially appear in
about 70 percent of the U.S. television market and in Canada,
according to Eyemark Entertainment.
It will be on the 12 CBS-owned
local television stations and has
been sold through syndication by
Eyemark to various other stations
across the country.
Stern's show will feature highlights from his daily radio program plus some original content
delivered for television.
Jim Biederman, a former creative executive at "Saturday Night
Live" producer Lorne Michaels'
video production company, has been
named executive producer of Stern's
show, which will compete against
-- "Saturday Night Live."
Stern is continuing his show
on cable's E! Entertainment Television on Sundays through Fridays.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Sugar
$ 1 99
5W.

Brawny Big Roll
Paper Towels
Pillsbury Grands

Over the years, the Welcome Wagon'
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people. New residents, new
parents and new cumens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and local businesses
For you, its a new day Why not start it
by making a new fnend9 We'd love to
hear from you

4refiti
Hostess Call
Kathiln Outland 753-3079
Ingeborg King 492-11345

-4-

Breast

399

TUrke)1
Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts

16.8 oz.

$239
$1 29
89'

28 oz.

Lb

P Owen's Best
Honey D pped

Baby Back Ribs

$499
Lb

Kool Aid

Best Yet Mayonnaise or

2 qt
Drink Mix
Bounce Fabric Softener

Salad Dressing 32 oz
Tropicana Pure Premium

Orange Juice

Sheets
Log Cabin

40 ct.

Syrup
Dawn Dishwashing

24 oz $239

Detergent

28 oz.

$ 1I 99
$;99

24 pk. cans

V

99

$
I

64 oz.

Fat Free Pringles

Pepsi Products

Pick-A- Dill

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

14-15 oz.

99
12 pk. $2

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, pr. Pepper 6 pk. 20 oz

Baked Beans
Paramount

2,

/$500

I

Biscuits
Van Camps

Lucky Charms
Cinnamon Toast Crunch or
French Toast Crunch

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew,
Dr. Pepper

Dixie Crystal

$ 1 89
I

6.5 oz.

Chips
Heinz Squeeze

$ 1 99
28

Ketchup

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Cherry Pepsi,
MI. Dew, Diet Mt. Dew

$ 11 09
2 Liter

I

T'tochice
Owen's Best
Storemade

Cole Slaw
1 19
Lb

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

Baked Nam
$419
b

Owen's Best
Storemade

Pimert Cheese
69

2

L

Lb

Golden Ripe

Large
Western

Bananas

Cantaloupes
29

Cheese
$429
Lb.

3 oz

$

19

WE BUY HOME GROWN PRODUCE
Large -Head

Baby Swiss

Mushrooms

Broccoli

99

Baby Peeled

Carrots
19

Dole Classic Blend

Salad

1 Lb Bag

$ 1 29

